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1

Introduction
Chapter one presents the background and rationale of the study and the subsequent points of
inquiry. The theoretical and empirical threads are briefly outlined as well as the discursive
building blocks leading up to the final discussion.
This is a study of how an industry is coping with change, and how deeply
rooted organizational and managerial practices can be both facilitating and
inhibiting when coping with change. It is also a study about how the process of
change influences the sense of legitimacy, and how organizations use history for
legitimization. The title of this study – “Print or Perish?” is a play on words,
referring to the phrase coined to describe the pressure on academics to publish
their work: “publish or perish”. The sentiment is being that either you publish
or your career will perish. This study will focus on, among other things, the
self-imposed pressure of newspaper organizations to print on paper. The
sentiment in the industry being: either we publish on paper or we will perish.
This perceived pressure is part of the reason why the industry is experiencing
inertia. On the other hand, the title of the study could perhaps very well have
been “publish or perish” because that certainly rings true as well. But as it
would turn out, it is not that simple. This study will show that in the regional
newspaper industry, as in academia, just any kind of publishing will not do.
At its most difficult, change is described in literature (e.g. Romanelli and
Tushman 1986) as producing “organizational inertia” – whereby an
organization resists change altogether even though some form of change might
be crucial for survival. Change in relation to organizational culture has been
subject to repeated inquiry in the field of organization studies and management;
see for instance the literature review of Schein (1990, 2010). Later inquiries
have included theory-building with cases ranging from a radio station (Bødker
and Strandgaard Pedersen 1991), a regional newspaper, a menswear retailer to a
consultancy firm (Johnson 1992) and savings banks (Hansen 2007). This study
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presents an ethnographic investigation into a regional newspaper industry in
Sweden, an industry currently struggling with adapting to the challenges
currently taking place on the World Wide Web (henceforth abbreviated “the
Web”). Sweden is a noteworthy country to study, as it is characterized by both
extensive Internet usage and high levels of newspaper readership (Carlsson and
Facht, 2010).
Sixteen years after the first newspaper websites appeared in 1996, delivering
editorial content to the Web still presents an ongoing challenge, of which an
entire industry is attempting to understand the implications. On the surface, it
appears to be a problem of finding financially viable business models for the
online edition while dealing with declining sales figures and advertising revenue
for the paper edition. This study shows, among other things, that inertial forces
originating from within an organizational culture are so strong that they might
even become an obstacle for the development of new business models.
Conclusions are achieved by using a narrative historical approach to
organizational culture and change, which Hansen (2007:922) proposes as a way
of “improving our understanding of historical agents’ and organizations’
behavior and strategic choices”. This is a perspective that is important for the
newspaper industry since it is an industry particularly rooted in tradition and
history.
In recent years, speculations regarding the future of newspapers have been
given significant media coverage1. The cause of a more or less steady, annual 23% drop in circulation figures is thought to be related to the Internet and the
subsequent liberal and plentiful sharing culture (Benkler 2006) that surrounds
free online news and other informational material that follows in its wake
(Keevey et al 2009; Hadenius et al 2008:139; Flavián et al 2007; Benkler 2007;
Bush 2002). At present, the entire industry is attempting to predict and
understand precisely how news will be produced and consumed in the future
(Karlsson 2010; Bird 2009; Boczkowski 2005). These media-intense
speculations were explicitly addressed on December 1 2009 as Rupert Murdoch
went before the Federal Trade Commission in Washington D.C. and delivered
a talk entitled ”From Town Crier to Bloggers: How Will Journalism Survive the
Internet Age?”, in which he revealed ongoing and perhaps controversial plans
1

“The Fissures are Growing for Papers” – The New York Times 2012-07-08
“Publisher Lays Out Plan to Save Newspapers” - New York Times 2009-12-06
“New York Times: En dam i nöd” - Dagens Nyheter 2009-08-30
“London Times börjar ta betalt för artiklar på nätet” - Dagens Nyheter 2009-11-18
Newspaper Deathwatch – Chronicling the death of newspapers and the rebirth of journalism. www.newspaperdeathwatch.com (Started March 5th, 2007. Still active and retrieved 2013-01-18)
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to start charging a fee for content on all News Corporation newspaper websites.
The main argument of the talk was:
[W]e need to do a better job of persuading consumers that high-quality,
reliable news and information does not come free. Good journalism is an
expensive commodity. […][M]edia companies need to give people the
news they want. [M]any papers I have visited […] have a wall of
journalism prizes – and a rapidly declining circulation. This tells me the
editors are producing news for themselves – instead of news that is
relevant to their customers. […] Though our formal topic today is the
future of newspapers, in many ways we do better to think in terms of the
future of democracy. (Rupert Murdoch, CEO News Corporation)
Murdoch criticized a growing state of complacency, and the fact that newspaper
organizations thrive on praise from peers rather than from customers. The
industry, according to Murdoch, had forgotten the customers altogether, or at
least taken them for granted. If a newspaper writes stories that no one wants to
read, then no one will pay and no one will get paid. Murdoch also seemed to
suggest that journalism as an “expensive commodity” is a notion not
successfully communicated to the public – that indeed this is something the
public needs to understand better. In his perspective, free news is by nature
unreliable, and of low quality – amateurish, whereas by necessity, costly news is
able, by virtue of its mode of production, to promote a healthy democracy.
Accordingly, on June 1 2010, The News Corporation decided to erect its first
paywall for the The London Times. Adjusting content, with the aim of compelling
readers to willingly spend money was not the primary topic of conversation at
this point. Keeping content the way it was, while restricting free access, became
the experimental strategy of choice. The commentary that ensued showed the
insecurity experienced by newspaper organizations in trying new business
models. To briefly demonstrate the nature of discussion and sequence of events
that followed around this time, sampling headlines from among others, Reuters,
The Wall Street Journal, The Guardian and The BBC is illustrative.
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Date
2010
May 13
Jul 1
Jul 1
Jul 2

Headline
“New York Times to Begin Website Charges in January.” (Wall Street Journal)
“[London] Times paywall goes up tomorrow.” (Guardian)
“Will the Times save the newspaper industry?” (BBC)
“A warm welcome to guardian.co.uk for all former readers of the Times.”
(Guardian)
“Will the paywall work? Thanks to Murdoch, we’ll soon find out.” (Guardian)
“New paywall costs the Times 66% of its Internet readership.” (Guardian)
“Times loses almost 90% of online readership.” (Guardian)
“Times paywall numbers don’t add up.” (Guardian)
“News Corp playing the subscription game with gusto - but, so far, alone.”
(Guardian)
“Murdoch: Tablets are the future for News Corp.” (Guardian)
“US daily puts up a website paywall.” (Guardian)
“The Times goes on losing print sales while losing its online audience too.”
(Guardian)
“Times and Sunday Times paywall content 'has 362,000 monthly users'.”
(Guardian)
“James Murdoch hails 50,000 surge in digital subscribers to Times” (Guardian)
“Times and Sunday Times readership falls after paywall.” (BBC)
“Times ‘hugely encouraged’ by paywall.” (BBC)
“The Times UK Lost 4 Million Readers To Its Paywall Experiment.”
(TechCrunch)

Jul 4
Jul 18
Jul 20
Jul 20
Jul 26
Aug 3
Aug 17
Oct 15
Oct 26
Nov 2
Nov 2
Nov 2
Nov 2
2011
March 17

“NY Times risks losing readers with new pay model.” (Reuters)

2012
June 23

“NY Times paywall may be working, could work better.” (Mediashift)
Selected (online) headlines commenting on Murdoch’s paywall experiment.

As the print editions continued to decline in 2011, and web traffic was steadily
increasing, forcing readers to pay for web content was seen by some as the only
viable solution. The argument was that readers simply have to realize that the
content currently being closed off would be worth paying for – in short, what
Murdoch described with the phrase: “good journalism is an expensive
commodity”.
As the above table shows, this strategy was (is) not without complications as
long as there are free alternatives, as pointed out by The Guardian in the example
above. The select string of headlines – though superficial – reveals a deeper
conflict between the implementation of a media policy and the parallel
immutability of an existing consumer culture; indeed they show a critical
discrepancy between how managers in newspaper organizations understand
their influence over the dynamic between their environment and its plausible
opportunities, and the flexibility of their customers/readers. In discussions with
regional managers around how to increase the customer-relevance of content
(i.e. rectifying rather than forcing the pay aspect), making readers willing to pay
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does not seem to be an issue with regional newspapers, since readers should, in
the perspective of these organizations, by default be interested in regional news.
In other words, the newspapers want to stay institutionally intact and assimilate
the environment rather than adapt.
The idea for this study came from a book by Clay Shirky entitled Here Comes
Everybody (2008) – which in part addresses the nature of the relationship
between the newspaper industry and social media – as well as a string of
newspaper articles reporting, and perhaps lamenting, the increasingly difficult
state of The New York Times. In addition, a documentary that surfaced in 2011
entitled Page One: A Year Inside the New York Times illustrated precisely this
predicament – the slow, apparently painful decline of the newspaper industry
kindled by a problematic relationship with the Web and its growing function as
a provider of free, online news.
Initially, it seemed that newspapers as organizational enterprises were, and still
are, very techno-centric. An example of this techno-centricity is that
newspapers originated as a viable mass medium thanks to the invention of a key
piece of technological equipment: the printing press. If the printing press bears
responsibility for the birth of the industry, why would an even more potent
publishing environment such as the Web be perceived as threatening or even
disruptive, rather than as an even greater opportunity? The answer, I thought –
opting for an approach less technologically deterministic – must lie in how
newspapers use the technology; what managerial visions the technology
potentially creates and fulfils. If the Web’s potential is perceived by the industry
as less than desirable at this point, it must be because the Web does not fulfil
the particular visions of the industry. In other words, if newspapers have a
dualistic relationship with technology, it seemed plausible that it had nothing to
do with the technology itself and everything to do with ideology. Any given
piece of information technology comes to accommodate a particular kind of
ideology (e.g. Mackay and Gillespie 1992:687; Carey 2008), and while the
printing press very much accommodates content producing outlets such as
newspaper organizations, the Web appears not to. Rather, it seems to prefer
readers.
The reciprocal relationship between ideology and technology has been
discussed by scholars of cultural studies who emphasize the role of societal
context when studying any phenomena – particularly in relation to “relevant
social groups in particular times and places” (Turner 2006:259). As in the above
example, in order to understand the printing press and the Web as ideological
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accelerants, it is necessary to study “highly local, time-bound processes […]”
(ibid). These relationships not only relate to the rise of the Web, but “to the
negotiations surrounding the integration of those technologies into ongoing
social and cultural transformations” (ibid). What Turner (2006) means is that
technologies that thrive and fulfil certain ideologies do so because of their
context – as they arrive at a particular point in time and place. The awareness of
this context allows for posing the question “why?”
To elucidate and conclude this somewhat crude opening inquiry and arrive at a
point, the properties of each technology offer hints of an answer. The printing
press was (is) an expensive, large and complicated piece of equipment that
requires a large capital investment and a staff of workers to operate. The Web is
nearly ubiquitous in the industrialized world, inexpensive and the technological
skills to operate a PC and publish a website are becoming increasingly
ubiquitous as well. Thus, if the printing press is corporate at heart, the Web is
personal. The shift from corporate to personal is an important component of
the purpose of the study.
Outlining the Context of Inertia and Newspaper Organizations
The media rhetoric has constructed two opposing sides in this discourse, based
on media worker’s divergent views on the importance of the newspaper as such
(Karlsson 2011). At one end is the traditional (analogue) newspaper
corporation, and at the other end are thousands of decentralized web pages that
offer not only official news from professional sources, but also a blend of
amateur blogs written by “non-professionals” or even by journalists themselves.
The construction of such a dichotomy often centres around the preferences of
young adults, as they are the ones that tend to reject traditional media (Huang
2009). This dichotomy is important to mention because it illustrates the
uncertainty of an industry that exists for the people and now the core beliefs of
that industry are being challenged by the same people it is supposedly serving.
It is also here that conceptions about whether one outlet excludes the other
originate – since the industry seems to believe that whatever promotes the web
edition will invariably “steal” from the print edition. This anxiety manifests in
the way publishing policies are drawn up, delaying or withholding news from
the website explicitly in order to keep the print edition relevant. The role of
digital news can be seen as either a complement or a replacement (Althaus and
Tewksbury 2000; Dutta-Bergman 2004; Nguyen and Western 2006). If the new
technology is a complement, it is added to an existing media array, while in a
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replacement scenario, new technologies would take the place of the old
(Karlsson 2011).
On one side of the spectrum are bloggers and amateurs: subjective opinion
outlets that discuss, critique and highlight certain news items and events from
around the world, leaving the filtering to the reader. The other side has rigorous
quality control and a strict code of ethics. There is no doubt that the Web
emerged as a powerful information channel (Kershbaumer 2000). The Web
brings significant change, because it is multimodal, and with multimodality
comes convergence and equal opportunity. The Web is no less than a mass
media equalizer where print actors create moving images and television
newsrooms can publish text. Actors that were once safe within their optimized
and monopolized format suddenly feel they “have to” go online to remain valid
in the eyes of future news consumers. Commercial newspapers are today barely
scratching the surface of the Web’s potential, afraid to compromise their paper
edition, sometimes stuck in a self-imposed either/or dichotomy where the
paper edition is always at stake. It is interesting to note though, that recent
research increasingly points towards a co-existing, complementary use of digital
media in relation to print rather than replacement and cannibalization (e.g.
Althaus and Tewksbury, 2000; Van Cauwenberge et al 2010). In this context,
research suggests that news organizations would benefit from having reader
interest rather than platform as a basic approach (Dutta-Bergman 2004).
Scope and Research Gaps
This is not the first time change has been studied – in the discipline of
Information Systems or elsewhere – and not the first time the newspaper
industry has been subject to forces that demand change. However, some key
aspects of this study are unique and can be briefly outlined:
• It problematizes the very foundation on which the Information Systems
discipline bases its enterprise modeling, positing that as system designers
we cannot rely on straightforward conceptual understanding of current
work routines for designing and improving on existing information
systems (e.g. Zhu et al 2006). Instead, we must realize that there are
structures paired with ideologies that constitute organizations that are
unable to change even if change is necessary for survival. Understanding
the dynamics and properties of these kinds of organizations is critical for
the successful execution of the very early steps of systems analysis.
Information Systems theory assumes that organizations can be
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•

•

•
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understood by understanding the inner practices and work routines,
while largely disregarding the extra-organizational historical, societal and
ideological context in which these routines exist, a context critical for
the regional newspaper industry.
It applies an inductive, qualitative, interpretative approach to research as
opposed to the dominant positivist, quantitative approach of IS research
(cf. Wynn and Williams 2008:3; Chen and Hirschheim 2004).
The empirical object of study is the largely understudied regional
newspaper industry. The majority of previous research has tended
towards national, “elite” media (cf. Karlsson 2010; Karlsson and
Clerwall 2011; Quandt 2008; Harrison 2010).
Uuses the perspective of the organization and focuses on organizational
phenomena. However this perspective does not prevent the study from
discussing readers, customers or other stakeholders such as advertisers.
Although when readers and other extra-organizational entities are
mentioned, they are discussed from the viewpoint of the organization.
Resists traditional dialectic notions of “inside” and “outside” influences
on organizations (cf. Shoemaker and Reese 1996), and opts for a fluid
dynamic where the terms that linguistically denote a particular industry
or organization are continuously tried, contested and reconceptualised,
and, most importantly, performative, i.e. individual actions that
reproduce structures and norms through discourse (DeLanda 2006). In
other words, resisting the notion of an “inside” altogether, instead
proposing that everything is “outside”. This fills a theoretical gap
particularly for journalism studies, where meta-theories have tended
towards static, linear models for understanding influences on media
organizations.
Most studies of mass media and the Internet (as well as of traditional
media) have focused on national media, emphasizing the audiences and
content (Keith 2011:2) due to researchers’ difficulties in obtaining access
to mass media producers and production sites. These hurdles have been
made even more difficult with online news over the past 15 years, as
news organizations have “struggled with the organization, stifling and
even location of their Internet units. The very tumult around online
content suggests a topic that has received some scrutiny deserves more”
(sic) (Keith 2011:2). Thus, placing the focus of this study on the regional
industry, rather than national media, and on the organization itself rather
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than on content or audiences should provide fruitful results in an area
that needs research.
In addition to these brief points that outline scope and research gaps, the very
central concepts of “path dependence” and “historical institutionalism” need to
be explained and contextualized early on, before embarking on the research
purpose and the research questions. Understanding these concepts is key to
fully understanding “organizational inertia”, the primary focal point of this
study.
Path Dependence and Historical Institutionalism
This study argues that existing theories of “path dependence”, or “historical
institutionalism”, are insufficient in explaining the type of inertia exhibited by
regional newspapers. This is primarily because existing theories do not address
the complexities of reconciling historically rooted ideology with financial profit.
Scholars seem to agree on the fact that history matters, but are puzzled as to
how. It is said that path dependence does not equal reverence for history per se
– but rather “a social process grounded in a dynamic of ‘increasing returns’”
(see for instance the literature review of Pierson 2000:251). There are several
literature reviews on path dependence and historical institutionalism, and
previous scholars have stated that “clear definitions are rare” (2000:252)
regarding what exactly constitutes path dependence. The literature review of
Alexander (2001) attempts to shed some light on this, and defines path
dependence as:
A range of technological, economic, social, and political arrangements,
once in place, appear to generate patterns of costs and benefits such that
rational actors prefer to maintain the status quo even if an alternative
might provide higher aggregate returns in the long run. (Alexander
2001:254)
The above quote makes an important point that relates to the present study,
although somewhat veiled. It would seem that path dependence can stem from
management not necessarily prioritizing profit, but rather the maintaining of
some organizational integrity. Translating this to an ideologically driven
organization such as a newspaper, it would make the inertia of professional
organizations a product of a path dependency brought on by conviction rather
than of straightforward profit margins. Conviction is more difficult to
manoeuvre because it is often an integral part of the professional organization’s
modus operandi, i.e. how things “get done”. Alexander (2001) furthermore argues
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that path dependence occurs “when relevant actors consistently calculate that
change from the status quo offers at best longer-term (and hence less certain)
benefit streams while imposing immediate and large transition costs.” (ibid:254)
This would suggest that short-term cost cutting and familiarity holds prevalence
over major changes and long-term uncertainty.
This dissertation recognizes and distinguishes between two kinds of path
dependence:
a) Path dependence as a result of reluctance towards financially risky
strategic path alterations (maintaining the market path)
b) Path dependence as a result of reluctance towards compromising
ideological value systems (maintaining the ideology path)
Either or both can potentially exist in any organization – the second , however,
can be much more difficult to negotiate. Furthermore, the second kind of path
dependency is understudied in historical institutionalism, and in the field of
information systems. This particular kind of path dependence, and its roots in
history, is in need of a new theory to be fully understood, analyzed and
explained. This allows us to formulate the purpose of the study.
The Purpose of the Study and Points of Inquiry
The purpose of this study is to develop a theoretical concept to explain and discuss inertia in
for-profit organizations that have to reconcile market demands with ideological values.
The main difference between the national newspaper industry and the regional
industry is that the regional industry operates under the collective assumption
that they provide a unique enough product that change is unnecessary to the
point that the organization might not even consciously experience inertia at all.
National media, on the other hand, are aware of the competitiveness of other
newspapers, because they “fight” over the same news as many others.
Regionally, the competition is not as apparent – and management teams of
these papers are convinced that they produce a product without an alternative.
The newspaper industry is similar to several other media industries; for
instance, similar inquiries have been raised about the music industry (e.g.
Wikström 2009), with the same tendency towards inertia and insensitivity to
external influences. This is especially true regarding changes in the area of
technology. The newspaper industry has at numerous times throughout its
history been directly or indirectly affected by technological progress (e.g. Carter
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1984; Lee-Wright 2008). Newspaper organizations’ relationship with a changing
media landscape has been analysed from several disciplines, among others
information systems (e.g. Åkesson 2009), business and management studies
(e.g. Argyris 1974; Van Weezel 2009; Raviola 2010; Picard 2010) and media
studies (e.g. Karlsson 2010). Though each discipline approaches the subject
with different agendas, they all examine an industry that is currently undergoing
significant transformation – a transformation that affects nearly all aspects of
the newspaper organization. However, researchers have a tendency to favour
national elite media (e.g. Keith 2011; Karlsson and Clerwall 2011; Karlsson
2010; Quandt 2008; Harrison 2010), overlooking independent regional media,
even though regional newspapers produce the majority of editorial content.
The purpose is broken down into three research questions:
RQ 1:
What characterizes the propensity for change in regional newspaper organizations?
This explorative question seeks to reveal the properties and characteristics of
the ability to change in the chosen regional newspaper industry, i.e. describing
the way in which the regional newspaper industry either embraces or resists
change. This research question provides context for RQ2 – given that these
regional newspaper organizations’ attitudes and predisposition to change is
revealed in RQ1, we can deepen our understanding of the characteristics
further by asking:
RQ 2:
How does the organizational culture affect the propensity for change in regional newspaper
organizations?
This question focuses on how managers rationalize about change, i.e. the
thought patterns and assumptions that guide the decision-making process. In
other words, the assumptions upon which the potential need for change are
identified and realized. Particularly, this question focuses on the decisionmakers and the “mental model” they construct for understanding and
rationalizing about the “real world” (e.g. Argyris and Schön 1978; Sterman
1994). This process of “sensemaking” (e.g. Weick, 1988, 1995) is essential to
understand from the newspaper organization’s perspective because it allows for
theorizing about implications and outcomes.
RQ 3:
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How are the legacies of past and current organizational culture used in the organizations to
respond to demands for change?
This inquiry emphasizes the effect of organizational culture on demands for
change. As such, the question assumes the importance of the past in
constructing the answer to RQ1 – i.e. that present actions are very much a
result of conceptions of the past. This has been called “institutional memory”
or “collective memory” (Boje 2008:81). Since the past is negotiated and
understood through the presence of physical artefacts and social acts of
remembrance, influencing a professional organization’s propensity for change.
This research question is theoretically driven primarily by the concept of
“hauntology” (Derrida 1994) – a concept that describes how historically
grounded policies and mindsets remain current through various kinds of
“hauntings”, i.e. objects and ideas that represent a past mindset that, like the
metaphor of a ghost, comes back to haunt the present. The underlying
assumption is that the present is always understood – made sense of – through
conceptions of the past. Depending on the message of these “ghosts”, and the
underlying assumptions that the messages rely on, they have different effects on
the strategy-making process.
Research in Information Systems
This study is conducted as a contribution to the field of Information Systems.
Information Systems (henceforth abbreviated IS) concerns itself with the
relationship between information and communication technology (ICT), endusers (stakeholders, employees, consumers) and organizations (work-practices,
strategies, processes). Within this field, an important aspect is how ICT changes
the dynamics between producers and consumers. This vague definition has not
been beneficial for those attempting to put IS on the academic map. The search
for a stable core to define and limit the field of IS is not only a current one, but
also one that has as many differing viewpoints as it has contributors. However,
it can be assumed that there are two parts that constitute the field: The
technology of information systems, and the surrounding socio-organizational
context. Building on these general terms, there have been many recent,
disparate views regarding whether the discipline is currently experiencing an
identity crisis, and what the definitive focus and specific research issues
belonging to IS should be. This section provides a brief overview of the current
state of affairs in order to position this study in that debate.
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Orlikowski and Iacono (2001:133) expressed concern that the field had lost
sight of the IT artefact, arguing that the IT artefact had long been taken for
granted in IS research, limiting the way in which researchers realize the impact
of IT on society, culture, and history. Weber (2003b:iii) articulated in an
editorial of MIS Quarterly what he called “the problem of the problem”,
referring to IS' reputation for using and adapting theories developed in other
disciplines, and the subsequent impact of such research practice on the nature
of research contributions. Thus the problem of IS seems to be a lack of
indigenous theory. Subsequently, and following the argument of Orlikowski
and Iacono, Benbasat and Zmud (2003) suggested a core set of properties to
counter what they articulated as an “identity crisis” of the field. These
formalized properties centralized the presence of IT. They also stressed the
context that IT is implemented in, and summarized their view of what the
scope of the discipline should be:
[A]s a consequence of use, the impacts (direct and indirect, intended and
unintended) of these [IT] artifacts on the humans who directly (and
indirectly) interact with them, structures and contexts within which they
are embedded, and associated collectives (groups, work units,
organizations). (Benbasat & Zmud et al 2003:186)
Not convinced about the centrality of the IT artefact, Weber (2003:vi) asserted
in yet another editorial in MIS Quarterly that same year entitled “Still
Desperately Seeking the IT Artifact” that ”[t]he core [of IS], if one exists, will
not lie in theories that account for information technology-related phenomena.
Rather, it will lie in theories that account for information systems-related
phenomena.” Weber again called for research on unique phenomena that
cannot be sufficiently or adequately explained using theory from any other
discipline without considerable mutation. According to Weber, the strength of
IS would then be to ”build powerful, generic theories to account for these
phenomena that are not applications of theories from other disciplines or
straightforward extensions of these theories” (2003:vi). A response to Benbasat
and Zmud (2003) is Agarwal and Lucas (2005:381), who argue that these
properties are too constraining and will result in a “micro focus” that is
“potentially dangerous for the field [and could] result in the elimination of IS
from many academic programs”. Thus, Agarwal and Lucas promote a heuristic,
macro perspective because
[the IS] discipline is of vital importance to managers, academics, and
business education. The technology is transforming organizations,
industries, and markets. IS research should help key decision makers
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understand IT’s potential and impact so they can take advantage of what
technology offers. (2005:382)
Instead, Agarwal and Lucas “acknowledge the multidisciplinary nature” of the
field, and that IS scholars should add value to other disciplines (2005:383).
A more liberal response to Benbasat and Zmud is put forth by Robey
(2003:352), who asserts that “IS needs to strengthen ties with contributing
disciplines, not sever them in the rush to establish unique IS theories”, and goes
on to argue the importance of “establish[ing] an identity through research that
is distinctively different from the research in other disciplines, while drawing
valuable contributions from them” (2003:355). DeSanctis (2003:366), agrees
with Robey in his response to Benbasat and Zmud, stating that “distance from
the core [of the IT artefact] is [not] necessarily a worrisome state of affairs” and
continues to argue that “[i]ndeed, a strong case for tolerance in the stretching of
the field’s boundaries can be made based on the view that growth through
absorption and retention of newcomers – whatever they study – is the key to
the field’s survival” (ibid).
An important reason as to why research is driven away from the IT artefact
can, according to DeSanctis (2003), be summed up with industry
transformations – the pervasiveness of IT knowledge and use that has evolved
since the blossoming days of IS in the 1970’s and 1980’s. In other words,
“markets care more about ability to manage IT than the technology itself” and
“managers increasingly view technology as a commodity whose value lies less in
the specifics of design than in the ingenuity of its use” (DeSanctis 2003:367). As
a result of this pervasiveness, “many disciplines have taken on the study of ITrelated phenomena” (ibid:368). In other words, not only is IS research
borrowing from other disciplines, other disciplines are increasingly
territorializing issues that in the past belonged to IS. DeSanctis’ (2003)
suggestions for the future of IS can be summed up as calling for an increased
focus on questions rather than domain: the embracing of interdisciplinary
participation and a continued and open growth of forum and debate.
As a general comment to the debate, Hassan (2011:18) applied the theories of
Foucault and Toulmin in order to critically examine the future of IS research,
and chooses to define the “precarious” nature of information systems:
What is clear is that IS is unique in the sense that it is neither exclusively
computer science, nor is it exclusively organizational science; it is neither
exclusively the life sciences (psychology, sociology or political science) nor
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is it exclusively engineering. […] IS […] offers the illusive knowledge that
is situated between the natural and the social sciences, […] and […]
bridges between the two, providing the link between the silent technology
and the human spirit. As the knowledge of the human sciences overlaps
that of the natural sciences, the field of IS is capable of encompassing
both. Its relevance lies […] in its ability to offer what escapes other
disciplines. (Hassan 2011:17-18)
This brief overview of the debate shows that the discipline is more than the
sum of its parts, and not easily reducible to individual components, and not
easily restrained. What might at first glance seem like a slippery and broad
definition is not a sign of weakness but might be a way to guarantee significant
contribution in a world that is constantly undergoing transformation. This
study sympathises more with the perspective of Robey (2003), DeSanctis (2003)
and Hassan (2011) than Benbasat and Zmud (2003) or Weber (2003a) in
arguing that information systems as a discipline should exploit theories from
other disciplines in order to be able to maximize the extent to which
phenomena that fall in the category of information systems can be researched.
Research questions should open up for method and theory, as it is the
questions that will ultimately drive and define the discipline’s raison d’être. The
lack of indigenous theory should not prevent a discipline from engaging in
interdisciplinary, theoretical discussions.
Conforming to this line of reasoning, this study proposes the use of a potent
systems theory in order to shed light on an industry in transformation, and
proposes the relevance in showing how this transformation consists of tensions
governed by organizational routines, ideology, policymaking and the
appropriation of information technology. The contribution to the field of
information systems lies in the departure from determinism – technological as
well as economical – in order to tease out perspectives on what happens when
decision-makers make sense of, and are confronted with, information
technology in a particular organizational and ideological context using a novel
combination of theories.
The Information Systems field at Karlstad university, the research context from
which this study originates, is conceptualized as the intersection of three areas:
organizations (social structure), people (users, consumers, audience) and IT (or
ICT, i.e. any informational and/or communicative technologies) (see fig. 2).
The discipline thus concerns itself with combinations. Combinations of users
and information and communication technologies, of information and
communication technologies and organizations, of users and organizations, et
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cetera. This study firmly establishes points of departure in all three areas of
interest, with an emphasis on organizations and technology. In other words, the
focus lies on the managers of the newspaper organization, and their
understanding of the dynamics between ICT and themselves (which includes
their understanding of both the organizational framework in which the
employees perform their respective roles and functions as well as how they
relate to the audience and other stakeholders).

Information
Technology

IS

Organizations

People

Fig. 2 – Information Systems (IS) as a relationship discipline (Nilsson and Pettersson eds. 2000)

In more detail, this study contains the following three points of departure.
Organizations
The first point relates to the increased understanding of organizations under
pressure and how these organizations react to, understand and implement
change in the face of technological innovation (a topic frequently addressed in
the Information Systems discipline commonly under the headline “change
analysis”, i.e. Goldkuhl and Röstlinger (1988); Andersen (1994)).
Davis and Marquis (2005) argue that there is an increasing difficulty in defining
the boundaries of an organization. The advent of globalization and Internet
technologies remind us more than ever that organizations are discursive
constructs rather than tangible physical structures with a geographically
collected set of employees. Manuel DeLanda (2006) rejects the traditional view
of organizations as closed, self-sustaining systems and instead sees
organizations as “assemblages”, products of stabilization and destabilization –
territorializing forces. DeLanda’s theory, along with other such social
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ontologies of organization (e.g. Giddens (and by extension Orlikowski)), define
organizations in the 21st century as capacities, i.e. a mixture of social and
material outcomes of tensions between components. These descriptions all
seem to capture the fact that organizations are ideological constructs, and as
such function according to a different set of properties. This perspective is in
keeping with Davis and Marquis (2005:332) who argue that “most organizations
[are] mere legal fictions with no “inside” or “outside.” Rather they are bursts of
activity concentrated around specific activities. Davis and Marquis put forth the
argument that organization studies should focus on the ”natural history of the
changing institutions of contemporary capitalism” and study the more relevant
eco-systems in which organizations exist, and the way in which the
organizations’ respective patterns of interaction change over time.
Consequently, any theory of organization could be used to explain and
problematize social and economic change to properly capture the shift from
overall-paradigmatic grand theories to the appropriation of theories that deal
with specific issues and problems – ”mechanism-based theorizing”.
Particular for this study is the historical way in which newspaper organizations
have been managed over the last 150 years – during which time the
environment (both technological and social) has undergone radical change, and
is changing still (Benkler 2006). Because old business models generate different
behaviours when applied to new patterns of consumption and production, this
first point is very much a matter of organizational tensions. The conditions
under which the term “newspaper” and “newspaper organization” can be
articulated is changing because parameters and preconditions are changing. This
point examines the progressively fluid borders of the newspaper organization,
its power structures, its notions of hierarchy and ideology, and what
conceptions influence its decision-making practices.
In order to explore the mechanics of social and technological structure, a
language of social ontology comprised of a modified version of Assemblage
Theory (Deleuze 2005; DeLanda 2006) is developed and articulated in relation
to the newspaper organization.
People
The second point relates to the changing behavioural patterns that reveal
differences in how the audience today consumes and contributes to news
content. There is a shift away from centralized, regulated ways of consumption
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where gatekeepers decide not only how to publish, but also what is relevant and
worthy of the public’s attention (Benkler 2006). The gatekeeping model of
communication in relation to newspaper organizations has been discussed by
Shoemaker and Reese (1996), and critiqued by for instance Keith (2011), and
reconceptualised to accommodate a global market (Reese 2007).
The metaphorical conduit, this gatekeeping model of knowledge production,
was once necessary because publishing required specialized skills and expensive
equipment. Communication was one-way from producer to consumer. Today,
the necessity is, as this study will eventually show, perhaps more grounded in
organizational conceptions than in the consumer’s best interest. The filtering
work of gatekeepers has become noticeably disjointed, and ultimately functions
differently, because anyone with Internet access can make any information
instantly and globally accessible. Millions of people use blogs, wikis and forums
to gather, filter and revise information on special topics of interest. People
collaborate, coordinate, publish and revise themselves more than ever because
the technology to do so is becoming ubiquitous and more importantly – used.
The Technology
The third point does not only refer to the technology used to create content,
but to new arenas of interaction, sharing and consumption as well. Just as the
ancient tradition of scribes writing by hand was once replaced by the much
more productive and flexible printing press, the now monolithic printing press
is increasingly being displaced by the popular use of the Internet and the
personal computer. The Internet is in many ways the embodiment of ICT: an
emergent, complex network where the only purpose is total information
dissemination. This global network is collapsing the boundaries between
producer and consumer, and precipitously slashing the cost of production
(Benkler 2006).
Using Socio-Systemic Theory to Explain Organizational Phenomena
A number of ontological theories have been co-opted by the Information
Systems discipline in order to explain, describe and/or improve organizations.
Gregor (2006:616) argues that “in order to fully realize the potential of IS
research, theory is required that links the natural world, the social world, and
the artificial world of human constructions”. The most prominent theory of
late is structuration theory (e.g. Giddens 1979; Giddens 1984; Giddens and
Pierson, 1998), perhaps because it has been somewhat reconceptualised
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particularly with reference to ICT, most notably in two articles published in
Organization Science by Orlikowski (1992:410; 2000). Here, Orlikowski expands
on structuration theory by arguing that a human agent “enacts emergent
structures through recurrent interaction with the technology at hand.”
(2000:407) On the subject of emergence is where Orlikowski’s work deviates
from Giddens’ original theory, as well as from her own 1992 article, particularly
when discussing patterns of use that are not in accordance with the intended,
designed use. Orlikowski argues that:
When humans interact regularly with a technology, they engage with
(some or all of) the material and symbolic properties of the technology.
Through such repeated interaction, certain of the technology's properties
become implicated in an ongoing process of structuration. The resulting
recurrent social practice produces and reproduces a particular structure of
technology use. Thus, structures of technology use are constituted
recursively as humans regularly interact with certain properties of a
technology and thus shape the set of rules and resources that serve to
shape their interaction. (Orlikowski 2000:406-407)
Thus, structure is reproduced using innate (intended or unintended) properties
of the technology, thereby reproducing new structures that both technology
and actors are responsible for creating. A drawback with such reductionist
ontologies that put forth an agency/structure dichotomy is the way they equate
organizational phenomena to social practice as ultimate reality, or to the habitus
as a master process (van Wesemael 2008:168). In order to capture the fluidity of
organizations, and avoid lingering in closed and static systems thinking,
Lazzarato (1996:138) suggests the use of systems theory to conceptualize
organizations as assemblages of material and immaterial components.
In order to recognize this condition, a theoretical framework is developed that
disregards boundaries and instead focuses on systemic flows stemming from
relations rather than from fixed structures and states. This framework is
accomplished by constructing a socio-systemic theory inspired by and derived
from the ontology of French poststructuralist Gilles Deleuze (2005; first
published in 1980), combined with Derrida’s (1994) work in Specters of Marx.
This framework will be further developed in Chapter 3.
Contributions to the IS Discipline
The prognostic contribution to the IS discipline is a theoretical concept that
seeks to problematize and add to current research around the prerequisites for
traditional systems analysis; particularly the initial steps of conceptual
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organizational modeling approaches that outline work routines in order to
facilitate organizational development and increase ROI/performance/employee
satisfaction. This kind of holistic intra-organizational approach stems from
traditional, Hegelian notions of relations of interiority, where a system or
organization is thought to be fully understood with a detailed charting of
internal work routines, organizational structure and stakeholders in order to
construct a new organization from employee requirements (requirement
analysis and engineering). The main weakness of such an approach is found in
its basic assumption – the reductionist view that an organization’s stabilizing
and destabilizing forces are parts of the organization itself. There is a need for
new concepts that embrace the extra-organizational forces as well as the effects
of time and duration on those forces. In other words, a concept that
emphasizes the benefits of a historical approach to organizational change that
focuses on the fluidity of stabilizing and destabilizing forces that all originate
from an “outside”, where each component part of the organization is in a
constant state of exteriority. Developing this kind of alternative meta-theory to
Shoemaker and Reese’s (1996) hierarchy of influences model opens up for a
different kind of problematization and should contribute not only to journalism
studies but to organization studies in general.
These theoretical contributions would allow for theories of change analysis and
conceptual modeling to recognize some critical weaknesses that are key to
understanding why certain types of organizations, when faced with certain
paradigmatic shifts, are unable to change, even if their survival depends on it.
These organizations may not be able to implement changes that seem rational
and logical to an outsider, because to the organizations, they are thought to be
able to cause the complete demise of the system.
Chapters Outline
The study begins by providing a brief background and rationale, describing the
current situation of the newspaper industry. This description is followed by
defining organizational change, and how a changing environment is a
continuous background process for organizations. Furthermore it establishes
organizational culture as the key aspect of the internally constructed reality of
organizations, which may or may not be at odds with the changing
environment. Inertia is defined as the result of a culture at odds with its
environment. A theoretical framework is developed in chapter three that
demarcates two states of an organization: the past/abstract (historically
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anchored and remembered) and the present/concrete (the actual). The
relevance of the past/abstract is theoretically grounded in sensemaking (Weick
1988a, 1988b, 1995), memory and “hauntology” (Derrida 1994) and the
present/concrete is grounded in “assemblage theory” (DeLanda 2006). The
dialogue between these two states is fundamental for understanding the
characteristics of the kind of inertia displayed by professional organizations
guided by the logic of ideology (oftentimes in conflict with the logic of the
market). Any organization that has its roots in a particular profession that is
defined by a moral code or ideological conduct will not be able to conform to
the demands of the market as easily as other kinds of organizations. Thus any
study of organizational behaviour that uses a historical approach to institutional
memory needs to distinguish between the past (the organization that has been,
and is continuously reproduced using storytelling and memorabilia) and its
relationship with the present (the organization that is current and now, and that
negotiates a constant stream of influences in order to position itself in a
market). The way in which these two conceptions of one and the same
organization are negotiated constitutes an important piece of answering the
question: “why?” The theoretical framework leads into the design of the study
and its execution followed by results, discussion and conclusions.
The study focuses on a particular region of Sweden, the county of Värmland.
With a population of nearly 300,000 inhabitants, it is covered by two
independently-owned newspapers publishing in the county capital of Karlstad,
positioned on opposite sides of the political spectrum.
The study is divided into 5 chapters:
Chapter 1 “Introduction” (the current chapter) has presented the rationale and
background for the study as a whole, broadly outlined the methodological,
theoretical and empirical aspects of the study, as well as the research questions
that the study is comprised of.
Chapter 2 “A Study of Regional Newspapers” describes how the study was
performed, in detail presenting the study’s methodological approach. The first
part of chapter 2 establishes general epistemological and ontological
standpoints that are important for situating the study in a broader scientific
context. This section is followed by a brief overview of existing academic
perspectives relating to the field of newspapers, paired with the perspective of
this study. This paring serves to establish research gaps and identifies the best
method of filling those gaps. The chapter also defines the scope of the study.
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The empirical research design occupies the second part of chapter 2, and
describes the choice of research subject, the method of data collection and the
method of analysis.
Chapter 3 “Theoretical Framework” describes the theoretical foundation of
the study, outlining the key arguments of each theorist and how each theory
contributes to the purpose of the study. The chapter begins with a literature
review followed by a summary and a declaration of the theoretical perspective
of the study.
Chapter 4 “Findings and Discussion” contains the empirical foundation of the
study. The chapter presents the study in detail, focusing on the preparation of
the empirical study and its execution. The chapter then merges theory and
empirical evidence.
Chapter 5 “Conclusions” discuss the findings, their implications and
summarizes the results in relation to the research questions. Finally the
theoretical concept “spectral organization” is introduced, motivated and its
dimensions defined.
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2

A Study of Regional Newspapers
Chapter two presents viewpoints on central concepts such as “knowledge” and “organization”.
This chapter also outlines in detail the methodological design of the study, along with
implications for theory and practice.
The previous chapter described the theoretical and empirical background that
formulated the study, and introduced the points of inquiry that determined the
theoretical and empirical approaches, illustrating how the study is grounded in
the IS discipline. This chapter will outline in detail the methodological specifics
of designing a study that can effectively answer the research questions,
motivating the use of particular theories and their merit in the given context, as
well as the chosen form of empirical data collection and its merit in the same
context.
Since the inquiry rests on capturing the rich subjective and collective
perceptions of actors in the organizations in question, the study was designed as
a qualitative case study. Quantifiable data may have been useful if the research
questions had been quantifiable, or in need of quantification. Yin (2009:18)
describes a case study as:
Cop[ing] with the technically distinctive situation where there will be
many more variables of interest than data points, and as one result relies
on multiple courses of evidence, with data needing to converge in a
triangulating fashion, and as another result benefits from the prior
development of theoretical proposition to guide data collection and
analysis.
Since the nature of the research questions raised in the previous chapter were
of an interpretative nature, the choice fell on designing a case study by
conducting semi-structured interviews substantiated by observations and
accessible, public records as well as other documentation as the primary means
of data collection. The aim was to obtain as nuanced a material as possible in
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the form of “narratives” and “testimonials”, rather than numeric, quantifiable
data. Thus, interviews were conducted until such time that sufficient saturation
had been reached in the material. This chapter outlines the specifics of the
process of data collection and the crafting of theoretical reasoning to
supplement the data.
The research design was conceived and executed according to the following
steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Formulating a general perspective of ontology and epistemology.
Establishing relevant theories and brief structuring of a literature review.
Identifying the research gaps that the research design corresponds to.
Developing a more detailed empirical research design, including choice of
detailed theory, method for data collection and method for analysis.
5. Choosing the method for empirical analysis along with identifying and
acknowledging the delimitations of the research design itself, as well as the
consequences of those delimitations for the final discussion.
Ontological and Epistemological Perspective
The ontological and epistemological perspective determines how the study
relates to scientific concepts and knowledge. The research method designates a
way of collecting empirical data to support or test a specific hypothesis: a tool
for describing a (empirical) reality. The purpose of empirical research is to
challenge established notions of truth, reality and knowledge (Jacobsen 2009).
In brief, this study takes a realist, inductive approach to performing an
interpretative, empirical study. The realist perspective holds that reality exists
independent of observation, thus positing that any observation collected may or
may not for any reason deviate from an objective world. DeLanda (2006:1)
provides the theoretical and ontological viewpoint of this study, and he
describes his approach to social ontology as “[t]he mind-independent existence
of reality”. The conceptions that the research subjects have of reality may be an
accurate representation of reality, or for whatever reason, they may not.
Nevertheless, these conceptions form the basis of human reasoning and
sensemaking, and it is these (potentially flawed) conceptions that have very real
consequences.
In order to study these conceptions and their effects, an inductive method for
gathering empirical evidence is employed. This particular methodology answers
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the question: “How should data from the ‘real world’ be collected?” The
inductive approach is described by Thomas (2006:237):
The primary purpose of the inductive approach is to allow research
findings to emerge from the frequent, dominant or significant themes
inherent in raw data, without the restraints imposed by structured
methodologies. Key themes are often obscured, reframed or left invisible
because of the preconceptions in the data collection and data analysis
procedures imposed by deductive data analysis such as those used in
experimental and hypothesis testing research.
Thus an inductive approach starts in the ‘real world’ and only subsequently
approaches theory after themes and patterns have been discovered in the data
by the researcher.
Analyzing qualitative data usually refers to the tasks of coding, sorting,
retrieving or otherwise manipulating data such as interview transcripts or field
notes in order to reduce the large amount of data that usually follows a
qualitative inquiry, display it, draw conclusions and verify the results (e.g. Miles
1994). This study uses a narrative approach to analyze the qualitative data. A
common criticism to such an approach is how to establish validity (i.e. results’
correspondence to the world) of the material, as there may exist a variety of
fictive narratives; furthermore, that it is the duty of the researcher to distinguish
fact from fiction in such stories from the field. Some theorists have expressed
concern regarding whether the narrativist researcher can hope to distinguish
fact from fiction (e.g. Gabriel 2004:19), and that in the process of analysis the
researcher risks assuming fiction as fact. In a reply to such concerns,
Czarniawska (2004:132) points out that: “A social science researcher knows that
facts are fabricated and wishes to know how they are fabricated.” The important
task for the researcher then becomes the examination and comparison of oral
and written statements, documentation and sources. Czarniawska (ibid) further
emphasizes that a way of avoiding the truth or fiction issue is to ask, according
to ethnomethodological and poststructuralist tradition: “what does the text
do?” rather than: “what does the text say?” Interpretative research has been
identified as an important aspect of IS research (Walsham 1995). Klein and
Myers (1999) suggest that “all human understanding is achieved by iterating
between considering the interdependent meaning of parts and the whole that
they form.” (Klein and Myers 1999:72)
The use of theory and research methods in the IS discipline has been the
subject of some noteworthy inquiry. Chen and Hirschheim (2004:198), for
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instance, noted that a positivist approach to research overwhelmingly
dominates the IS field along with survey research, and they expressed concern
regarding the one-sided state of the discipline. This finding originated with an
investigation of articles published in MISQ, Communications of the ACM (CACM),
Management Science, and Proceedings of the International Conferences on Information
Systems (ICIS). A more balanced output achieved by increasing the ratio of
articles using a qualitative approach, and the development of supporting theory
would invigorate the discipline with much needed theoretical plurality.
Mainstream IS research generally falls into two categories: positivist and
interpretivist (Wynn and Williams 2008:3). Positivist research generally entails
empirical testing that either falsifies or verifies a condition of an object or
situation existing in reality. Interpretative research on the other hand generally
entails the subjective interpretation of research subjects in a given context and
given specific parameters.
In a call for extended theoretical innovation, Weber (2003) argued that the IS
discipline needs a powerful, general theory. IS researchers have used several
types of approaches to push the boundaries of existing IS research and enhance
its relevance and rigour. In the same context, Wynn and Williams (2008)
propose critical realism as an alternative to the positivist approach, and outline
a set of methodological principles to guide researchers in using this approach in
the context of IS research and case studies. Critical realism (e.g. Bhaskar 1975)
is described as particularly useful when “explicit causal explanations of complex
phenomena” are needed (Wynn and Williams 2008:15). Hence, it presents more
of a descriptive lens rather than an explanatory perspective that allows for
theorizing about pre-existing dynamics and causal systemic connections. In
other words, it answers how a particular condition has come into existence
without necessarily offering an explanation as to why. The main difference
between critical realism and the approaches of positivism or interpretivism is
that critical realism does not see the interpretation of the world as a construct
of the researcher, or as an absolute, definitive truth to be “unravelled”. Rather,
truth is a fluid, discursive construction of the research subject that explores
various (stratified) layers of truth.
Klein and Myers argue that interpretative research “requires critical reflection of
the social and historical background of the research setting, so that the intended
audience can see how the current situation under investigation emerged.”
(Klein and Myers 1999) This kind of approach is also advocated by Hansen
(2007:922), who states: “A narrative historical approach to organizational
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culture and change can improve our understanding of historical agents’ and
organizations’ behavior and strategic choices“.
In any interview situation, it is important to be aware of potential issues of
validity (i.e. asking oneself: “is this correct?”) and relevance (asking “what
conclusions can be drawn from the material at hand?”) In this study, the
material consists mainly of interviews, and the resulting narratives are less
concerned with portraying an objective truth or reality, than with the conditions
that allow those oral statements and texts (as accurate as they may or may not
be) to be presented as truth. This, however, does not affect the validity of the
material, as the only material a researcher can possibly interpret is the material
he has at his disposal, in this case the oral utterances of the interview subjects.
The conceptions of the organization, i.e. the conceptions of the social entities
employee, manager etc. constitute an important part of the organizational
narrative, and therefore it is not the explicit purpose of the study to portray an
objective reality, but rather to interpret the individual and collective (subjective)
perceptions of the organizations in question.
The empirical approach is case study, and the results of the case study have to
some extent informed the theory used to further analyze the results.
Detailing the Case Study
This dissertation employs a case study approach to investigate a current and
ongoing organizational phenomena – inertia. The case as such is limited to a
geographical region and the organizations present within it. According to Yin
(2009:18), the case study approach is most effective when “investigat[ing] a
contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real life context, especially
when the boundaries between the phenomenon and the context are not clearly
evident.” This fits well within the present, initial theoretical framework, where
the research questions (broadly speaking) seek to investigate how regional
newspaper organizations negotiate change and rationalize about their
surroundings. The study does not presuppose where the issue of inertia begins
or ends – uncovering the scope of the inertia in this particular case is an
important part of the purpose of the study. Furthermore, Yin (2009:4)
introduces the empirical method of case studies by saying:
In brief, the case study method allows investigators to retain the holistic
and meaningful characteristics of real-life events – such as individual life
cycles, small group behaviour, organizational and managerial processes,
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neighbourhood change, school performance, international relations, and
the maturation of industries.
In other words, case studies represent an appropriate method for studying
social movements within a larger, organizational context in order to determine
and interpret causality, i.e. asking a “how” or “why” question about a
contemporary event or situation.
Yin (2009:27) identifies five components of a case study:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

A study’s questions
Its propositions (if any)
Its unit(s) of analysis
The logic linking the data to the propositions
The criteria for interpreting the findings

These five components force an early, broad theoretical framework already at
the onset. The propositions, or initial assumptions, of the present study guide
the researcher to exactly what should be studied in order to answer the
questions. For this study, the two underlying assumptions or expected
outcomes that informed the formulation of the research questions are:
Regional newspaper organizations experience inertia because of the difficulties negotiating its
internal, organizational culture with the demands of an increasingly digitized consumer
market.
The newspaper industry in general is foremost very much an ideologically driven industry with
deep, historical roots. These ideological concerns affect the propensity for change.
Formulating two propositions in this manner informs (designs) the theoretical
dimension of the study, as it immediately places focus on particular aspects,
such as the link between organizational culture and organizational learning or
the link between inertia and organizational culture. It becomes clear that a
general organizational theory would be useful to provide a vocabulary for
discussing organizational concerns. Thus, early on, a social ontology in the form
of DeLanda’s (2006) assemblage theory was attached to the study immediately
after formulating the purpose.
The third component relates to the unit of analysis, which determines precisely
what is being studied. For the present study, the unit of analysis can be
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formulated two ways, each with the same end result. Either it can be one unit –
the singular regional newspaper industry, or the unit of analysis can also be
articulated as a case comprised of two regional newspaper organizations that
duopolize a region. The practical outcome is the same in both formulations,
whether the unit of analysis is the regional newspaper industry or the two
organizations because the organizations constitute the regional newspaper
industry and vice versa.
The last two components “foreshadow the data analysis steps” (Yin 2009:31)
and outline what to do with the data once collected. In this case, a theory
emerged during data analysis that proved useful for filtering out cultural
concerns in the data – Johnson’s (1992) cultural web. This pre-existing theory
proved useful to reduce the amount of data and parse relevant data sets into
categories that could then be analyzed individually. The particular method of
this is outlined later in this chapter. Yin (2009:35) does stress that these last two
components are the most underdeveloped in case study research and even
though there is no detailed guidance as to how to fulfil them, they should not
be overlooked. A research design should not simply outline the data collection,
but also what to do after the data have been collected. These five components
lead to the construction of the theoretical framework.
Building Theory from Case Studies
The purpose of this study is to develop a theoretical concept. A general,
inductive approach to theory, i.e. the building of theory from case studies, is a
rewarding way to dynamically create theory that suits each unique research
situation. This approach hermeneutically generates theory by assessing and
reassessing the theory according to empirical findings. Eisenhart and Graebner
(2007:25) argue that building theory from case studies “is one of the best (if not
the best) of the bridges from rich qualitative evidence to mainstream deductive
research.” The advantage comes in the form of developed constructs, concepts
and correlations that would otherwise be overlooked. Particularly useful is the
mirroring relationship between inductive and deductive research. Just as an
inductive approach can be used to generate theory from data, the deductive
approach can complete the hermeneutic circle and in turn be employed to use
data to test the validity of the theory. Some have argued that the problem lies in
justifying building theory from case studies, a problem that has become visible
partly due to the vast amount of emerging qualitative studies involving rich
data. This can easily be solved, however, according to Eisenhart and Graebner
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(2007:30) by using:
…precise language and thoughtful research design: careful justification of
theory building, theoretical sampling of cases, interviews that limit
informant bias, rich presentation of evidence in tables and appendixes,
and clear statement of theoretical arguments.
Indeed, choosing theory creation over theory testing, an important part of the
research design, defines a clear research gap that shows why present theories
are conceptually inadequate in doing what the new theory is set to do.
Fitting the new theory into a research gap and relating pertinently it to existing
theories is not enough, however. In an editor’s note to Academy of Management
Review, Kilduff (2006) explains how to go about publishing theory, emphasizing
first of all the initial conception and presentation, and how to proceed from
clear and coherent arguments to a peer reviewed final submission. There are
two important points that can be particularly highlighted from the editorial. The
first is that “theory – in the form of big ideas that can lead to new research
questions – has an autonomy of its own and is not the summation of existing
empirical research.” (Kilduff 2006:252) In other words, new theory should be
conceptually original and not be exclusively based on reformulations of existing
concepts. The second point is that “the route to good theory leads not through
gaps in the literature but through an engagement with problems in the world
that you find personally interesting.” (ibid) This last point uses Ronald Coase
(most notably famous for his work on transaction costs) as an example of a
scholar who built theory from scratch prior to consulting theoretical sources
altogether. Summing up, “good theory” that is a product of a rich case study
should fill a need, be original and relate to something ongoing in the real world
that is engaging to the scholar creating the theory.
Theoretical Perspectives of Newspaper Organizations
A central term that often appears when discussing technology and change is
technological determinism (e.g. McLuhan 2001), which argues that (material)
innovation drives society towards change. When discussing the relevance of
such a concept from a realist point of view, technology can be seen as an active
component without ascribing singular agency to technology or dismissing it
altogether. Indeed, as technology becomes increasingly embedded in
organizations, it becomes virtually impossible to separate it from such concepts
as culture, ideology, norms, regulations and social interaction. It soon becomes
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obvious that material and social components cannot be separated from each
other when analyzing the dynamics of organizations any more than consumers
can be separated from producers when analyzing the validity of business
models. Offering a middle ground in this dichotomy, Orlikowski (1992)
developed a dialectical way of approaching technology and organizations,
stating that neither technology nor society singularly drive change, but rather a
combination of both. This is in part achieved by reconceptualising technology
itself, and inserting it into what has since become known as “structuration
theory”.
Like Orlikowski, this study also resists a pure reductionist view, where
technology has inherent properties that are in themselves capable of causal
influence over social transformations. The opposite deterministic perspective to
technological determinism is social determinism, in which society singularly
drives technological innovation. In this view, social interactions and social
constructions alone determine individual behaviour. Such deterministic theories
seek to understand societal transformations using one single determinant – be it
technology or society that influences innovation (Flichy 2007:19).
These causal, determinist perspectives are put in contrast to networks
constructed of a combination of social and technological forces. A more
nuanced alternative to the linear, causal networks of technological determinism
is the non-linear, socio-technical assemblages of the digital age:
The concept of the socio-technical system was established to stress the
reciprocal interrelationship between humans and machines and to foster
the program of shaping both the technical and the social conditions of
work, in such a way that efficiency and humanity would not contradict
each other any longer. (Ropohl 1999)
Ropohl describes an important middle ground not unlike that of Orlikowski,
that neither prefers society nor technology alone as the driver of innovation or
change, but a negotiation between the two. This study, as has been briefly
mentioned earlier, assumes a cultural studies approach (e.g. Turner 2006) to
societal and technological phenomena. This view holds that while technology is
socially constructed, society is also affected by technology, as it is embedded in
the culture of a particular time and place. Therefore, in order to fully
understand a particular phenomenon, one has to investigate the societal,
cultural and technological undercurrents.
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In addition to determinism, there are two predominant communication
perspectives – or models – that are interesting in the context of the newspaper
industry. The first perspective holds that newspapers fill an important societal
function as a kind of community or collective consciousness that generates
public opinion. This “ritual model of communication” (Carey 2008) views
reading and writing newspapers less as sending and gaining information, and
more as attending mass, where nothing new is learned but in which a particular
view of the world is portrayed and confirmed:
What is arrayed before the reader is not pure information, but rather a
portrayal of the contending forces in the world. Moreover, as readers
make their way through the newspaper, they engage in a continual shift of
roles or of dramatic focus. (Carey 2008:15)
This perspective is not new. Already in the 1940’s, former journalist and
sociologist Robert E. Park saw the urban newspaper as a kind of natural
communicative emergence that created a village-like community. According to
Park, this strong territorialization, or close linkage between culture and spatial
geography was the main strength and contribution of the newspapers. In Park’s
view, newspapers uniquely consolidated the city as a ”governable space and
socio-political body” (Rodgers 2008). Park emphasized the news as narratives
rather than finished products. The “news” printed in the papers designates
starting-points and origins of discourse, that after being published spread
among readers and take on a life of their own until a kind of emergent
collective consciousness takes over:
The first typical reaction of an individual to the news is likely to be a
desire to repeat it to someone. This makes conversation, arouses further
comment, and perhaps starts a discussion. But the singular thing about it
is that, once discussion has been started, the event under discussion soon
ceases to be news, and, as interpretations of an event differ, discussions
turn from the news to the issues it raises. The clash of opinions and
sentiments which discussion invariably evokes usually terminates in some
sort of consensus or collective opinion—what we call public opinion.
(Park 1940:677)
What Park and Carey talked about was that a regional newspaper represents the
social glue that collapses space because the newspaper assembles, filters and
consolidates (produces snapshots of) the state of the geographical or urban
region at any given present time. This action is repeated, affirmed and made
stronger through discourse and feelings of affinity among the readership. The
newspaper is in itself a strong material component of territorialisation when it is
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offered for sale to the public. After the product has been digested it provides a
starting point for a strong expressive territorialisation in that it functions as a
kind of collective voice of the public.
The purpose of the newspaper in this context would be to tap into the wealth
of events within a specific region and choose to print that which was decided to
be of public interest. The important role of the newspaper was not merely to
write down current events, but to provide analysis. The analysis was comprised
of events refracted through perspective thereby generating public discourse and
opinion.
If the level of abstraction is lifted one level, the newspaper becomes an artificial
but nonetheless real symbolic order that provides confirmation rather than
information, not to change attitudes but to represent an underlying order of
things, and to manifest a fragile but ongoing social process. The newspaper can
then be understood as a community of thought where the values and ideologies
of a particular region are collected, reiterated and affirmed. The success of such
a newspaper is therefore dependent on its ability to generate discourse among
its readers and in so doing create a feeling of belonging on the part of the
reader as well as the writer.
The second perspective of communication was initially envisioned by Shannon
(1948) in the area of signal processing, and is commonly referred to as “the
transmission model of communication”. This model originates from technical
engineering and reduces communication to a sender that encodes a message
into signals, and transmits it along a channel to a receiver who decodes it. Noise
represents the level of disturbance along the way. This of course described the
telegraph, and any other two-way communication pattern. In the transmission
perspective, there is a clear producer/consumer dichotomy where one party is
solely responsible for creating the message, and the second party solely capable
of receiving. Within the newspaper industry, according to the transmission
model of communication, the focus would be on delivering the message to an
awaiting audience, rather than generating discourse and public opinion. Public
opinion might be a side effect of the transmission, but not explicitly part of the
purpose of the newspaper to generate.
Even though these two perspectives seem different, they are both viable
options for a newspaper. The main difference is that the ritual perspective relies
less on transmitting information to the public, and more heavily on connecting
the public to some Durkheimian notion of a collective consciousness. The
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transmission perspective, on the other hand, focuses primarily on delivering
clear information to multiple recipients. It is obvious to anyone that reads a
contemporary newspaper that it contains aspects of both perspectives to a
greater or lesser extent. An example of ritual communication is the editorial
page, where the editor in chief comments on the current political state, or some
other regional issue. An example of pure transmission of information would be
incidental news like police reports, fires and accidents. In other words, news
that does not promote debate or feedback, but fill a one-way informational
function.
Choice of Theoretical Approach
There are three core theories used for analysis in this study, and each theory
fills a different function in the overall theoretical framework.
First, Manuel DeLanda (2006) provides a language of fluid complexity and
systems thinking that is particularly appropriate for discussing organizations
that tend to view themselves as walled, immutable, ideologically-governed
islands in an ocean of fluctuating chaos and complexity (a metaphor not unlike
the one used by Ronald Coase to describe capitalism in the seminal article The
Nature of the Firm in 1937). Two concepts are central here: “assemblage” (as an
alternative to “system”) and “territorialization” as a way of describing forces
that can transform, create, and dissolve assemblages. Both concepts, along with
several others, are discussed in detail in the theoretical framework chapter.
Importantly, DeLanda does not provide explanatory theory. Rather, he
provides a vocabulary that addresses certain ontological concerns, along with a
theory about how organizations can be conceptualized in order to capture
certain dynamics that have previously been overlooked.
The second core theory is “the cultural web” (e.g. Johnson 1992). This is also
less of an explanatory theory than it is a way to methodologically parse
empirical results into categories. The cultural web is a way to conceptually
present and divide the empirical material into discrete elements of
organizational culture.
The third core theory is “hauntology” (Derrida 1994). This is the only rigorous,
explanatory theory of the three and it originates with poststructuralist,
philosophical ideas of chronology and memory, and how they affect the
present.
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These three core theories are wrapped in the general view that all dimensions
and effects of organizational change such as inertia, early-adoption and path
dependency are concepts rooted in history, and that a historical approach to
change is particularly fruitful when investigating organizations governed by
ideology as well as the logic of the market (Czarniawska 2004; Hansen 2007;
Boje 2008; Schein 2010). Thus, methodologically, as the present study is a
qualitative one, it uses a narrative approach to storytelling and sensemaking to
describe and critically engage with the process where people relate to their
surrounding world. “Sensemaking”, or the making of sense, is described by
Weick (1995) as a process by which people ascribe meaning to events that
occur. Weick described sensemaking by establishing seven properties that set
the concept apart from the one-dimensional understanding, interpretation and
attribution. Weick’s approach is relativist, which, put in conjunction with the
term “sensemaking”, perhaps fails to reconcile the two layers of pre-existing
objectivity and added subjectivity that form the foundation of this study.
Boje (2008:193) is an additional, well-known theorist in this field, who comes
from a different approach. Boje discusses the same concepts, but avoids the
term sensemaking in favour of “storying”. In contrast to “narrating”, which
lends itself to something linear, progressive, non-iterative, storying emphasizes
the fact that retrospective, collective stories are constructed, and reconstructed
depending on several factors. In Storytelling Organizations (2008), Boje prefers
“collective memory” rather than organizational memory to describe “the role of
memory in sensemaking and the role of orality and textuality in organizational
history” (Rowlinson 2010:199). Boje seems to suggest that the organization
itself, as a social collective as well as a physical entity, provides an additional
voice of retrospectivity and reflexivity, in that:
[i]nside each teller and listener there are a society of social selves doing a
reflexivity role play, and many of the “Me’s” are disembodied others that
haunt our conversation. Like at Disney where one asked, and still asks,
“What would Walt do?” Or at Wal-Mart where people always ask, “What
would Sam do?” Or at McDonald’s, “What would Kroc do?
(Boje 2008:193)
Sensemaking is particularly appropriate to extract from the field using written
and spoken organizational narratives (e.g. Currie & Brown 2003; Czarniawska
2004). The data collection method of interviews coupled with the analysis
method of discourse analysis should therefore prove appropriate tools for
understanding the process of sensemaking in an organizational context.
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Organizational Learning
The term “mental model” is a useful starting-point when providing a quick
overview of organizational learning in order to understand the framing
theoretical perspective and how organizations make sense of their environment.
A mental model can be defined as the current view an organization has of the
outside world. An organization uses its mental models as starting points when
negotiating change and making strategic decisions. Sometimes the mental
model is left unchanged, and sometimes it needs to be revised – the
organization’s understanding of the world has then changed. This kind of
organizational adaptation requires learning (e.g. Mintzberg 1987). The recursive
motion of strategy formation and adaptation has been described as a feedback
loop (Sterman 1994:293) where feedback from “the real world” informs the
decisions made by the organization. The key point in this model of
organizational learning is the relationship between decision-making and the
information feedback. Sterman’s model supposes that an organization as it
exists and relates to events and conditions arising in the “real world”, adjusts its
behaviour accordingly, (or not depending on necessity) which in turn yields
consequences that again might modify the behaviour.
This theory of organizational learning includes theories on how organizations
cope with, and adapt to, a changing environment. Miles et al. (1978) explore the
process of organizational adaptation by assigning organizational archetypes, or
strategic typologies to particular behavioural patterns. These four typologies
are: ”Defender”, ”Prospector”, ”Analyzer” and ”Reactor” (Miles et al.
1978:550). Each typology has a different approach to its environment.
The Defender achieves a steady environment by sealing off (territorializing) a
limited section of the market in order to ensure a stable domain. These
organizations do so by offering a limited selection of goods or services to a
specific segment of the market. Within this narrowly defined domain,
Defenders can preserve their turf (ibid).
The second type, Prospectors, is in many ways the opposite of Defenders. In a
dynamic environment, Prospectors find and exploit new opportunities and
expand to new markets by striving for innovation. Between these two extremes
are Analyzer organizations (ibid).
Analyzers constitute a unique combination of the Prospector and Defender
types and represent a viable alternative to these other strategies (Miles et al.
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1978:553). These are organizations that strive for the sometimes-difficult
balance between minimizing risk, and maximizing opportunity for profit. One
can imagine top management constantly scanning competitors for new ideas,
only to quickly implement those that seem the most fruitful.
The final typology is the Reactor. This typology reacts and adapts to an
environment that is in a constant state of flux. As a result, organizations of this
type exist for the most part in a state of instability. This type lacks a set of
response mechanisms, which it can consistently put into effect when faced with
a changing environment (ibid 557). That is to say, this typology is more the
effect of an inability to conform to any of the other three strategies, leading to
quick and often erroneous responses.
In order for an organization to successfully cope with change, there needs to be
a certain amount of organizational learning (e.g. Mintzberg 1987; Senge 1990;
Sterman 1994). According to Sterman (1994:293):
decisions are the result of applying a decision rule or policy to
information about the world as we perceive it. The policies are themselves
conditioned by institutional structures, organizational strategies, and
cultural norms. These in turn are governed by the mental models of the
real world we hold.
As long as the mental models remain intact, the feedback loop represents what
Argyris (1985) calls single-loop learning, a process whereby organizations learn
to reach current goals in the context of existing mental models. The learning
process stays within the already established framework in the organization.
Double-loop learning (e.g. Argyris and Schon 1978; Argyris, Putnam and Smith
1985; Sterman 1994) offers the possibility of revising the existing mental
models based on information feedback from the real world. The new mental
model in turn generates the strategy and decision-making.
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The double-loop learning process. (e.g. Argyris, Putnam and Smith 1985; Sterman 1994)

Organizational unlearning is the important second dimension of organizational
learning. Akgün et al (2006:75) define organizational unlearning as “changes in
beliefs and routines” and ”the process of reducing or eliminating pre-existing
knowledge or habits” (Akgün 2002:60). Organizational unlearning is
furthermore defined by Tsang and Zahra (2008) as “the discarding of old
routines to make way for new ones, if any.” In other words, organizational
unlearning centrally deals with the validation of past and present strategies,
routines and behaviours, keeping those that exert a positive influence on the
organization, and discarding those that are inhibiting. Another way of
formulating this statement is that an organization can only hold a certain
amount of knowledge without it becoming conflicting or constricting. In order
to ensure that this situation never happens, there has to be a continuous
practice of validating, invalidating and repositioning. This study regards
organizational unlearning as practices of strategy repositioning in order to take
environmental changes into account. What is critical for these practices to work is that
the environment is properly and continuously understood, and validated, and
that an organizational flexibility is in place that allows for structural plasticity.
Akgün (2006:75) points out the connection between organizational memory
and unlearning. Memory in this instance refers to the organizational heritage,
past successes, failures, and institutionalized ideologies that may help with quick
adaptation or be the cause of organizational inertia.
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The central basis for accurate and timely learning and unlearning processes is
organizations’ perceptions of their own environment. This is not an entirely
unproblematic condition as research studies have found large errors and biases
in employees’ perceptions both of their organizations’ environments and of
their organizations (Starbuck & Hedberg 2001:328). Nevertheless, it can be
established that organizational learning as well as unlearning is important and
difficult particularly in an industry where memory and ideology play significant
parts in the organizational culture.
Empirical Research Design
The empirical side of this study is represented by a case study of newspapers
formulated around a particular geographical region and its newspaper
organizations. The study could very well have focused on one particular
regional or national newspaper, or a particular kind of newspaper (i.e. focused
on a particular political affiliation or area of coverage such as national versus
regional). However, the choice was made to focus on a particular geographical
region as it hosts a heterogeneous combination of newspapers and therefore
exhibits tensions that would conceivably be representative of any region,
particularly regions of a similarly diverse configuration.
The empirical study consists of several combined data collection methods and
therefore several results. However, the main empirical foundation is comprised
of single or multiple semi-structured interview sessions with 16 interview
subjects that were interviewed between late November 2009 and mid-May
2012. The interviews were subsequently complemented (and validated) by
examining available official documentation such as annual financial reports,
newspaper articles and secondary empirical sources. In addition, participatory
observation was conducted to substantiate and further develop selected results
of the interviews.
Interviews as a Way of Collecting Data
Kvale (1996:5) defines the semi-structured interview as:
An interview whose purpose it is to obtain descriptions of the life world
of the interviewee with respect to interpreting the meaning of the
described phenomena.
Open interviews have both advantages and disadvantages depending on the
context in which the method is employed. The benefits of interviews are stated
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by Jacobsen (2009) as most apparent:
a) When relatively few subjects are examined. Since interviews are timeconsuming and can be logistically demanding, it also generates large
amounts of quantitative data. Therefore it is most suitable with few
subjects so that the sheer amount of data does not become
overwhelming.
b) When we are interested in what the single individual is saying. That is not
to say that we can necessarily claim to know what a group is collectively
saying. This is of course dependent on percentage and nature of
selection.
c) When we are interested in how the individual interprets and ascribes
meaning to a particular phenomenon.
The subjects that were targeted for the interviews included various levels of
managers and other decision-makers that are a part of the production process.
Typical roles that were initially decided upon were Chief Executive Officer,
news director, editor-in-chief, legally responsible publisher and web director
responsible for web content. This limited the study to a manageable size,
without losing focus of the issues that were to be investigated. Based on this
assumption, and after scanning both organizations in Värmland, the relevant
number of interviewees totalled 16. This number covered more or less the
upper directorial levels in both organizations as well as the managing position
in the editorial room and the web department. Thus the selection would not
only yield each individual voice, but also be capable of revealing a relatively
complete picture of the directorial levels in both organizations (based on
percentage of selection) – in essence allowing for a unified picture of how
managers interpret and ascribe meaning to the events surrounding them.
There are of course some known issues with the method that were
acknowledged at an early stage. First, it is important to acknowledge the
potential effect of the presence of the interviewer on the interviewee, and its
effect on results. The second acknowledgement is that the locale of the
interview can create particular results, depending on its effect on the
interviewee. These interviews were all conducted “on location” at the offices of
the employees themselves, and ranged from between 40 minutes to 90 minutes.
Jacobsen (2009) argues that observation is appropriate:
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a) For registering what people actually do (behaviour), not what they say
they do
b) For registering behaviour in a context
In the context of this study observation was framed by an event, and conducted
to examine behaviour in a context, choosing to observe the study visits offered
to the public by each newspaper organization. The study was executed in order
to gain insight into:
a) What they choose to show i.e. what they seem to prioritize and talk a lot
about, and what they seem to skip over or talk less about.
b) How they choose to show it, which offers insight into what they feel are
the important aspects of what they are showing.
c) How they choose to present themselves and receive their visitors, i.e.
answer questions and improvise
The study visits and the interior and/or exterior locales shown were
documented using photography in order to be able to analyze the interior
aesthetics alongside the observed oral statements of the visit guide.
Capturing Mental Models
Captured in the interviews are the decision-makers’ mental models of the
environment and their own existence in that environment (e.g. Kvale 1983).
Together, these interviews form an organizational narrative, which in turn is
articulated and used to find patterns of perception – common conceptions
(subjective ideas, claims, values, perceptions) – portraying the mental models, or
cognitive models that can in turn be analyzed to explain how conceptions influence
decision-making. Forrester (1961) argues that all decisions are based on models,
and offers a typology to classify models into formal or mental, analytic or
simulation, and so forth. Referring to Forrester (1961), Sterman (1994:294)
argues that,
In system dynamics, the term mental model stresses the implicit causal
maps of a system we hold, our beliefs about the network of causes and
effects that describe how a system operates, the boundary of the model
(the exogenous variables) and the time horizon we consider relevant – our
framing or articulation of a problem.
These causal maps are narratives of past and current events, constructed from
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mental models of a system (in this case an organization). How managers and
employees interpret, understand and act upon surrounding events is central to
the study not only in terms of understanding how the organization operates and
its boundaries (the territory of the assemblage) but also in terms of the
relationships between individual action and reaction. In order to capture a
sufficient holistic mental model, the choice was made to put primary focus on
management as they represent the key figures for ideology and policy
dissemination.
The study gathered qualitative material in two stages. The primary stage
consisted of:
• Transcribed, semi-structured interviews with 16 managers and
journalists.
The secondary, supportive stage, which was used to strengthen, further develop
and substantiate stage one, consisted of:
• On-site observation and documentation of the guided tour for each
organization.
• Document analysis of public, organizational records and documentation
(including secondary source material).
The observations resulted in photographic evidence as well as textual notes.
Also supportive material, including public records and documentation such as
annual reports, newspaper articles, and secondary source material about the
history of the organizations, were studied.
There is an increasing interest in narrative inquiry from qualitative researchers
(Polkinghorne 1995:5). Czarniawska (2004:47) defines an interview as “not a
mutual exchange of views. A more correct name would be, perhaps, an ‘inquisition’
or an ‘interrogation’.” The result of an interview is the construction of a
particular social reality of practice where “[d]uring an interview, an interviewee
may retell narratives that circulate on a given site of practice […]. Prompted by
the researcher, a practitioner may concoct a narrative, thereby revealing to the
researcher the narrative devices in practical use” (Czarniawska 2004:50).
The purpose was to aggregate subjective snapshots of a particular reality. The
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study was not concerned with whether or not the statements of the
interviewees meet conditions of truth but rather the conditions by which their
statements come to be presented as truth. The study was designed according to
a number of parameters outlined below.
Choice of Empirical Subject
It was decided early on to study change using a case study of a geographical
region – the county of Värmland, Sweden. The county has a population of just
over 300 000 and is covered in its entirety by two regional newspapers,
Värmlands Folkblad (henceforth abbreviated VF) and Nya Wermlands Tidningen
(henceforth abbreviated NWT).
The region was chosen primarily based on its diversity, and the potential for
generalization that is inherent in that diversity. At present it houses two
different newspaper organizations representing two types of ownership – the
family owned and the politically owned. In 2010, there were 15 Swedish cities in
existence that were covered by more than one high frequency newspaper – of
which Karlstad, the regional capital, is one. Politically speaking, these places
could be considered particularly important because they offer diversity in media
coverage and public opinion formation. (Ots 2010:6). Since the early 2000’s,
these locations have been put at the forefront because it is here that the
structural changes in the Swedish newspaper industry are particularly palpable.
As the number of newspapers in the country has remained roughly the same,
recent years have seen an increase in ownership consolidation, with newspapers
quickly relinquishing local ownership to a handful of corporate groups. Today,
three corporate groups control more than half of these 30 regional newspapers
(ibid:6). Thus, between 1999 and 2011, exemplifying the increasing trend of the
de-politicizing of newspapers in the interest of expansion, 11 of the 15 twopaper sites have merged and now collaborate under mutual ownership. Four
competitive places in the traditional sense remain: Falun, Karlstad, Malmö and
Stockholm. The political and ownership situation of these four places are
shown below.
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Remaining competitive locales in Sweden
Political tendency

Ownership group

Falun

Dalarnas Tidningar
Dala-Demokraten

Independent
Social democratic (S)

liberal

Karlstad

Nya Wermlands-Tidningen
Värmlands Folkblad

Conservative
Social democratic (S)

Malmö

Sydsvenska Dagbladet
Skånska Dagbladet

Independent
Centre party (C)

Stockholm

Dagens Nyheter
Svenska Dagbladet

Independent
liberal
Independent moderate party

Mittmedia
NWT

liberal

2

Bonnier
Bonnier
Schibsted

Comparison chart over competitive locales (presstödsnämnden, 2011)

The Stockholm papers have national coverage, leaving three sites comprised of
regional or local papers. The ownership structure reveals that Karlstad is one of
four competitive locales, and the region of Värmland (of which Karlstad is the
regional capital) is represented by NWT and VF, VF being one of two
remaining independently owned, politically funded social democratic highfrequency newspapers in the country – or one of four in the country,
irrespective of political affiliation.
In summary, this qualifies Karlstad (and by association, the region of Värmland)
as an important object of study for the following reasons:
• It is a city that has two traditionally competitive newspapers.
• Both newspapers are privately/independently owned and not owned
by a corporate group – even if the larger newspaper has financial
interests in one of the corporate groups, and owns several minor
rural newspapers.
• The region represents a political diversity as the minority newspaper
is one of two remaining independent, high frequency, social
democratic newspapers in the country.
• The majority newspaper is the second most profitable newspaper in
the country of 20103.
See the “comparison chart” below for a small comparison of the two
newspapers that cover the region.

2 The NWT corporate group owns shares in the Shibsted corporate group.
3

Dagspressens ekonomi 2010 – Presstödsnämnden, 2011.
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Research subject
Founded
Ownership
4
Paper circulation
Weekly web traffic
Press (state) support
Frequency
Political view
Employees
Online
Interviewed

5

NWT
1837
Family owned corporate group
52.800
100.000
None
6 issues per week
Conservative
165
1997, 2007-

VF
1918
The worker’s movement
25.300
60.000
Yes – operative support (driftsstöd)
6 issues per week
Social democratic
127
1997-

5 UM, 3 MM 1 ED

2 UM, 3 MM, 2 ED

Comparison chart over interview subjects

National Press in Sweden
In 1605, the first newspaper was manufactured using a printing press (Hadenius
et al 2008:51). A central characteristic of the oldest newspapers was that they
were organized around the technology of printing (Hadenius et al 2008:52). The
first Swedish newspaper is an example of a nation-state press. Ordinari Post
Tijdender was founded in 1645 and covered Sweden as well as Finland, which at
the time was part of Sweden. The paper originated at a time when the nation’s
state leader Axel Oxenstierna saw it necessary to spread political propaganda by
publishing reports from military outposts (ibid. 2008:54). Sweden was a
significant military power in northern Europe, and Oxenstierna thought it
important to give his version of the end of the war with the Danes, and explain
his strategic decisions. The postmaster of Stockholm City was appointed editorin-chief. It was the responsibility of regional postmasters to gather and report
news to the capital. The central postmaster ensured no news of an
inappropriate nature was published. Ordinari Post Tijdender was issued once a
week and expensive, but the newspaper was not intended for the general public;
it focused on the wealthy and influential in society.
The 18th century saw a modernization of European press. The Enlightenment,
along with the forming of political parties and the overall financial development
at the time greatly contributed to this modernization. In Sweden, this was a
time of public debate regarding the freedom of the press. The political climate,
consisting of two strong political parties and a weak monarch, fuelled the
debates. This period also saw the formation of regional newspapers, particularly
4

Actual readership is according to X calculated by multiplying circulation with 2,5. This would for
NWT generate 141.000 readers and VF 63.250 readers.
5
UM = Upper managers, MM = Middle Managers, ED = Editors
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in cities and towns of rapid expansion. In 1766, the first government legislation
regarding freedom of press was instated in Sweden, which meant that
newspapers could publish without prior inspection of the state6. The only areas
of society that were immune to criticism were religion, the royal court and the
constitution. This legislation caused an explosion of smaller newspapers and the
political debate was blooming (Hadenius et al 2008:55). The audience was
comprised of an ever-growing literate middle-class. Around this time, the first
daily newspaper in Sweden, Dagligt Allehanda, was founded in 1767. It remained
for almost 200 years. The 18th century press was in many ways a modern press.
It reached a wider audience, its contents were relatively broad and some
newspapers combined opinion with culture, literature and informative news.
The rules that were established regarding public writing and publishing were
clear: the mission of informing the public with sound moral intent was to be
regulated by “professionals” within a profession under which there would be
guidelines to ensure that the public was informed correctly. Other regulations
stipulated that journalists would enjoy certain legal privileges with regards to the
identity protection of sources. These regulations still frame the profession of
journalists, and their purpose is still to protect sources, to ensure quality of
reporting, and to validate the truthfulness of that reporting.
Regional Press in Karlstad
The first printing press came to Karlstad after the bishop had requested
printing rights from the king. The request was granted in the mid-18th century
(Johansson 2006:23). Karlstad was a cathedral town and there was also an
upper secondary school. In the mid 1800’s, Karlstad had grown to a population
of 5,000 people and included a hospital, a prison and a municipal office
(Johansson 2006:29). The steady increase in population quickly demanded new
residences and new residential and commercial areas cropped up outside the
established town core. Thus, the newspaper industry was shaped alongside
urban modernization, and a more developed society needed a better-informed
public, and the old oral traditions became, through the establishment of higher
education, written information.
With industrialization, marketization and democratization, the amount of
normative sources increased, and the church's singular power over authoritative
information started to diminish. The newspaper came to replace the catechism
6

http://www.riksdagen.se - Tryckfrihetsförordningen retrieved 2010-09-13
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as a mass medium. After the abolishment of “household examinations”, editors
and preschool teachers grew to become the new priesthood (Johansson
2006:29). Shortly thereafter, restrictions on commercial establishments and the
guild system were abolished, which increased the freedom of the market. The
retail industry grew, and advertising started to grow with it.
The first stable newspaper in the region was Carlstads Tidning in 1805. Over the
next 25 years the newspaper would, alongside the cathedral chapter and the
county administrative board, come to dominate news in Värmland. (Johansson
2006:48)
In 1837, the first issue of Wermlands Tidning was published. This publication was
mainly a news-oriented paper, even if some of the editorial space was devoted
to reader’s opinions. The publication was heavily influenced by the new,
reformative papers that followed in the wake of the liberal press of the nation’s
capital. At this time, a clear competitive relationship developed between the
older Carlstads Tidning and the newcomer Wermlands Tidning. The newcomer
swiftly outsold its competitor, which was ultimately forced to close in 1849. At
this time Wermlands Tidning had already changed name, editor and political
tendencies several times.
Several new papers would form in consecutive years, however only one with
any longevity – in 1855 the Nya Wermlands-Posten was founded, which in 1879
was recreated as Karlstads Tidning (ibid: 49-50).
A Brief History of Nya Wermlands-Tidningen
Nya Wermlands-Tidningen started as Wermlands Tidning in 1836. The name change
coincided with new management of the paper when the initial founder Jacob
Lundberg sold his printing facilities and paper to the book merchant Carl
Gustaf Kjellin who at the time was working as senior editor in the company.
Kjellin would be in control of the business until 1874, when he handed over
editorial control to the provincial medical doctor August Fredrik Ramström.
During the deep recession of the 1870’s, the two-paper feud of the 1830’s and
40’s repeated itself in Karlstad. Once again the older, right-wing paper was
poised against a younger, more liberal rival. This time, however, it was the once
free-spirited NWT that had assumed the role of conservative spokesperson
(Djerf-Pierre, Weibull, Odén et al 2009:72). Its adversary was Karlstads Tidning,
which in 1879 had been saved from bankruptcy by a private investor. The
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paper had been given a radical position and acted as counterweight to NWT
both in its political editorials and among the readers. The paper developed into
the political reformation movement’s primary spokesperson. NWT, who at the
time had enjoyed nearly 50 years of market dominance, suddenly found itself
outsold by a newcomer. One reason for this surpassing seems to be the
frequent changes in management at NWT having a negative effect on the
audience, whereas Karlstads Tidning was continuously managed by the prolific
Mauritz Hellberg. Contrary to the increasing sales figures of the nation’s other
regional press, NWT’s figures remained level.
In 1896, the owner and editor-in-chief of NWT died, and the business was
acquired by Axel Nerman. Nerman formed the company Nya WermlandsTidningen AB, appointing himself executive manager. In the following 18 years,
NWT changed editor-in-chief every third year on average. In 1902, Nerman
passed on his executive duties to his oldest son, Hjalmar. At the same time the
typographer Ernst Ander was employed at the printing shop. A year later,
Ander was promoted to manager of the printing shop and made partner in the
business. In 1913 he came to replace Nerman, and around the time of
Nerman’s death a year later, shortly prior to the Great War, Ander was the sole
owner of the business. This started a tradition of owners that have since come
from the Ander family, and have always either been book merchants or had
some background in the craft of typography (Djerf-Pierre, Weibull, Odén et al
2009:63-64).
In 1914, Ernst Ander acquired the debt-ridden NWT for the total sum of 1
SEK. He eventually set the company on a path of successful rejuvenation
making it into one of the most successful newspapers in the country. His son,
Gustaf Ander took over the business in the 1960’s, and was succeeded by his
two sons Lars and Staffan Ander in 1986. A fourth generation Ander is
currently employed in various positions in the organization.
In the 1990’s, the company acquired a vacant lot in central Karlstad and
proceeded to build the new newspaper house, which was designed by Finnish
architect-duo Tähtinen and Pussinen. In 2010, NWT was the second most
successful newspaper in the country with a net profit margin of 30%.
A Brief History of Värmlands Folkblad
Värmlands Folkblad was founded in 1906 at the initiative of the Swedish Social
Democratic Party. The newspaper was aimed at the local, organized workers in
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the Karlstad and Värmland region of Sweden. An important condition and
raison d’être for the publication was the growing population of industry workers
and a growing, increasingly unionized and political movement. Around 1905,
the union movement had 3,000 members as opposed to barely 800 in the year
1900.
The paper experienced its first trouble with the recession of 1908 followed by
the great worker’s strike of 1909, which resulted in a drastic membership
decrease of the worker’s organizations and a publication stop that lasted for
three months. The paper had gone bankrupt but was subsequently
reconstructed and resurfaced after the strike, albeit with a publication frequency
that had been reduced from three times a week to twice a week. The cause of
the disruption was financial difficulties and overly optimistic faith in the
company leading to large financial obligations in material investments and
hiring of staff. The newspaper’s success was, however, disproportionate to the
capital invested, leading to its termination.
Another difficulty at the time was the presence of other projects within the
worker’s movement that ultimately competed for the same funds. The Karlstad
branch of the worker’s movement, which was responsible for initiating
Värmlands Folkblad, was suffering financial difficulties. The newspaper, which
at the time was owned by a printing association that was in turn funded by the
worker’s movement, was threatened with exclusion. The early problems were
not only financial in nature; there were also unresolved issues around physical
location and the absence of local printing facilities. The lack of competent and
knowledgeable editorial staff and the fact that in 1906, when publication first
began, there was no formally hired supervising editor contributed to its second
termination in 1910.
After several deliberations and discussions within the party about the
importance of a regional newspaper for the social democrats in Värmland, the
newspaper resurfaced in 1918, and this time it would prove to be more
financially stable and successful. Not only had the party expanded significantly,
so had the worker’s movement; in part a result of the economic circumstances
in the country during and after the war. In spite of these troubled beginnings,
the newspaper managed to prevail and continues on to this day.
Today, the newspaper receives “operating support” from the government. This
state support is particularly aimed at secondary newspapers within a region that
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operate at a market disadvantage in relation to one or several dominant primary
newspapers. The purpose is to promote political diversity.
Circulation History of the Regional Industry
As can be seen in the circulation chart below, there has been a general, steady
drop in circulation figures for the regional industry since approximately 1990.
The start of this trend coincides with the financial crisis of 1990-1994. It is
perhaps not too speculative to argue that the IT-sector boom in the mid to late
1990’s managed to reverse the financial state of the country and restore the
economic balance, however it would seem not to the advantage of the
newspaper industry, which never managed to fully recover. In general, the
newspaper readership in Värmland increased from the turn of the century from
approximately 30 000 to 170 000 in 1967 – an increase that persisted until the
beginning of the 1980’s (Engwall 1984:343). Engwall (1984:344) furthermore
states that the market in Värmland since 1957 developed into a duopoly as
NWT and VF became the only regional newspapers left, with one dominating,
stronger paper and a weaker competitor. In summary,
VF could be kept alive much thanks to the strength of the worker’s
movement in Värmland, which increased in Värmland as it did in many
other places. This did not lead to an undivided support for VF, however,
as many other projects competed for the scarce resources. Competition
was also fierce regarding the customers as there were older, established
competitors already in the market. Particularly one of these, NWT came
to early on dictate the terms of competition. (Engwall 1984:345)
For contextual purposes, some points of interest are highlighted: when the
current buildings were commissioned and occupied, as well as the launch of the
respective websites.
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(NWT and VF records, Engwall 1985:409)

Data Collection
The interviews were focused on management and decision-makers. These are
the people that articulate the values, strategies and ideologies of the
organization, and therefore form the basis of every employee’s conduct and
attitude. With this reasoning, management can be examined in order to
formulate an idea of the inner organizational discourse, which is critical for
understanding how an organization operates and why. In order to show the
depth of the interviews, it is useful to present an analysis of actors. Actors in
positions that were targeted for interviews in both organizations were:
Owner, or Group Executive Officer (Group CEO)
Chief Executive Officer (CEO): The CEO is exclusively responsible for the day-today maintaining of the organization. The CEO further appoints the
management staff. He/she is also responsible for articulating, executing and
maintaining long-term corporate strategies.
Editor-in-chief: He/she has executive decision over the news director whether
something should be printed or not, and how much attention should be given
to a story.
Legally responsible publisher: A purely judicial appointment rather than an
organizational position. This person is legally responsible for everything that is
printed in the newspaper.
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News director: Is responsible for determining the news value of incoming tips and
information. He/she acts as a first filter and gatekeeper, and decides what
should be printed, and what should be discarded based on assumptions of
regional interest and newsworthiness. He/she also decides on the length and
placement of articles in the newspaper, and assigns incoming stories to
reporters.
Online business manager: Is responsible for developing the business side of the
newspaper’s website edition, including advertising strategies, social media
strategies and the general developing process of the website.
Market and web strategist: Is responsible for the market communication of the
entire organization, and also responsible for creating and designing business
value around the website. This position is designed to merge the existing
business value of the paper edition with the emerging online edition.
Web director: Manages the “web desk”, or the online equivalent of the newsdesk,
and its reporters, and decides where on the website a story ends up, and how
much space it is given.
Web editor/Editor: A reporter, or journalist producing content for the website
and/or the paper edition.
Page planner: This person is responsible for the structural layout of the text and
image elements of the newspaper’s print edition.
In the interest of preserving the integrity of individual interview subjects, they
have been categorized according to the following:
• Upper management (UM): Owners, Chief Executive Officers and
Editors-in-chief
• Middle management (MM): News directors, Web directors, Online
business managers
• Editors (ED): Editors, Web editors, page planners
The benefit of this division is that it allows for comparative analysis within the
organization, between different layers of management and editors, while
preserving a certain level of anonymity. The time-span of the interviews as well
as follow-ups is illustrated in the interview chronology table.
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Designation code

Abbreviation

Date of interview

Follow-up

Middle manager #1

MM #1

2009-11-23

E-mail, mult visits

Template
revision
1, 2

Upper manager #5

UM #5

2010-01-13

Visit 2011-10

1

Editor #1

ED #1

2010-01-13

1

Middle manager #2

MM #2

2010-01-18

1

Middle manager #3

MM #3

2010-01-18

Editor #2

ED #2

2010-01-18

Multiple

1

Upper manager #1

UM #1

2010-01-20

Visit 2012-05

1

Upper manager #3

UM #3

2010-06-21

Upper manager #2

UM #2

2011-05-24

Upper manager #4

UM #4

2011-05-24

Middle manager #4

MM #4

2011-06-07

3

Upper manager #6

UM #6

2011-09-28

3

Middle manager #5

MM #5

2011-10-05

3

Editor #3

ED #3

2011-10-17

3

Middle manager #6

MM #6

2012-05-12

3

UM #7

2012-05-14

3

SUPP #1

2013-01-10

Upper manager #7
Supplementary

1

2
3
Phone 2012-09

3

Table “Interview chronology” (The 16 interview subjects sorted by date)

As can be seen in the interview chronology table, the interview template
underwent two revisions before settling on its final form.
The total number of interview subjects were 16 (with one supplementary
interview subject that was approached for clarification purposes), which more
or less constituted all of the managers in both organizations with a few
exceptions. As Kvale (1996:101) states: “Interview as many subjects as
necessary to find out what you need to know.” The aim is to reach a saturation
of the material, where the researcher reaches a plateau and little or no new
knowledge is gleaned from adding additional interview subjects. The more
homogenous group, the quicker the material saturates. Kvale (ibid) further
states that the number of required interview subjects depend on the study, and
in this case the statistical percentage of the managerial stratum of each
organization can be said to be very high as all members of the directorial level
of managers are covered in both organizations. Among middle level managers
the number is approximately 70%. The actual number of interviews performed
is higher than 16, as some interview subjects were approached multiple times.
The level of homogeneity in among the subjects led to saturation in the
interview data after approximately 4 interviews in each organization (total of 8).
An additional 8 interviews were performed and the saturation persisted with
one exception in each organization: the web directors. They had unique insight
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and motivation regarding the Web, which makes sense, since they work
specifically on the platform.
Subject

Audio

Word Count

Field notes

Photos

UM #1
UM #2
UM #3
UM #4
UM #5*
UM #6
UM #7

1:05:34
1:08:54
1:06:39
54:20
1:30:54
1:15:13
32:37

9 654
7 043
9 710
5 641
13 168
1 875 (P)
2 593

12-05-14

MM #1
MM #2**
MM #3**
MM #4
MM #5
MM #6

55:53
2:04:51
2:04:51
1:05:54
1:30:11

6 048
14 890
14 890
7 971
2 346 (P)

Multiple

ED #1*
ED #2**
ED #3

1:30:54
2:04:51

13 168
14 890

Additional
texts

11-12-12
11-10-17

11-12-12
X
X

Multiple
X

NWT visit

X

46

VF visit

X

26

Documents

Revisit(s)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PPT
presentation
PPT
presentation

NWT Anniversary annual review 2011/2012
NWT Anniversary issue 2012
NWT “Upptäck konsten i Karlstad” (2011)
NWT “NWT-konceptet vann guldmedalj” Göthe (2011)
VF annual review 2010/2011
VF “Från vag vision till komplex organisation” Engwall (1984)
NWT/VF “Ledarskap i framgångsrika tidningsföretag” Djerf-Pierre et al
(2009)

* and ** denote one and the same interview session with multiple respondents.
(P) denotes partial transcription.
Data collection table

Alternate Methods of Data Collection
A possible alternative when it comes to data collection would have been the
quantitative method of pre-formatted questionnaires. This option was discarded
in favour of personal interviews because of the innate flexibility of the method,
and the possibility for letting the interview template evolve as each subject was
interviewed. Thereby, it became possible to modify the points of interest adhoc in the study as interviews were conducted. In addition to interviews,
observation and public documentation were used for data collection.
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Method for Analysis of The Data
The overall approach for analyzing the data is based on the assumption that all
forms of data collection represent narratives in some way. Documents and
interviews collect the managers’ narratives, study visits are narratives that are
conveyed to the public, as well as reiterated to the organization itself and
framed as an event, and physical artefacts are keepers of narratives or starting
points for narratives. They are signposts that serve as reminders, conserving
memories of the past, and constructing present conceptions of the past.
All these forms of empirical data are narratives, and as such they can be subject
to analysis, coding and interpretation as texts using discourse analysis.
Discourse Analysis and Narrativity
The method for empirical analysis follows the tradition of qualitative discourse
analysis and organizational narrativity, more specifically the guidelines outlined
in Czarniawska (2004) and Boje, (2008), which discuss interviews as a method
for collecting organizational narratives, and narratives as a centering force of
control and order in an organization. Similarly, DeLanda argues that
“[i]nterpersonal networks are subject to a variety of centripetal and centrifugal
forces that are the main sources of territorialization and deterritorialization”
(2006:57). Interviews therefore offer a way of gaining insight into the
mechanisms of territorialization, i.e. the dynamics that influence the existence
of a system. Furthermore, Boje (2008:1) states that organizations are “collective
storytelling systems in which the performance of stories is a key part of
members’ sensemaking” which expand individual, employee memories with an
additional, institutional memory. This performative memory, which Boje calls
“collective consciousness”, is closely linked to the concept of organizational
identity as an embodiment of collective thought and action according to a
particular organizational culture and ideology.
In spite of the claim that machines and organisms are the most popular images
of an organization (Morgan 2006), the conception of organizations as “super
persons” is another metaphor that is as popular and taken for granted
(Czarniawska-Joerges 1997). This metaphor sees the “super person” as the
decision-making aspect of the collective or even understood as the collective as
a whole; in other words, this is a theory that sees organizations as more or less
consensus based. Czarniawska (2004:407) argues that this is a fruitful way of
understanding how organizations learn, unlearn, produce strategies and behave
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ethically through the construction of narratives both as processes of
understanding and processes of action/reaction.
DeLanda (2006:58) argues: “There are a variety of roles that linguistic
components play in [interpersonal] assemblages, an important example of
which is the shared stories and categories that emerge […].“ The point
DeLanda makes is that tapping into the collective unconsciousness would grant
access to the mechanisms of territorialization: “The role these stories play in the
assemblage is not representing the facts but rigidifying the identities of the
conflicting parties, the narratives being part of a process of group boundary
construction.” (ibid)
This study focuses on the various managerial positions of newspapers ranging
from Chief Executive Officer to Web director in order to assemble a
representational idea of the mechanics that propel the organization forward.
The analysis was conducted in two steps. The first step entailed transcribing
and consolidating (emplotting) the individual narratives into a generalized
organizational narrative in the form of a flowchart depicting the chronological
cause-and-effect account of the present situation. The second step entailed
analyzing the flowchart, identifying common themes and developing concepts
to label those themes. In order to accomplish this step, a paradigmatic type of
analysis of results was employed. Paradigmatic analysis is:
an examination of the data to identify particulars as instances of general
notions or concepts. The paradigmatic analysis of narrative seeks to locate
common themes or conceptual manifestations among the stories collected
as data. (Polkinghorne 1995:13)
Commonly there are two types of paradigmatic search methods, which are most
commonly used when consolidating several stories. There is a) the adductive
type, where concepts are derived from previous theory or logical possibilities
and are applied to data to determine whether instances of these are to be found;
and b) one in which concepts are inductively derived from the data. In the
instance of this study, concepts were inductively derived from the data. This
kind of analysis bears some resemblance to Glaser and Strauss’s (1967)
Grounded Theory approach, an example of the same kind of inductive analysis
that uses an iterative process between similar instances in the data and concepts
developed by the researcher. The proposed concepts are altered until the
researcher finds the best fit (Polkinghorne 1995:13).
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In order to process the resulting large amount of qualitative data, software was
used to categorize and code the interview transcripts using DeLanda’s (2006)
concept of territorialization fused with Johnson’s (1992) cultural web model.
Categorization and Coding
Coding is the process of generating concepts from themes and patterns by
“condensing the bulk of […] data sets into analyzable units by creating
categories with and from [the] data” (Coffey and Atkinson 1996:26). In other
words, codes are heuristic devices because they form the link between the data
and a set of concepts or ideas. Coding can be thought of as data simplification
or reduction (Coffey and Atkinson 1996:28), which reduces the data to
manageable proportions. The process of analysis is identifying a simple
conceptual schema, the main goal of which is to retrieve data segments
categorized under the same codes (Coffey and Atkinson 1996:28). According to
Kelle (1995:55), the role of coding in such a conceptualized way involves:
1. Noticing relevant phenomena.
2. Collecting and sorting these phenomena.
3. Thinking about those phenomena in order to make sense of them,
find commonalities, patterns, differences and structures.
As for formation of concepts, Johnson’s (1992) theory of the “cultural web”
provides the first, main raster for the data generated by this study. At the center
of the cultural web is the paradigm. A paradigm is a set of ideas and beliefs that
acts as a filter, influencing perception and sensemaking. Thomas Kuhn brought
the term into common currency in his famous Structure of Scientific Revolutions
(1962). These ideas are structured as six cultural artefacts. Initial data reduction
was accomplished by categorizing interview transcripts using the cultural
artefacts of the theory as categories for coding and tagging according to the
following:
• Symbols
• Power structures
• Organizational structures
• Control systems
• Rituals and routines
• Stories and myths
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Further embellishment and discussion of this theory can be found in chapter 3,
however in the interest of understanding the categories and their rationale, a
brief introduction is practical here. The categories originate with an
organization’s culture described as a managerial, social paradigm consisting of a
number of components that are discursively produced, reproduced and
protected by those working in and around the organization. This kind of
organizational paradigm or culture “can sometimes be more easily perceived by
outsiders than those inside the organization, to whom its constructs are likely to
be self evident” (Johnson 1992:29). The collectively owned paradigm is likely to
“be hedged about and protected by a web of cultural artefacts” (Johnson
1992:30). Each component in the cultural web reinforces the paradigm in
different ways, including the routinized behaviours that members of the
organization use towards each other; the formalized control systems and
rewards that promote a certain behaviour; the stories told that embed the
present in organizational history; the types of language and expressions most
commonly used; and the organizational symbols and artefacts that become a
short-hand representation for the nature of the organization (ibid).
After establishing the initial categories mentioned above, DeLanda’s concept of
territorialization provides a needed additional nuance and explains what kind of
influence each artefact exerts on the paradigm, be it stabilizing (territorializing)
or destabilizing (deterritorializing). Thereby not only can the paradigm be
identified, but also the tensions between the different artifacts.
For the purposes of analysis, DeLanda’s (2006) concept of territorialization add
a dimension of a stabilizing or destabilizing role according performed by each
component of the cultural web according to the current paradigm.
Organizational Culture as a Product of Territoralization
To describe the tensions between the elements of the cultural web, DeLanda’s
(2006:13) concept of territorialization is a useful addition. DeLanda describes
territorialization as a “process […], which increases the internal homogeneity of
an assemblage. […] Any process which either destabilizes spatial boundaries or
increases internal heterogeneity is considered deterritorializing” (DeLanda
2007:13).
This concept allows for increased understanding of what kind of influence each
aspect of the cultural web performs – stabilizing or destabilizing – and also
offers some insight into how each element of the model influences the other
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five. Turning Johnson’s model of the cultural web into a “cultural assemblage”,
the paradigm can be described as six categories of simultaneous processes of
territorialization – exercised by the material and social components that hold
the assemblage together:
One and the same assemblage can have components working to stabilize
its identity as well as components forcing it to change or even
transforming it into a different assemblage. In fact one and the same
component may participate in both processes by exercising different sets
of capacities (DeLanda 2006:12)
Thus, stories and myths can be challenged, recreated and appropriated,
increasing the heterogeneity of the assemblage, and when destabilized or
dehomogenized enough, emerges as a new paradigm or a new organization. We
therefore arrive at two possible extremes: inertia and complete transformation.
With the traditional newspaper producing organization as a “natural” state, we
can assess the stability and dynamics of the cultural assemblage by applying the
following 12 categories to the raw data:
• Symbolic territorializing processes
• Symbolic deterritorializing processes
• Territorializing power structures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deterritorializing power structures
Territorializing organizational structures
Deterritorializing organizational structures
Territorializing control systems
Deterritorializing control systems
Territorializing rituals and routines
Deterritorializing rituals and routines
Territorializing stories and myths
Deterritorializing stories and myths

Contributions to Practice
As for contributions to the newspaper industry, or indeed any media
organization, the present work primarily offers an increased understanding of
how change processes are particularly difficult in professional, for-profit
organizations that have to reconcile a journalistic ideology with a market
ideology. It should also shed some light, on a meta-level, on how newspaper
organizations see themselves.
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Theoretical Contributions
The meta-theories prevalent in journalism studies tend to view media
organizations as static entities with a fixed succession of influences (e.g.
Shoemaker and Reese 1996). The problem with such an approach is that it
oversimplifies and therefore disregards aspects such as fluidity (the way in
which organizations and aspects of organizations continuously transform and
reconfigure). This study offers a theoretical concept – from a cultural
perspective – that conceptualizes media organizations as cultural, social,
discursive constructs. This approach as an explanatory framework captures the
predicament of organizational change to a much more accurate degree, and this
indeed would be applicable to any discipline seeking to understand
organizational change. Thus a new meta-theory is necessary, one that disregards
the inside/outside dichotomy of traditional models that describe media
organizations. The meta-theory offered in this study indeed does this, by
regarding everything as “outside”.
The discipline of Information Systems tends to examine technological and
social (systemic) change within organizations, regarding organizations as closed
systems of practice, managed by one or several information systems (a term
sometimes used to describe the information-technological software and
hardware implemented in an organization). This study is different because it
examines a case where technological and social change has come from outside
the organization and only subsequently affected the inside. The situation
depicted in the case study is not a result of new appropriations of technology
within an organization or of a new management paradigm, or even coming
from within the industry at all. Rather, change is coming from without, from
end-users, inventors and enthusiasts outside the area of newspapers setting
trends and changing behaviours that unequivocally affect the very core of the
closed system, and by extension the industry.
The present study of change is not reduced to studying the organization as a
totality, and focusing on the technology. Instead, it includes the attitudes of the
organization’s managers, which is important for understanding the implications
of a cultural and technological shift that is already becoming a part of
established culture and society.
Furthermore this study offers a contribution to methodology in a novel way of
combining photography, interview material and documentation in order to
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construct an empirical “reality” with the aim of understanding and charting a
particular aspect of a studied organization.
A Note on the Generalizability of Case Studies
Several researchers claim that rigorous generalizations can be based on
knowledge claims from a single case study (e.g. Lee and Baskerville 2003;
Walsham, 1995; Yin, 2009). As argued by Seddon and Scheepers (2011), “if the
forces within an organization that drove observed behavior are likely to exist in
other organizations, it is likely that those other organizations, too, will exhibit
similar behavior” (2011:17). In addition, Lee and Baskerville state that “whether
research is conducted quantitatively or qualitatively, there is only one
scientifically acceptable way to establish a theory’s generalizability to a new
setting: It is for the theory to survive an empirical test in that setting”
(2003:241), effectively arguing that generalizability requires extensive empirical
research. Given the homogeneity of the type of organization implicated in the
present case study, the possibility to generalize to other empirical contexts in
the same industry has to be viewed as possible, with respect to the cautions
discussed above. The validity as regards other contexts and organizations could
potentially be verified by future research. It is important to stress, however, that
the present work as a whole, whose primary purpose it is to develop a new
theoretical concept, is not necessarily “tested” as a theory might be empirically
tested in the natural sciences, but rather validated (adjusted) by transposing the
concept itself to different organizational settings.
With respect to the ability to generalize from a single, or few case studies such
as in this study, there are several examples referred to by Kvale (1992:102).
Examples range from Piaget to Freud, and Kvale refers to the paradox of how
few cases can lead to high generalizability. Flyvberg (2004) lists five
misunderstandings about case studies research and misunderstanding number
two reads: “One cannot generalize on the basis of an individual case; therefore,
the case study cannot contribute to scientific development.” (Flyvberg
2004:421) The background of such a statement, according to Flyvberg, is an
attitude “typical among proponents of the natural science ideal within the social
sciences” and that generalizability if needed indeed can be attained using a
single case by carefully making a “strategic choice” (Flyvberg 2004:423).
Generalizing in this respect is not based on statistical generalization (generalizing
from a sample to a universe), but rather on “analytic generalization” (using single
or multiple cases to illustrate or represent a theory)” (Yin 1998:239). That is to
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say, if the purpose of a case study is to develop a theory, analytic generalization
is achieved by supplying at least one example that exemplifies (validates) the
applicability of the novel concepts of the new theory. That newly developed
theory’s validity is not contingent on a high number of occurrences, but rather
is validated in its own right because there is (at least) one, singular fit that
motivates the introduction of new theoretical concepts. Numerical
generalization (statistical generalization) can subsequently be achieved once the
first case has been validated, by applying the single-case theory to other
contexts, similar or dissimilar. Interesting to the researcher in this context is the
development of new knowledge, new theory in itself and the verified examples
in existence of that theory. Flyvberg (2004:424) argues that “formal
generalization, be it on the basis of large samples or single cases, is considerably
overrated as the main source of scientific progress” because statistical
generalization is not always the most revealing aspect of a case study.
Sometimes the mere existence of the phenomenon in question is more
remarkable than its commonality.
Gathering Empirical Data
Prior to conducting the interviews, steps were taken to ensure aligned results.
An interview guide was created, which outlined the main points of interest that
were to be covered by each conversation. The guide was to some extent
designed to depart from certain terminologies, conditions and dynamics from
the theories chosen to examine the results, in order to construct entry-points
into the data for analysis. The interviews were designed using an interpretative,
inductive approach, as detailed in Chapter 2 – “A Study of Regional
Newspapers”, building on certain pre-existing assumptions and a general
hypothesis. The points of the initial version of the interview guide were:
“Describe the current situation from the following perspectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Present: Expectations of the public, have they changed? If so, how?
Past: What has been the role of newspapers in the past?
Present: What news ends up online, and what ends up in the paper edition?
Present: How do you see yourselves in the role as gatekeepers, authorities?
Present: The role of advertising in the online and paper edition.
Present: Is there a danger in letting advertisers finance news reporting?
Present: What do you sell? What generates income and how does that translate to the
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web?
• Present/Future: What is value and quality of news, and how will it evolve?
• Future: Do you see moving towards citizen journalism or charging for content?
• Future: Is there a long-term social media strategy?”
The interview template underwent revision twice; the first version was used
during the first 7 interviews, the second version for interview 8, and a third and
final version for the remaining. The motive for revising the template was a
slight focus shift from the rather explorative and unprejudiced structure of the
first draft, to focusing more on organizational ideology and change. This shift
was the result of a hermeneutic approach to data gathering, where patterns and
areas that had emerged out of the data on the fly were deemed relevant enough
to be given their own bullet points with the purpose of expanding or replacing
existing bullet points. The second version departed from the initial
“past/present/future” structure and also altered some of the points:
“Describe the current situation from the following perspectives:
• Expectations of the public, have they changed? If so, how?
• Why hasn’t the industry been able to progress more around the issue of digitization?
What are the difficulties?
• What news ends up online, and what ends up in the paper edition?
• What are your responsibilities as gatekeepers, authorities?
• The role and potential of advertising in the online and paper edition.
• What is value and quality of news, and how will it evolve?
• What are your opinions on reader’s comments and user-generated content?
• Is there a long-term social media strategy?
• The relationship between organizational structure and propensity for change.
Comments?”
The final revision was similar to the second, but with the following discussion
points added:
• How important is the production process for the identity of the industry?
• What leadership characteristics define your newspaper?
• What makes a successful newspaper organization in the long term?
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The template revision process was cumulative and recursive; in other words the
outcome of the first 7 interviews designed the 8th interview, and the first 8
interviews designed the last ones. The main characteristic that was altered was
steering the template towards what were emerging as critical areas, formulating
some specific questions, generating more detailed areas, eventually formulating
a template that was a more efficient and validated guide for capturing the
mental models that were emerging without losing that which had been revealed
as important conditions and information.
Stage 1: Performing the Interviews
Every respondent was informed prior to the meeting that the “interview” had
the characteristics of an open-ended conversation around certain topics and
themes rather than consisting of an array of predetermined questions. The
interviewees were encouraged to pick up on threads and discuss the topics
freely and go into as much detail as they were comfortable with. Each
respondent was furthermore explicitly informed that the main purpose was not
to perform a comparative study using the two organizations as two separate
case studies, but rather to consolidate and balance the results into one in-depth
study concerning one geographical region. Each respondent was furthermore
given the opportunity to approve or disapprove of the use of a recording device
during the interview. None of the respondents declined to be recorded. Each
conversation was recorded and transcribed word for word, and the respondents
were invited to partake of the transcribed material, should they want to do so.
During post-interview transcription, if a term or argument was unclear, or was
in need of supplemental information, the appropriate person in the
organization (not necessarily limited to the respondent) was briefly contacted
by phone to provide clarifications. These clarifications (referenced by including
the title of the person contacted) were inserted as footnotes in the transcription
document as complementary information, still preserving the integrity and flow
of the main interview. The length of the interviews ranged from approximately
45 minutes to 90 minutes.
The focus of the interviews varied somewhat depending on the position of the
interviewee. For instance, when interviewing a Chief-Executive-Officer, the
questions focused a bit more on broader strategies and goals compared to a
web editor, who also discussed strategy, but with a greater focus on the micro
level.
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Stage 2: Performing the Observations
The observations revolved around the pre-arranged event of “study visit” for
each of the newspapers; therefore the scope of the study centred on what the
leader, or guide, was showing (orally and visually communicating) during the
opening presentation and introduction, as well as during the walking-tour.
Written notes were taken as well as photographs, which combined serve as the
results of stage 2.
Prior to the study visit, the guide was informed of the intent of the study, i.e. to
perform a meta-study of the event itself rather than to explicitly participate for
the sake of information gathering about the organization. Efforts were made to
remain in the background as much as possible so as to not disturb the flow of
the event, or to disrupt the experience of the visitors, but rather to document
from a distance. Each study visit ranged from approximately 1.5 to 2 hours in
length, beginning with a presentation followed by a walking-tour.
The findings were parsed through Johnson’s (1992) artefacts of the cultural
web, and describe how each organization separately (and using each other)
defines their organizational culture.
Summary of Methodological Framework
The methodological framework thus contains a few core steps and processes, as
outlined in the methodological chart. First, a case of organizational inertia is
established using an introductory literature review – a review representing
general theories of organizational change and the current revenue situation of
the newspaper industry. Given the nature of the research questions, a
qualitative empirical approach is selected along with suitable research subjects,
and an interview template is constructed based on the premise that the regional
industry is experiencing some kind of organizational inertia in the face of
change that is made acute by the current and well documented revenue
problem of the newspaper industry. Based on this interview template, empirical
data is gathered that attempts to chart the organizations’ attitudes towards the
current predicament of the industry. Particularly, the interviews target managers
under the assumption that they are the ones that primarily define, perpetuate
and enforce organizational culture.
These interviews are then parsed through Johnson’s (1992) concept of the
cultural web, and attached to certain terminology of assemblage theory in order
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to prepare for the analysis and discussion of results. The ensuing discussion
takes a historical, narrative approach to organizational change, and uses
hauntology to generate a new theoretical concept describing the particular
inertia experienced by the regional newspaper industry today. This concept is
then framed as an important tool for understanding any situation of change
involving organizations with similar cultural constraints and potential.

HAUNTOLOGY

New concept

Discussion and analysis using historical / narrative approach

VF

ASSEMBLAGE THEORY

NWT

Stories
and
Myths

Rituals and
Routines

Paradigm

Control
Systems

Documents

Stories
and
Myths

Symbols

Power
Structures

Rituals and
Routines

Categories

Interviews

Paradigm

Control
Systems

Organizational
Structures

Observations

Documents

Symbols

Power
Structures

Organizational
Structures

Interviews

Observations

Established case of organizational change and inertia

Methodological chart.
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3

Theoretical Framework
The purpose of chapter three is to present a literature review thematically organized around
central concepts of organizational change, inertia and memory as well as contemporary
journalism research. The chapter also introduces the theoretical foundation developed for this
dissertation in the form of “Assemblage Theory” “The Cultural web” and “Hauntology”.
This chapter relies on DeLanda’s (2006) theory of assemblages for its structure.
Its centrality is such for this study that the theory and its concepts parse both
the theoretical chapter and the analysis and discussion chapter. That is to say,
the vocabulary of assemblages is used to consolidate and link the various
theories presented in this chapter, as well as to facilitate a holistic, explanatory
framework for the findings and discussion section. Thus, this chapter by
necessity opens with assemblage theory after a brief introduction to
organizational change and its place in current academia. Each subsequent
theory is presented focusing on its contribution to the study, and put into a
context using assemblage theory terms.
Introduction
In attempting to change the behaviour of subordinates, managers often
encounter “resistance to change” at a level that seems beyond reason (Schein
2010:8). Conversely, information systems designers often encounter the
consequences of culture, particularly when the system is not used as intended
or does not live up to the users’ expectations. Researching culture is not only
crucial when implementing ICT systems, but in itself important to understand
when approaching organizational phenomena. This section investigates
organizational culture particularly with reference to propensity for change, and
how change is affected by memory.
In order to investigate how organizations deal with change, an initial review
needs to address certain central concepts. First and foremost the concept of
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organizational inertia within the context of change needs to be unpacked (cf.
the literature reviews of Hannan and Freeman 1984 and Gilbert 2005) – what it
is and how it manifests. In this study, the assumption is that organizational
inertia is inextricably linked to organizational culture, which makes it important
to describe how these two concepts are related. One of the agents of inertia is
the preservation and manifestation of organizational memory, an area related to
narrative theory and what Czarniawska (2004), Boje (2008) and Linde (2009)
have in great detail described as “the narrative turn”, its origins, mechanics and
methodology.
Thematically, this review centers on institutional memory, and how narratives
and stories found in and about organizations can be captured, disassembled,
described, enacted, and understood. As Hansen (2007:949) concludes:
narratives are the backbone of organizational culture and because of that,
they play an important role in understanding organizational inertia and
organizational change.
These enacted narratives and stories, once properly captured, can be used by
the researcher to understand the culture of an organization, and how the
culture influences change. DeLanda’s (2006) theory of assemblages, as will be
shown later in the chapter, provides an important addition to Johnson’s (1992)
theory of the cultural web – a vocabulary for discussing the implications of
organizational culture on an organization. The key is that these narratives, if
long established in the history of the organization, can when challenged lead to
entrenchment, and by historical inclusion and omission “set important limits to
the list of strategic options available to the organization, thereby producing
organizational inertia or path dependency” (Hansen 2007:924). In other words,
things that are remembered and revered in the history of an organization are
integral to the identity and culture of that organization. If these remembrances
deviate from the demands of change, change will be difficult to implement
unless the narrative of the organization is rewritten.
Research focusing on newspaper organizations, journalism practice and media
content holds a central place in disciplines such as business administration,
journalism studies and media and communications research. This chapter
identifies the major ideas that subsequent chapters are positioned around, and
calls attention to some key concepts that are used throughout the dissertation.
Most studies of mass media and the Internet (as well as of traditional media)
have focused on audiences and content due to researchers’ difficulties in
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obtaining access to mass media producers and production sites (Keith 2011:2).
These hurdles have been made even more difficult with online news over the
past 16 years, as news organizations have “struggled with the organization,
staffing and even physical production locations of their Internet units. […] That
very tumult around online content production, […] suggests a topic that has
received some scrutiny deserves more” (ibid).
Newspaper organizations’ relationships with a changing media landscape have
been analysed from several disciplines, including information systems (e.g.
Åkesson 2009), business and management studies (e.g. Argyris 1974; Engwall
1985; Weezel 2009; Raviola 2010; Picard 2010) and media studies (e.g. Karlsson
2010). Though each discipline approaches the subject with different agendas,
what is common to all is that they examine an industry that is currently
undergoing a significant transformation – a transformation that affects nearly
all aspects of the newspaper organization. From the perspective of the
newspaper industry, most scholars agree that this ongoing transformation
offers many opportunities that may even enhance the relevance of newspapers
(Usher 2010:911).
Organizational Change
Joseph Schumpeter (1950) saw organizational change, its products and
processes as elements of “creative destruction” and argued that for new,
technological innovation to thrive, the fundaments on which organizations are
already established must be destroyed. This process of reinvention is complex,
diverse and difficult in many instances. For some organizations, the very idea of
change becomes a tremendous obstacle. The difficulties organizations
experience with overcoming inertia when threatened with technological change
has been the subject of repeated scholarly inquiry (Hannan & Freeman 1977;
Hannan & Freeman 1984; Henderson & Clark 1990; Tushman & O’Reilly
1996; Gilbert 2005). It has been suggested that one reason for this scholarly
attention is the high failure rate among organizations (Gilbert 2005:741).
Hannan and Freeman argue that:
for wide classes of organizations there are very strong inertial pressures
on structure arising from both internal arrangements (for example,
internal politics) and from the environment (for example, public
legitimation of organizational activity). To claim otherwise is to ignore the
most obvious feature of organizational life. (Hannan & Freeman
1977:957)
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Hannan and Freeman (1984:149) point out that “attempting radical structural
change often threatens legitimacy” – that “the loss of institutional support may
be devastating” and that inertial forces in organizations are quite strong, even
“much stronger than most theorists acknowledge” (1984:150). At the same
time, they also claim that it is a common belief among theorists that
organizations change mainly due to endogenous processes rather than the
explicit desire of their leaders or because of external threats.
The concept of culture provides explanation for inertia and is a useful
theoretical tool to “normalize” them. As Schein (2010:9) argues, “if we
understand the dynamics of culture we will have a deeper understanding of why
various people or organizations can be so different, but also why it is so hard to
change them.” Thus culture is the key to understanding and recognizing forces
acting within people that define who we are, and “reflect the groups that
socialized us and the groups with which we identify and to which we want to
belong” (ibid). In other words, acquiring a membership of different
occupations involves not only learning the technical skills but also adopting
certain values and norms that define that occupation. If some of these norms
are violated, members can be expelled from the occupation (Schein 2010:8).
Particularly strong cultural forces that are designed to uphold the values and
norms of certain occupations generate “professions” (i.e. doctors, attorneys,
journalists). Larson (2003:459), in his review of Freidson (2001), describes
professionalism as ”a set of interconnected institutions providing the economic
support and social organization that sustains the occupational control of work”.
That is to say, professionalism is a structural phenomenon constituted of
financial capital and social regulations delineating and separating its members
from the outside. Singer (2003) argues that the concept of professionalism is an
ideological construct, and that those who claim membership in a profession (or
an ideology) do so at least in part to justify inequality of status and to limit
access to that status. Thus, the professional community itself – rather than the
society or the client – defines the nature of professionalism from the inside, and
“claim to be the only legitimate arbiter of improper behaviour” (Singer
2003:142). This gatekeeping practice of the profession serves to control the
recruitment and certification of members by setting standards of adequate
practice.
The concept of culture has over the last 25 years been under debate (see for
example Hofstede et al, 1990:311 and Schein, 2010:12). Schein (2010) argues
that the debate testifies to the importance of culture as a concept, but
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emphasizes that it at the same time creates difficulties for both the scholar and
the practitioner if definitions are fuzzy and usages are inconsistent. Schein
(2010) provides an overview of the debate and summarizes the literature review
by offering a formal definition of the culture of a group as:
a pattern of shared basic assumptions that was learned by a group as it
solved its problems of external adaptation and internal integration, that
has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be
taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in
relation to those problems. (Schein 2010:18)
On the subject of occupational culture, Schein (2010:20) states that a shared,
intense period of education leads to a shared learning of attitudes, norms and
values that will become taken-for-granted assumptions for the members of that
occupation.
Topologies of Organizational Culture
This study particularly focuses on the connection between organizational
culture, inertia, and the way in which an organization copes with change in the
strategic sense. The assumption is that organizations that are primarily driven
by ideological concerns while also being governed by a for-profit logic are
particularly complex – culturally speaking. This complexity comes from the fact
that organizational culture represents the way in which an organization
constructs inner truths – management uses these truths to make sense of and
act upon threats, changes and opportunities in its environment. Sometimes this
truth is constructed using information from outside influences such as changes
in customer behaviours or other market concerns. In other instances, changes
in the organizational environment are understood based only on already
existing internal information. This internalization in response to coping with
new situations can result in entrenchment, “strategic drift” (e.g. Johnson 1992)
(the distance on a curve between the constantly evolving surroundings and the
organisation’s own strategies) and eventually financial loss and strategic
confusion. There are many examples throughout history of organizations that
have experienced strategic drift to the point of demise (e.g. Facit, Xerox,
Motorola) and to the point of rejuvenation (e.g. Apple). Common to all these
organizations is that their respective success or failure was a result of working
with their respective corporate cultures in order to take advantage of new
developments. Thus organizational culture offers a key insight into the criteria
on which an organization bases its strategic planning. This kind of failure to act
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is explained by Karl Weick as the way in which organizations in time develop a
‘‘trained incapacity to see the world differently’’ (Weick 1995:20).
Organizational culture is sometimes explained using a metaphor of a web.
Drawing on a Weberian view of culture Geertz (1973:5) uses this metaphor to
define culture as:
man is an animal suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun, I
take culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore not an
experimental science in search of law but an interpretative one in search
of meaning.
The major point of Geertz’s non-essentialist definition is that organizational
culture is not a static, de-facto entity that exists “out there”, but rather, as
Hansen (2007:925) also argues, best understood using an anthropological view
and that culture is “about categorizing, creating meaning and making sense of
the organization and its context”. Thus, culture is not an external “something”
that exists and can be probed, entered and exited. Instead in this
anthropological view, culture is discursive –- a collective social contract created
by shared norms and values based on rationality and interests that are cultural
constructions rather than absolute “natural” entities. That is why actions within
that culture cannot be classified as rational or irrational in the objective sense;
they can only be judged by the context of the culture itself.
Schein (2010:13) argues that making sense of complex organizational
phenomena “requires taking a cultural perspective” and becoming competent in
cultural analysis – being able to perceive and decipher the cultural forces that
operate in groups, organizations and occupations. Using this approach to
culture, Johnson (1992:29) envisions a “cultural web” that connects
organizational culture, strategy formation and managerial behaviour and defines
organizational culture as:
Whilst individual managers may hold quite varying sets of beliefs about
many different aspects of [their] organizational world, there is likely to
exist at some level a core set of beliefs and assumptions held relatively
commonly by the managers.
This kind of organizational paradigm or culture “can sometimes be more easily
perceived by outsiders than those inside the organization, to whom its
constructs are likely to be self evident” (ibid). Thus, Johnson at once describes
the three layers of organizational culture according to Schein (2010). The main
contribution of Johnson in this context is the way in which a collectively owned
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paradigm is “hedged about and protected by a web of cultural artefacts”
(Johnson 1992:30): in other words, the linkage between each type of cultural
artefact and how they merge into the broader “paradigm”. Paradigm is a term
described by Kuhn (1962) and Johnson (1992) as a set of values and ideals
shared within a (scientific/organizational) community, and in that community
alone, and that it is the paradigm that drives strategic thinking.
Each component in the cultural web (see “cultural web” depiction below)
reinforces the paradigm in different ways. From the routinized behaviours that
members of the organization use towards each other, to the formalized control
systems and rewards that promote a certain behaviour; the stories told which
embed the present in organizational history; the types of language and
expressions most commonly used; the organizational symbols and artefacts that
become a short-hand representation for the nature of the organization
(Johnson 1992).

Stories
and
Myths

Rituals and
Routines

Control
Systems

Symbols

Paradigm

Power
Structures

Organizational
Structures

The “cultural web” of an organization (Johnson 1992:31)

Schein (2010) on the other hand, presents his view of organizational culture
using layers that can be likened to those of an onion. His approach consists of
three layers, or levels of culture as outlined below:
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Level 1: Artifacts
Visible and feelable structures and processes
Observed behaviour (difﬁcult to decipher)

Level 2: Espoused beliefs and values
Ideals, goals, values, aspirations
Ideologies
Rationalizations (may or may not be congruent with
behavior and other artifacts)

Level 3: Basic underlying assumptions
Unconscious, taken for granted beliefs and values
(determine beviour, perception, thought and feeling)
Three levels of organizational culture, from Schein, (2010:24)

Artefacts are, according to Schein (2010:23) the most visible aspects of
organizational culture such as physical environment, language, technology and
products. These artefacts are embedded in clothing, mannerisms, and emotional
displays; its myths and stories told about the organization; its observable rituals
and ceremonies. In other words, according to Schein, stories are expressions of
culture, and those expressions can be categorized as end artefacts, as they are
part of what you see, hear and feel when encountering a new group with an
unfamiliar culture. This superficial level of culture is deceptive, because it is
both easy to observe but difficult to decipher. In other words, anything that can
be encountered without any form of deeper effort on the part of the observer
(or researcher for that matter) – visible structures, apparent behaviourisms and
values – what can be labelled overt aesthetics.
These overt aesthetics are manifestations of a deeper level of “espoused beliefs
and values”. In order to fully understand Schein’s argument it is necessary to
understand how individual belief becomes shared belief (or value) and
ultimately shared assumption. When a manager, faced with declining revenue,
declares that “advertising must be increased” – he or she does so based on an
individual belief that advertising is a good way to increase revenue. If the
manager (and the business) is relatively young and without precedent, this
directive is simply a statement to be debated, challenged or tested. Should the
statement prove to be successful, the individual belief “advertising is good” will
transform into a shared belief. Should actions based upon the shared belief
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continue to be successful, the shared belief becomes a shared assumption.
However, not all individual beliefs successfully transform to shared
assumptions simply because success is not always achieved, but can tend to be
erratic, unstable and unpredictable. Furthermore, values attached to a particular
profession or value system might not be eligible for empirical testing at all. In
these cases, testing through “social validation” is possible but not always
successful. Schein (2010:26) describes social validation as certain beliefs that are
confirmed only by the shared social experience of a group, i.e. any given culture
cannot prove that its religion and moral system are superior to another. Those
who fail to accept these beliefs risk excommunication. This is how members of
an organization learn that certain beliefs and values as communicated by
“founders”, “owners” and other leaders work in the sense that they reduce
uncertainty in critical areas. They have then become non-discussable
assumptions “even though they may not be correlated to actual performance”
(Schein 2010:26). These kinds of dynamics can result in contradictory actions,
such as an organization, for instance, publicly stating that it values teamwork,
while rewarding individual effectiveness.
The third level contains “basic underlying assumptions”. An underlying
assumption includes nonconfrontable and nondebatable cognitive structures
that are extremely difficult to change. To learn something new in this realm
“requires us to resurrect, re-examine, and possibly change some of the more
stable portions of our cognitive structure” (Schein 2010:28) – the process that
Argyris and others have called “double loop learning” (e.g. Argyris and Schön
1974). As organizations develop a culture, they become most comfortable with
those that share that culture, and uncomfortable with those that challenge it,
either because of incomprehension of the situation or misunderstanding the
situation altogether.
Summary of Organizational Culture and Change
To summarize the review thus far, the following relevant concepts and theories
are put to use in the discussion in the next chapter:
• That organizational culture is “webs of significance”, i.e. the Geertzian
(1973) anthropological perspective that culture is not something that is
“out there” as a separate entity with clear boundaries and hierarchy.
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• Schein’s (2010) definition of organizational culture as those taken-forgranted assumptions that are based on successful decision-making in the
past, and how this internalization can lead to inertia and path dependency.
• That organizational culture can be seen as six artefacts in a cultural web
(Johnson 1992) that together protect and maintain the core paradigm.
The paradigm is reflected in each artefact of the cultural web, as is each
artefact in the paradigm. These categories will serve as repositories for
empirical data.
• That culture is discursive and performative, much in the same way as
Foucault (1995) talks about power: that power is a direct result of the
actions of humans, and that these actions continuously reproduce power
relationships (and culture) by eventually building a proprietary bank of
self-evident, institutionalized knowledge – assumptions – about the
world and the organization’s place in that world.
• Argyris and Schön’s (1974) theory of double-loop learning and how
organizations construct mental models of their surroundings, and that in
order to accommodate organizational change, the mental model must
sometimes be revised. This process can be more or less painful for the
organization, and the extent to which the mental model differs from the
real world, and for how long the mental model has been allowed to
remain unchanged, is an indication of how difficult the change process
will be.
The cultural web is the primary theoretical concept that will be used in this
study to structure the analysis.
Introduction to Assemblage Theory
With the concept of organizational culture defined, as well as the role of
organizational learning in that culture, the time has come to apply a broader
ontological perspective – a perspective that has its foundation in a philosophy
almost identical to Geertz’s (1973) “webs of significance”. These webs would in
the terminology of Manuel DeLanda (2006) be called “assemblages”. A web of
significance could be seen as a social assemblage, where each element that
comprises the web produces a combination of capacities (outputs) that
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constitutes a specific culture. The stronger the culture, the higher degree of
coding is present – i.e. a professional organization, which operates according to
certain territorializing principles, would be considered a highly coded
assemblage. “Assemblage”, “capacity”. “coding” and “territorialization” are a
few of the central terms that will be explained in this chapter.
In Don DeLillo’s 2003 novel Cosmopolis, a sometimes-philosophical
commentary on contemporary consumer society, Eric, the novel’s protagonist,
is an unlikeable, young stock-market millionaire that spends most of the story
in his bombproof limousine. The story revolves around him having to travel
across New York to get a haircut. At one point in the story, Eric has the
following encounter with his best friend “Shiner”:
Shiner said, “Any special reason we’re in the car instead of the office?”
“How do you know we’re in the car instead of the office? […] We're in
the car because I need a haircut.”
“Have the barber go to the office. Get your haircut there. Or have the
barber come to the car. Get your haircut and go to the office.”
“A haircut has what. Associations. Calendar on the wall. Mirrors
everywhere. There’s no barber chair here. Nothing swivels but the
spycam.”
(Don DeLillo 2003)
Eric’s perspective on barbershops illustrates how events and organizations are
webs of association, how physical items when taken together can constitute
something. Or negate something. Eric’s first sentence: “How do you know
we’re in the car instead of the office?” asks for a definition of what property
makes something a car and simultaneously unmakes the same thing an office. In
Eric’s personal opinion, in order for “haircut” to be performed, certain items
are necessary, such as a swivelling chair, a calendar on the wall and mirrors
everywhere. This way of looking at components as constituting, (re- or de-)
constituting parts of a whole is what this study labels a socio-systemic
perspective.
In order to sufficiently appreciate the complexity of organizational culture and
its dynamics, there is merit in developing a robust socio-systemic vocabulary.
As an alternative to the perspectives of business administration and sociology,
Lazzarato (1996:138) suggests the use of systems theory to conceptualize
organizations as assemblages of material and immaterial components. This
perspective is particularly useful when considering the dynamics emerging out
of a post-industrial economy:
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In more developed systemic theories, organization is conceived as an
ensemble of factors, both material and immaterial, both individual and
collective […]. […] it becomes possible to look at things from the point
of view of social synergies.
This chapter aims to merge the ontological concepts of organization developed
by social philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari (1987) and Manuel
DeLanda (2006) and applies them to newspaper organizations. The aim is an
increased understanding of the forces and manifestations instrumental in the
on-going technological and ideological transformation of newspaper
organizations from a systemic point of view.
To adequately discuss the inner workings of the newspaper industry,
particularly when addressing issues of social networks and technology, a
vocabulary of social ontology is helpful. Several social theorists most notably
Hegel, Durkheim and Marx have argued that society (and its organizations) can
be understood as “organic totalities” – wholes that are responsible for their
own creation through relations of interiority. In this view, these totalities could
for instance be the result of norms and regulations structuring society and its
individuals through sanctions (as theorized by Durkheim7). Another example
would be that economic totalities are products of a capitalist logic responsible
for the relations between commodities, labour and value (as theorized by
Marx8). In organic totalities such as the ones described, relations of interiorities
consist of seamless, undetachable, tailor-made expert components each filling a
specific purpose within the system. Through emergence, the system becomes
more than the sum of its parts. If a component is detached from this system, it
is no longer useful and the system is incomplete. For example, if a swivelling
barber’s chair is detached from the assemblage of “barbershop” it ceases to be
a “barbershop”. In this sense, the concept of a system or a collective based on
relations of interiority is a very evolutionary, linear one, with a beginning and an
end. The parts are static, in that they do not relate to other totalities or are
subject to external forces. They only relate to each other. There exists in this
kind of system “a strict reciprocal determination between parts” (DeLanda
2006:9). According to this kind of organismic metaphor, the phenomenon of
emergence requires relations of interiority, and further holds that this
phenomenon only can be studied by examining wholes, not from studying the
individual relations between parts.
7 See for instance The Division of Labour in Society (1893)
8 See for instance The Communist Manifesto (1848)
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DeLanda’s approach to social ontology is a reaction to the inadequacies of the
historically persistent metaphor of Hegelian organic totalities. DeLanda’s
approach can be labelled as “realist”, which refers to the existence of a reality
independent of the mind. His argument, then, assumes that most social entities
would disappear altogether should minds cease to exist, so there needs to be a
certain degree of autonomy in social entities from the conceptions we have of
them. In other words, our models and classifications might be objectively
wrong, and fail to capture the essence of those entities. A few conditions of
DeLanda are worth clarifying before embarking on a detailed analysis of
materialism and emergence.
DeLanda at first glance appears to reside very close to critical realism (e.g.
Bhaskar 1975). As a self-confessed realist, DeLanda’s viewpoint is that
everything has its origins in the material world. Every event has a physical
existence, and is necessarily triggered by properties existing in the material,
physical world. DeLanda is also non-essentialist. At first this seems
contradictory. It would make sense that a realist perspective also would hold
that properties of an object are essential for that particular object – indeed
create that object. In the essentialist view, therefore, there is always something
unchangeable – essential – that is at the core of an entity in order for it to be
labelled that particular entity. So it would make sense that a materialist who
argues that everything has a firm basis in the material, tangible, concrete would
not be anti-essentialist. DeLanda however takes a different view. Using
examples from physics and thermodynamics, he argues that any physical object
is equipped with two things: properties and capacities. A knife has the property
“sharp” and the capacity “to cut things”. The property is always there, whether
it is activated or not, but the capacity needs something in order to be triggered
– it needs a catalyst, a human agent. In other words, someone can use the
dormant property of sharpness to exercise the capacity to cut into something.
Thus, the property is always articulated as a prerequisite for the capacity –
indeed prior to the capacity rather than as a result of the capacity.
Manuel DeLanda was inspired by French social theorist Gilles Deleuze when
he, in A New Philosophy of Society: Assemblage Theory and Social Complexity (2006),
outlined a simple structure for social ontology. Here, Manuel DeLanda argues
that traditional systemic, ontological thinking is too narrow and misleading and
that we instead should study the heterogeneous constellations moving between
and vibrating through organic totalities. According to DeLanda, allowing for
the possibility of complex interactions between parts is crucial when examining
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emergence – but if the parts are fused together into seamless wholes such as
with relations of interiority, that possibility disappears. For example, if the
barber’s chair is detached from the assemblage of “barbershop”, is it able to fill
a different function somewhere else, or has it for all extents and purposes
ceased to exist? Has the barbershop altogether ceased to exist? Could the
swivelling chair be inserted into, say, a living room and become a chair for
watching TV? And how critical is the swivelling capacity of the barber’s chair
for “barber shop”? DeLandas answer to these questions is that the entire
concept of organic totalities is limited and needs to be challenged. The
alternative, assemblage theory, not only allows for wholes to be analyzed but
also the complex relations between their individual parts.
The main difference between DeLanda and Durkheim is that Durkheim’s
vision of history (as well as Marx’s) is linear. Coming from a Deleuzian point of
view, DeLanda argues that we are looking at the wrong thing. Instead of
regarding a system (or assemblage or constellation) in terms of having a
beginning and an end that is dependent on particular components functioning
together, DeLanda sees the process as fluid (inspired by the fluid ontology of
Deleuze and Guattari). What this means is that an assemblage that ceases to
function according to its designated purpose, crumbles and is immediately
absorbed by one or several other assemblages where the same components now
perform the same or different tasks and functions. There might be traces left of
the “old” assemblage, but several new ones are created in which those old
recycled components perform different functions. In that sense, the life cycle of
an assemblage is non-linear rather than linear, as there is no beginning or end;
there is a constant state of becoming. The Durkheimian “collective unconscious”
would most likely in DeLanda’s interpretation exist in a constant, moving flux
responding to the continuous shifts in balance between the stabilizing
(territorializing) and destabilizing (deterritorializing) functions of the
components.
Rhizomatic and Arborescent Forms of Organization
The construction of a Deleuzian perspective of organization entails, first of all,
that there is merit in disregarding static concepts of “inside” and “outside” in
favour of an emergent, socio-technical and more lateral way of conceptualizing
organizational communication patterns. Deleuze and Guattari (1987) broadly
distinguish two kinds of organizations: the rhizomatic and the arborescent.
Robinson and Maguire (2010:611) argue that the Deleuzian concept of rhizome
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“offers an interesting model for hyperlinked information systems, to the extent
that some commentators believe that it is the optimal model for information
organisation in the modern context, and specifically in the context of the web”,
but that the use of such complex, philosophical terminology in an information
systems context is not to be taken lightly, and “much more study, both of its
philosophical basis and practical applicability, will be needed” (ibid). The
arborescent system is “hierarchical […] with centers of significance and
subjectification” (ibid:17). Subjectification refers to the creation of subjects –
people linked to various positions of power. The rhizomatic organization, on
the other hand is named after a botanical phenomenon describing a root system
comprised of multiple lateral entry and exit points, in other words a system with
emergent properties. If we think of “[p]uppet strings […] as a rhizome or
multiplicity, [they would be] tied not to the supposed will of an artist or
puppeteer but to a multiplicity of nerve fibers, which form another puppet in
other dimensions connected to the first” (Ibid 1987:8). The rhizome is
“connected to anything other, and must be. This is very different from the tree
or root, which plots a point, fixes an order. […] A rhizome ceaselessly
establishes connections between semiotic chains, organizations of power, and
circumstances relative to the arts, sciences, and social struggles.” (ibid 1987:7).
This rhizomatic way of thinking about organizations as “apparatuses of
capture”, highlights the organization as more or less loosely coupled
components existing in a world that is continuously exerting tension on each
component. But these concepts are not types. As Kornberger et al. argue, it is
important to note that “the distinction between the rhizomatic and the
arborescent, [a term designating a static, fixed state] is one that is constructed
for the purposes of being able to conceive of their relation rather than them
being independently opposed models” (Kornberger et al. 2006:66). In other
words, there is arborescence in rhizomes and vice versa. There are always
aspects of rhizomes in hierarchy – a willingness to improvise and explore new
territories. What allows us to regard an organization as an isolated entity is
nothing more (or less) than a set of discernable material and expressive
behavioural constraints, each of which are subject to influence from anywhere
at any time, which is why the explicit distinction between inside and outside is
irrelevant, or as Patton (2006:29) argues, that “rhizomatic organizations will not
just be responsive to other organizations and environmental conditions outside
themselves, but that they will adapt in ways determined by their own internal
propensities for change”. In this perspective “the organization has become pure
function, existing only in relation to the outside” (ibid).
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This mode of analysis makes it possible to account for the informal
(rhizomatic) social structures that exist parallel to official hierarchies. Thus it is
relevant to distinguish between formal and informal rather than inside and
outside. Using this perspective, the newspaper organization consists of two
formal social structures (or ideologies): the ideology of journalism and the
ideology of organization management. Beyond these two formal structures,
there is an informal structure, a deviation from the official gated conduits of
communication. These informal structures are important, and sometimes even
a requirement for the efficient existence of the two formal structures whose
interrelationship is not entirely unproblematic. The organization is experiencing
a subconscious resistance to a form, not necessarily to change in general, but to
each other as opposing powers within one organization each struggling to rule
the other.
Strata and High-Coded Assemblages
The basic systemic form of organization is, according to Manuel DeLanda
(2006) the assemblage, which is governed by “relations of exteriority” (DeLanda
2007:10). Exteriority in this case implies autonomous component parts that
together form a more or less permanent whole. And as Deleuze (1987) argued,
we are less concerned with the relationship between individual components, as
we are interested in each component’s raison d’etre, in each component’s
incentive for remaining solid and not dissolving into other components of
other assemblages:
As an assemblage, a [collective] has only itself, in connection with other
assemblages and in relation to other bodies without organs. We will never
ask what a [collective] means, as signified or signifier; we will not look for
anything to understand in it. We will ask what it functions with, in
connection with what other things it does or does not transmit intensities,
in which other multiplicities its own are inserted and metamorphosed, and
with what bodies without organs it makes its own converge. A [collective]
exists only through the outside and on the outside. A [collective] itself is a
little machine[…]. (Deleuze & Guattari 1987:4)
This view is quite different from the more traditional notions of systems theory
where a system is solely defined and identified based on the component it
contains, what DeLanda calls “relations of interiority” (DeLanda 2007:9) a
perspective with roots in Hegelian notions of organic totalities. In contrast, an
assemblage is defined according to the strength and nature of the conditions
upon which each component relates to any other component at any given time.
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DeLanda borrows heavily from Deleuze when formulating his take on
assemblages as simultaneously social and material constellations consisting of
several exteriority relations:
[Exteriority] relations imply, first of all, that a component part of an
assemblage may be detached from it and plugged into a different
assemblage in which its interactions are different. In other words, the
exteriority of relations implies a certain autonomy for the terms they relate
[...]. (DeLanda 2007:10)
Thus, an assemblage can be said to exist in a constant state of exteriority
relations. The essence of an assemblage is therefore to illustrate this condition.
According to Colebrook (2002:xx) an assemblage is an outcome of processes
and connection, like all life, and “[t]here is no finality, end or order that would
govern the assemblage as a whole; the law of any assemblage is created from its
connections”. As an assemblage is born, it is to some extent territorialized.
Territorialization is a “process […] which increases the internal homogeneity of
an assemblage […]. […] Any process which either destabilizes spatial
boundaries or increases internal heterogeneity is considered deterritorializing”
(DeLanda 2007:13).
Ideology and Policy
Rather than adhering to a unilateral discussion limited around arguments of
technological or economic determinism, it is more relevant to focus on the
presence of organizational practice rooted in ideology. The relationship
between control (hierarchy) and ideology reveals that ideology is a form of
practice in that it influences (organizational) behaviour and results in (re)
organization of power structures. Any given hierarchy or mode of
organizational control is connected to a particular ideology, either as a result of
ideology or as an incentive to ideology. The arborescent military or policing
organization is tailored to practice a particular code of conduct and moral
ethics, just as a rhizomatic, nomadic organization such as Wikipedia functions
according to the ethics of open source sharing or “creative commons”. In these
instances, the code is compatible with practice. It is not so simple and clear in
news production. In a newspaper organization, there are several co-existing
ideologies and policies, mainly the code of ethics that governs journalism,
alongside the ideology of corporate management. DeLanda (2006:51) argues
that “[t]he main territorializing effect of language at the personal scale is the
shaping of beliefs.” These are two forces of expressive territorialization within
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the assemblage of the newspaper organization. The corporate ideology, which
is the dominant of the two, is a practice that exercises de-territorialization on
the code of ethics, as well as the code of ethics on the corporate ideology. Not
necessarily in the negative sense, because it is understood that one needs the
other to survive. The foundation of newswork is the code of ethics, a
bureaucratic document that territorializes the aspect of journalistic integrity and
the actual profession. This ideology is, however, somewhat subordinate and at
the same time necessary for the existence of the corporate ideology. The nature
of organization is not straightforward arborescence. As in most organizational
forms there is a more or less pronounced resistance to official hierarchy.
Kornberger et al (2006:67) argue “there is always the possibility to follow the
rhizome stemming from bureaucracy. This might be achieved by following
what Deleuze and Guattari call ‘lines of flight’”, defined as “movements of
desire that enables one to blow apart strata, cut roots and make new
connections” (1987:15) and in so doing challenge the hegemony of the
hierarchical signifier. This perspective opens up for the possibility that the
nature of organization is as much performative as it is structural. In other
words, “organizations are not fixed things, but rather assemblages of ideas
experiences and representations” (Kornberger et al 2006:67). The combination
of ideology and hierarchy entails a power struggle. Strata, a term originating
with Deleuze (1987), manifest as:
Layers, Belts. [sic] They consist of giving form to matters, of imprisoning
intensities or locking singularities into systems of resonance and
redundancy, of producing upon the body of the earth molecules large and
small and organizing them into molar aggregates. Strata are acts of
capture, they are like “black holes” or occlusions striving to seize
whatever comes within their reach. (Deleuze & Guattari 1987:40)
Strata are the product of the third dimension of assemblages. Two dimensions
have been mentioned earlier: the nature and degree of territorialization, and the
nature and degree of materiality and expressivity. The third dimension is the
nature and degree of coding. The coding dimension comes from DeLanda
(2006) in an attempt to simplify the Deleuze and Guattari (1987) definition of
strata. In Deleuze, we can clearly see that assemblages are defined along two
axes defining the level of territorialization and level of materiality according to
content and expression, however without DeLanda’s third dimension of
coding. Deleuze and Guattari had to invent two types of assemblages, that of
the “stratum” and of the “traditional” assemblage. In the vocabulary of
DeLanda, a stratum represents an assemblage with a high degree of coding
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(tight coupling and homogeneity): an assemblage that is to a large degree
formalized, regulated and hierarchical (DeLanda 2007:16).
Thus, if we consider organizational transformation occurring within an
assemblage, it is not simply technical in the material sense; we have to consider
it ideological in the expressive sense. Each side of the two aspects must relate
to its counterpart in an isomorphic sense. When there is any kind of revolution
or otherwise drastic change in one, it has a mirror aspect in the other. In the
current case of the newspaper industry, technology and ideology have
repositioned themselves in accordance with certain existing socio-cultural strata
as layers of rigidity (that have the capacity to territorialize and solidify) existing
parallel to the newspaper organization, which means that the nature of the
technological change is already manifested and contextualized for the
organization, because it has already happened, and the change is inevitable.
What is left is an incentive for the other “side” to adjust and make the
appropriate changes so that materiality matches expressivity. Ideological and
technological stratification has solidified the composition of the newspaper
assemblage to such an extent that it has ceased to fulfil its capitalist purpose of
increased or at least stable profit. The problem with deterministic theories is
that technology and ideology are seen as independent parts of the organization
that can be dictated from within and related to from without. What is needed in
order to fully understand the extent of the situation is thinking about
technological progress as rooted in society as a whole, and merely captured by the
organization. “Capture” in this case implies a kind of appropriation and
assimilation rather than simply a reciprocally exerted influence. The assemblage
we understand as the newspaper organization therefore must embrace and
adapt socially and ideologically to the technological progress already
implemented in society.
Society continuously produces rhizomatic social strata of many different kinds;
some strata represent an appropriation of specific technologies. These strata of
appropriation, as we may call them, are temporarily solid embankments of
consequence in an otherwise fluid environment. As an innovation “solidifies”
the stratum, in the sense that it creates and solidifies routines of behaviour,
practice and consumption, it comes to represent a deterministic phenomenon
that is – at its core – a rhizome. Deleuze and Guattari however, question the
very concept of the “signifying totality” that dominates and organizes
contemporary thinking (Kornberger et al. 66). The very idea of conceptualising
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an organization in terms of order, stability and stratification is an instance of
such a signifying totality (ibid).
History and Habitual Repetition
“The main territorializing process providing the assemblage with a stable
identity is habitual repetition” (DeLanda 2006:50) i.e. routinized practices that are
taken for granted, and as we relate organizational learning (or even
organizational unlearning) to the concept of the spectre of the past influencing
the present, some correlations appear. Strictly speaking, in order for
organizational unlearning to take place one has to disregard some or all of the
past, in order to prepare for the future and properly function in the present.
Routines and practices that have been in place for several years, may suddenly
need questioning. The ability to question one’s routines can be a difficult task,
and this potential struggle to reconcile the past with demands of the present
can be noticed in physical artefacts as well as immaterial aesthetics such as
pictures, furniture, architecture, manifestos, ideas and strategies. If traces of an
incompatible past are visibly there, the organization is haunted – borrowing a
term from Derrida (1994).
The haunted assemblage therefore is controlled by a non-existing entity
imposing structure and control on the actual assemblage. DeLanda argues that:
One and the same assemblage can have components working to stabilize
its identity as well as components forcing it to change or even
transforming it into a different assemblage. In fact one and the same
component may participate in both processes by exercising different sets
of capacities (DeLanda 2006:12)
So objects are capable of forcing an assemblage to move and develop (or
remain inert) as they operate according to a diverging set of beliefs or visions.
Even though change is a constant, negotiating paradigmatic change can be
difficult, and time consuming. DeLanda suggests that influencing a larger
assemblage such as a city to change might be a more time-consuming process
than events affecting an organization or a person particularly when the event is
collective and unintended as opposed to a deliberate action:
The first important temporal aspect of social assemblages is the relative
duration of events capable of changing them. Does it take longer to effect
enduring and significant changes in organizations than in people, for
example, or longer in cities than in organizations? Here we must first
distinguish between changes brought about by causal interactions among
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social assemblages without any conscious intervention by persons (i.e.
changes produced as collective unintended consequences of intentional
action) from those which are the result of deliberate planning. The former
case involves slow cumulative processes of the products of repeated
interactions (DeLanda 2006:40).
Time and scale then has an affect on the nature of change. Given enough time
and enough followers, singular events can grow to affect cities and nations,
even if these changes are slow and cumulative. Establishing a historical context
when investigaring a particular event should be considered important. Such a
historical approach is advocated by Hansen (2007):
A narrative historical approach to organizational culture and change can
improve our understanding of historical agents’ and organizations’
behavior and strategic choices. (Hansen 2007:922)
What Hansen (2007) puts emphasis on is the study of organizational culture
from a narrative viewpoint rather than a managerial viewpoint because history
informs management. It is important to note though, that “[h]istorical
narratives are representations, and should not be confused with the past
(Hansen 2007: 923).
Organizational Culture and Territoralization
To describe the tensions between the elements of the cultural web, DeLanda’s
(2007:13) concept of territorialization is a useful addition. DeLanda describes
territorialization as a “process […], which increases the internal homogeneity of
an assemblage. […] Any process which either destabilizes spatial boundaries or
increases internal heterogeneity is considered deterritorializing” (DeLanda
2007:13). An example of a territorializing process could be that in order to be
hired by a law-firm every practicing employee needs to pass the bar. Another
example is the way in which the laundry room in an apartment building
territorializes people with dirty clothes that possess the key to enter, while
simultaneously deterritorializing people off the street. The cleaning routines of
the laundry room are often a critical expressive territorializing process, much
like the presence of machines, water and detergent are material components
that exercise territorialization. Should the cleaning routines falter, certain events
may emerge such as angry notes by frustrated neighbours perhaps. Various new
and old components and territorializing processes may configure and
reconfigure themselves until a breaking point is reached. In the laundry
example the breaking point might be a level of uncleanliness that persuades
everyone in the building to take his or her laundry elsewhere. The demise of the
expressive component “note reminding everyone to clean up” has effectively
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deterritorialized everyone, compromising the integrity of the assemblage,
resulting in collapse.
DeLanda explains territorialization as the way in which “[i]nterpersonal
networks are subject to a variety of centripetal and centrifugal forces that are
the main sources of territorialization and deterritorialization” (2006:57). These
forces tend to appear during times of turmoil, out of some action that
differentiates an “us” from “them”.
Adding territorialization to the cultural web allows for an increased
understanding of what kind of influence each aspect of the cultural web
performs – stabilizing or destabilizing – and also offers some insight into how
each element of the model influences the other five. Turning Johnson’s (1992)
model of the cultural web into a “cultural assemblage”, the paradigm can be
described as six categories of simultaneous processes of territorialization –
exercised by the material and social components that hold the assemblage
together. Each category and its components has the ability to force the
paradigm to change by exercising a destabilizing influence, as well as forcing it
to stay inert by exercising a stabilizing influence.
Thus, stories and myths can be challenged, recreated and appropriated,
increasing the heterogeneity of the assemblage, and when destabilized or
dehomogenized enough, emerge as parts of a new paradigm or a new
organization. We therefore arrive at two possible extremes: inertia and
complete transformation.
Summary of Assemblage Theory
To summarize and conclude this review of Assemblage Theory and its relation
to the relevance for the current study, a few main points emerge as more
important than others for the purposes of discussion and analysis in the next
chapter:
• The concept of the assemblage itself, the idea of a collective comprised of,
and no more stable than, the social and material associations of every
component it is comprised of and their respective connections
elsewhere. At the individual, component level, beliefs are responsible for
the cohesion of components. Asking what an assemblage does or what
parts constitute it is asking the wrong question. Rather, it is better to ask
what it functions with; in connection with what other things it does or
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does not produce capacities or intensities. Assemblages represent a fluid
ontology, as opposed to the reductionist concept of organic totalities.
• The concept of territorialization – the forces responsible for the level of
cohesion in an assemblage. These processes generate, reconstitute and
destroy assemblages, as stated earlier, through the outside and on the
outside – through relations of exteriority. Each process of
territorialization can exercise a stabilizing or destabilizing influence on
an assemblage, or even a combination of both – forcing an assemblage
to transform.
• The concept of capacity, or intensity. This concept represents the emerging
result of several processes of territorialisation. An assemblage can
produce one or several capacities as a result of its current state. This end
result and its effect on the world is called “capacity” by DeLanda (2006)
and “intensity” by Deleuze (1987).
Hauntology – Collectively Reproducing the Past
In order to understand the implications of organizational culture, a perspective
of temporality must be taken into account, a concept often appearing in the
form of sensemaking applied to past events (e.g. institutional memory,
organizational memory, collective memory). However, little has been done to
characterize these memories according to the distortion that can occur over
time. To capture this phenomenon, a study of organizational culture can be
significantly enriched if taking into account the ghosts wandering the hallways
of organizations.
“Hauntology” has recently started occupying a central place in critical and
psychoanalytical literary analysis, and the claim by Derrida that deconstruction
is merely a radicalization of Marxism has rendered Specters of Marx (1994) one of
his most controversial texts (Davis, 2005:373). Its main theme is “hauntology”
– an play on the word “ontology”, both pronounced the same in French. The
key difference between them is that while ontology refers to the place of
humans in the world, hauntology refers to the place of ghosts (or spectres) in
the between-space of being and non-being. The main argument of Derrida’s
study is based on Marx’s famous opening of The Communist Manifesto – that the
spectre of communism is still haunting Europe. However, as Frederic Jameson
(1999) defines the spectre, hauntology has little to do with believing in actual
ghosts:
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Spectrality does not involve the conviction that ghosts exist or that the
past (and maybe even the future they offer to prophesy) is still very much
alive and at work, within the living present: all it says, if it can be thought
to speak, is that the living present is scarcely as self-sufficient as it claims
to be; that we would do well not to count on its density and solidity,
which might under exceptional circumstances betray us.
(Jameson, 1999:39)
Derrida, above all, argues that hauntology is a product of two concepts: first, a
time that is “out of joint” – one of his many references to Shakespeare’s Hamlet
in Specters of Marx; second, a state of “to be or not to be”, also from Hamlet.
Derrida announces the idea of hauntology in the following terms:
Repetition and first time: this is perhaps the question of the event as
question of the ghost. What is a ghost? What is the effectivity or the
presence of a specter, that is, of what seems to remain as ineffective,
virtual, insubstantial as a simulacrum? Is there there, between the thing
itself and its simulacrum, an opposition that holds up? Repetition and first
time, but also repetition and last time, since the singularity of any first
time makes of it also a last time. Each time it is the event itself, a first time
is a last time. Altogether other. Staging for the end of history. Let us call it
a hauntology. This logic of haunting would not be merely larger and more
powerful than an ontology or a thinking of Being (of the “to be”,
assuming it is a matter of being in the “to be or not to be”, but nothing is
less certain). It would harbor within itself, but like circumscribed places or
particular effects, eschatology and teleology themselves. It would
comprehend them, but incomprehensibly. (Derrida 1994:10)
In simpler terms, what Derrida describes is that each haunting is singular, its
own isolated event unique and self-contained and separated from other
instances of it. When each person encounters it, it will not be the same incident;
it will be an altogether new incident. It harbours itself in itself (sic), rather than
harbouring something else in the same way that teleology is contained in itself.
Derrida articulates Hamlet’s “to be or not to be” perhaps most clearly towards
the end:
To haunt does not mean to be present, and it is necessary to introduce
haunting into the very construction of a concept. Of every concept,
beginning with the concepts of being and time. That is what we would be
calling here a hauntology. Ontology opposes it only in a movement of
exorcism. Ontology is a conjuration. (Derrida 1994:161)
In other words, the very concept of “being” is always haunted, that being is at
the same time the first and last event that carries the spectre inside. Ontology
itself, existence itself, is impossible without the ghost.
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“Hauntology” is about bringing to the surface an awareness of how past events,
or rather the perception or sensemaking of past events, invariably influence the
present. This becomes most apparent in challenging times. Jameson (1999)
alludes to a tendency to underestimate the past in terms of its stability, that its
essence in some way should be inert and objective. Perhaps one could argue
that the more alive the past, the more inert the present, and that there is an
undeniable tie between the past as it is understood by an organization, and the
present. The spectre is a being or essence that, according to Derrida, is never
present as such, as it is only able to haunt the present. The term suggests that
the way the present always exists is with reference to the past; that the present
is always parsed through the past. Hauntology describes a repetitive reoccurring
and resurfacing (imposing) of the past. Ghosts, as we traditionally know them,
arrive from the past and appear in the present, but they do not belong to the
past, as they are not the same as the person or object they represent. Neither
does the person the ghost represents belong in the present. In this way, the
temporality of haunting is spatially and temporally “out of joint” (Derrida
1994:34), which leads us to the property of the spectre as a paradoxical state of
neither being or non-being. In the context of this section, hauntology describes
the way in which strategy formation is always negotiated through corporate
ideology and corporate discourse and inextricably negotiated with reference to
the past. As Davis (2005:379) argues, “Spectres gesture towards a still
unformulated future.”
The Spectre and Organizational Change
Correlations appear as we relate adaptation to change to the concept of the
spectre of the past influencing the present. From theories of organizational
learning (e.g. Mintzberg, 1987), we know that in order for change to take place,
one has to disregard some or all of the past to prepare for the future and
properly function in the present. The casting off of obsolete ways is always
subject to spectres. It is, however, important to note that “haunting is historical
for sure, but never dated” (Derrida 1994:4), which means that haunting can
manifest as a past mind-set translated into present ideology, in effect designing
– crafting – the present ideology. Haunting therefore does not refer to an
antiquated ideology per se, but rather to a present ideology constructed partially
or entirely out of conceptions of the past. As Hansen (2007:923) argues:
“Historical narratives are representations, and should not be confused with the
past.” In DeLanda’s (2007) terms, there are objects or ideas that are capable of
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forcing an assemblage to move and develop (or remain inert) as it follows the
patterns of a certain set of beliefs or visions.
The entangling force of spectrality can be understood as abstract material and
expressive processes of territorialization that exert influence on the very real
organization and its employees. Just as Jameson (1999) argues, it is important to
remember that these spectres are ideas rooted in present conceptions of the
past. For example, consider the following hypothetical statement: “The safest
way to ensure the profit we have enjoyed for so long is to keep doing what we
have been doing and not change anything.” There are several ghosts present in
this sentence alone. First, past profit tends to encourage inertia and fear of
change; stories among management and employees explain profit as a result of
inertia rather than the result of innovation (i.e. inertia rewarded); and lastly an
assumed punishment for innovation: the expected failure resulting in
diminished profits. Spectrality, therefore can be a conservative mindset
grounded in misconceptions (or accurate conceptions) of the past.
Collective memory is linked to what Boje (2008) calls spatial storytelling – an
analytical tool for excavating an organization’s past by examining its physical
surroundings. Understanding the past can be an important key to
understanding why and how an organizational entity behaves a certain way in
the present. Collective memory is important to understand because it is the
essence of how an organization comprehends and relates to its work, past
present and future. It is the essence of organizational culture, and central to
how an organization understands and relates to itself. Boje (2008) describes
collective memory as being “like a tapestry of groups’ and some errant
individuals’ collective memories interpenetrated by strands or threads or
thoughts interwoven across the groups” (Boje 2008:81). They exist in
multiplicity and there are several different types of collective memory. In other
words, collective memory is not limited to physical spaces or how we arrange
our surroundings. Traces or objectifications can be found in several different
places, and mediated through different channels. Boje offers some examples,
stating that collective memory is “created out of orality (speeches, conversation
and chatter), textuality (files, reports, web pages and accounting) and visuality
(photos, décor, architecture and gestures)” (Boje 2008:85-86).
Bushe (2005) describes the inner dialogue of organizations as “the things
people say to each other in small confidential groups that are undiscussible in
official forums of organizational business.” These are often “stories of past
events that [are used] to justify the interpretations and judgements of current
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events. Nothing the ‘rational mind’ decides it wants will actually happen if the
‘inner dialogue’ is resistant to it.” (Bushe 2005:182) In other words, in order to
elicit significant change in an organization, a deeper attitude change is
necessary. Likewise, if one wants to understand the bedrocks of strategy, one
must distinguish the inner dialogue from the outer.
The Spectre and Physical Surroundings
Collective memory is the sum of a particular corporate discourse in all its
forms, including all ephemeral intra-personal communication as well as the
physical result of communication along with human actions. Memory can be
imprinted on anything that is arranged or defined as a workspace or a social
space, or as Boje (2008:84) argues – “The way we organize our décor, arrange
our furnishings, even the design of space in a building tells a story, and imprints
collective memory”. Years of routinized use of a building constitute a narrative,
and reveals temporal as well as spatial appropriations such as demarcations and
delineations. Furthermore, space and story exhibit a dualistic relationship. As
much as the space tells the story, the space also adapts to the story.
Linde (2009:67) talks about artifacts that, similar to times and places, can serve
as occasions for remembering. She particularly uses the example of photo
albums that can “induct a new family member into the family’s past”. It is an
occasion for storytelling of what the person or persons in the photo are or
were. There are also less formal memorial artifacts: T-shirts, mugs, briefcases or
plastic portfolios distributed at conferences (ibid 2009:68). The effect of
atmospherics, physical design and décor elements on customers and employees
is recognized by managers and has been researched in many texts from
marketing, management and organizational studies (Bitner 1992:57). The
question often studied is what the desired effect of a particular space is. Items
in the physical space serve as explicit or implicit signals that communicate
about the place to its users (Bitner 1992:66). Signs on the exterior of a building
are explicit communicators, whereas other signs and artefacts more subtly
express the meaning of the place and its norms and expected behaviours.
Quality of materials used in construction, artwork, the presence of certificates
and awards, all communicate symbolic meanings and contribute to the overall
aesthetic impression (ibid). This kind of communication may be deliberate or
accidental; it is subject to a multitude of interpretations, and it may have
intended or unintended consequences (Davis 1984:277).
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Duration as well as space sometimes becomes strategy. Heritage as a way of
branding a physical artefact is sometimes overtly visible on commodities as well
as on buildings, logos and documents. Some corporations use techniques of
“retrobranding”, as for instance Brown et al. (2003:29) argue that “technology
and imitation quickly eradicate first-mover advantage, yet a competitive edge is
gained by tapping into the wellsprings of trust and loyalty that consumers hold
toward old brands.” The common phrase “since…” often associated with high
quality foods and beverages is also common in other industries where heritage
is used as a mark of quality (i.e. Skoda’s “Obsessed with quality since 1897” or
Budweiser’s “Perfected in 1876”). Newspapers emphasize their longevity using
the same marketing technique when celebrating birthdays and anniversaries. In
addition, Brown et al (ibid) argue that:
A retro brand is a powerful totem that regathers its loyal users into a contemporary clan. Members of the clan share an affinity that situates them
in a common experience of belonging, both to a brand community
(Muniz and O’Guinn 2001) and to a particular era and its ethos. The retro
brand carries and concretizes these important symbolic elements in
perpetuity.
Thus retrobranding connects with ritual aspects of communication in that it
creates a sense of shared legacy, of belonging to a shared past of values and
ideals:
Brand stories are partly composed of the meanings and associations
emanating from advertisers and marketers; however, they are also
constructed by the mass media, press releases, news stories, and related
celebrities. Most important for retro brands, they are redolent of historical
periods; temporal connections; and their attendant national, regional, and
political associations (Brown et al 2003:30)
Space and production processes also become strategy when the collective
memory of that place is used to market a certain product, in which case the
story of the space acts as direct input into the branding of the product. In these
cases, the places and processes are excavated from the organization and put
into external use due to their statements on quality, a strategy not uncommonly
associated with wines and spirits that are explicitly branded using place of
origin, method of production (extraction, maturation, storage etc.), raw
materials and lineage (inception date both for the bottle and the company) to
label their products. In these cases, the information becomes a collection of
signposts denoting marks of quality.
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Brown and Werner (1985) showed that organizational symbols are used as a
strategy for establishing an internal identity in the organization and for creating
impressions for the organizations themselves and others. Goodsell (1977)
examined how public agencies such as police manipulate aspects of the physical
setting to promote a particular professional image to the public. He
distinguishes between ”authority symbols” such as police badges, physical
barriers, receptionist’s clothing, notice signs etc., and ”service symbols” that
invite and cater to the customers. These symbols include the arrangement of
waiting areas, comfortable seating, potted plants etc. In other words, physical
settings can be manipulated to produce a variety of professional image cues
(Davis 1984:278).
Spatial analysis does not stop in the present or the past but moves
continuously, generating four-dimensional stories depicting the duration of past
events, and even the sequence of events:
Visualization of space is the group’s imprint on collective memory.
Storytellers by their architecture and décor, bring awareness to
demarcations of the past, and point out the implications of duration on
spatial appropriations or downsizings to a group’s line of continuity.
(Boje 2008:85)
In other words, it is possible to “see” when events took place, what they meant,
transactions that are intended (or unintended) as well as preferences and
avoidances - all are imprinted on space, and on collective memory. In this
sense, organizations are haunted by their past. The main premise (or plot) of
this section is to elucidate the assumption that the past is always present in
some way to influence decisions about the future.
Bødker and Strandgaard Pedersen (1991) applied the concept of culture to
understand workplace behaviour by looking at a workplace setting “as if it was
a foreign tribe or society”. They saw it as “a community with some integrity,
some sense of its own identity, and some common artifacts, symbols,
workpractices and underlying values and beliefs” (Bødker and Strandgaard
Pedersen 1991:124). They studied workplace cultures through artifacts, symbols
and practices at a radio station for the design of computer systems:
The idea underlying our approach is that the core values and main beliefs
constituting the culture are manifested in various material and physical
artifacts, like office layout, decoration, work tools and dresscode;
expressed in verbal symbols, like stories, sayings, jargon, metaphors,
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anecdotes and dramatized in work practices, like work routines, modes of
cooperation, gestures, rituals. (Bødker & Strandgaard Pedersen 1991:126)
By interviewing members of an organization about the significance of certain
artifacts such as an exhibit in the lobby, they gained insight into what each
artefact symbolized for the members of the organization. In this instance, the
glass-encased artefact in the lobby symbolized “liberation from captivity” – as
they became less dependent on a particular supplier.
There are some methodological considerations when exploring and interpreting
organizational culture. Bødker and Strandgaard Pedersen mention the
importance of, as cultural voyeurs, “avoiding the trap of ethnocentrism”, i.e. as
outsiders projecting ideas onto the subject of the study (1991:129). Asking
members of the organization about their relationship with an object or event
should aid in preventing this bias. Schein paraphrases Gagliardi (1990) when
pointing out that:
observers can describe what they see and feel but cannot reconstruct from
that alone what those things mean in the given group. Schein (2010:24)
In order to understand the deeper meanings of artefacts, the researcher “must
talk to insiders to analyze the espoused values, norms and rules that provide the
day-to-day operating principles” (Schein 2010:25) that guide the organization in
its work.
The Spectre and Ritualistic Behaviour and Reaffirmation
Established rituals, along with stories and physical surroundings, are
manifestations of a particular culture. The connections between these three
kinds of manifestations are not clear, however. Stories, symbols and physical
artefacts can be results of ritualistic behaviour. A “ritual” is a behaviour, a
pattern of re-enacting and of reaffirmation that strengthens boundaries and
enforces identity. Culture provides a core sense of identity, and a shared starting
point for interpretation.
The metaphor of the ritual model of communication (Carey 2008) is suitable
for describing the function of stories, and how self-imposed storytelling is used
to validate what is acceptable behaviour. This model is constructed around the
act of ceremony rather than transportation of messages from sender to receiver.
Participants of ritual communication engage in a shared experience whose goal
it is to construct a sense of community. Seen in the context of Argyris and
Schön’s (1978) model of organizational learning, ritual communication is not
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necessarily so much about learning new things as it is about reaffirming one’s
established, mutual interests and belief-systems – a form of communication that
is particularly strong in organizations with a strong ideological identity. In ritual
communication, all acts of communication are “symbolic processes where
reality is produced, maintained, repaired and transformed” (Carey 2008:23).
Ritual affects identity construction. Foucault (1995) argues that our perception
of reality (truth, power, politics, history, and economics) is shaped through
discourse, and the texts we are subjected to. Discourse is created and
perpetuated by those who have the power and the means of communication,
and those who are in control decide who we are by deciding what we discuss.
Thus, for Foucault, discourse is closely linked to identity formation (i.e. who are
we?). Identity is produced using discourse, be it a diary, a blog or a Facebook
page. For example, the formal transmission of information through carefully
produced press releases conveys a particular identity and defines a particular
kind of relationship between, for instance a newspaper and its citizens or an
organization’s management and its employees (accuracy, filtration, formal
language etc.).
Summary of Hauntology
To summarize and conclude this section on Hauntology and its various
incarnations, as well as its relation to the relevance for the current study, a few
points are emphasized for the purposes of discussion and analysis in the next
chapter:
• Hauntology describes a state in which the past interferes with the
present, and traces of this interference can be found physically
(furniture, décor, surroundings) as well as socially (attitudes, stories,
selective remembrances).
• Hauntology describes the place of spectres (ghostly incarnations of past
mental models on present day) in the world and how conceptions of the
past can be inhibiting when confronted with challenges in the present.
• Organizational culture (as webs of significance) is very much influenced
by past mindsets (past mental models).
• Hauntology describes the way in which an organization is stalked by a
shadowy mirror-image of itself that has its roots in the past but that is
made sense of in the present. The concept of path dependency is closely
related to hauntology and the idea that the taken-for-granted
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assumptions (c.f. the earlier definition of organizational culture) are
rooted in collective, present reproductions of the past. These
reproductions can inhibit change.
Understanding why spectral incarnations constitute such a powerful force,
and are sometimes very difficult to counteract, is important before
embarking on the next section. Theories of enactment and sensemaking
offer some answers, and provide an overview of the mechanisms that
hauntology operates with.
Enactment and Sensemaking
In The Republic, Plato tells the allegory of the cave, which begins with a number
of prisoners forever shackled to the wall of a cave. They are situated so that in
front of them is the flat wall of the cave, and behind them is a fire as well as the
entrance to the cave. As people pass between the fire and the prisoners, their
shadows are reflected on the wall. These shadows constitute the lived
experiences of the prisoners, and the stories the prisoners tell about these
shadows constitute the entire world, as they know it. Eventually, one of the
prisoners is set free, and is shocked to discover the real world outside the cave.
As he is reinserted into the cave, he tells his fellow prisoners about the outside
world, only to be met with complete disbelief and scepticism.
Plato’s allegory describes how we as humans make sense of the world around
us and how present belief-systems can be difficult to overcome. Sensemaking is
closely linked to identity construction through some form of retrospection, and
through its most well known contributor Karl Weick (e.g. 1995) has historically
been rooted in concepts of social constructivism, though it differs from
classical social constructivism in some interesting ways. “Sensemaking” – or the
making of sense – is a concept described by Weick (1995) as a process by which
people ascribe meaning to events that occur. He outlines seven properties that
set it apart from the more simple terms of understanding, interpretation and
attribution. These properties are:
1. Grounded in identity construction
Weick (1995:18) states that, “depending on who I am, my definition of what is
’out there’ will also change.” This point refers to the person, or the
sensemaker, as a construction of several sensemakers. That is to say, a
sensemaker is never singular, but rather a discursive construction, since
identities are the result of interactions with others. The sensemaker is
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continuously redefined and reorganized depending on the “others” to which
the “self” is presented. The self is therefore a product of simultaneous
processes of association and disassociation.
2. Retrospective
When people read, see or are otherwise exposed to something, the experience is
made sense of using past experiences – in effect we make sense of something
from the past. This point is described using the phrase “meaningful lived
experience”. The sentence is in the past tense because “people can know what
they are doing only after they have done it”.
3. Enactive of sensible environments.
“Interpretation better explains how people cope with entities that already
exist”, whereas “sensemaking better explains how the entities get there in the
first place”. Weick (1995:31) argues that “action is a precondition for
sensemaking”, which means that sense arises out of past events. The act of
saying for instance, allows for sensemaking after the fact. Enactment therefore,
is seen as action that generates sense. In an organizational context, enactment
means that people create part of the reality they inhibit. When people enact
laws or regulations, they enact a social reality that is preformative as well as
performative, in the same sense that Foucault (1995) argues that power is the
result of discourse and action. In this way, categories are created, lines are
drawn and social conventions established. These categories then go on to
produce aspects of society that did not exist before. Thus, individuals constrain
and define Newtonian boundaries of action, in that every action generates an
appropriate reaction. People are, to a lesser or greater extent, engineers of their
own environment rather than detached citizens existing in a massive “reality”
and “society” that is projected onto them. However, in crisis situations,
sensemaking is difficult because the actions required to understand the crisis
often intensify it (Weick 1988).
4. Social
Sensemaking is invariably influenced by others. Different communities of
thought inhabit different mindsets, with their own language, their own value
systems through which members interpret information, events and experiences.
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5. Ongoing
Sensemaking never ends and never begins, it is pervasive and ongoing, and
always in the process of construction, always in the Deleuzian sense “becoming
sense”.
6. Focused on and extracted by cues
”We notice what is novel, unusual or unexpected, behaviours that are extreme
(and sometimes negative), and stimuli that are relevant to our goals.” (Weick
1995) This characteristic focuses on cues, which cause people to notice, and
sensemaking, which contains the processes of interpretation and determining
what those cues mean.
7. Diven by plausibility rather than accuracy
Sensemaking is about embellishment and elaboration of perhaps a single point
of reference or extracted clue (Weick 1995). Sensemaking takes a relative
approach to truth and Weick (1995) cites Fiske when arguing that ”people will
believe what can account for sensory experience but what is also interesting,
attractive, emotionally appealing, and goal relevant”. That is to say, through
filtering and filling in gaps of missing information, “plausible” is achieved and
the “plausible” becomes a version of the truth, which rings true to the person
gathering the information, and at that particular point in time and space.
Thus it can be concluded that a haunted organization does not necessarily do
“what is right”, it does what it thinks is right given several parameters that it
believes it has to follow because it is in its best interest.
These processes of sensemaking are particularly appropriate to extract using
written and spoken organizational narratives, as in this study.
Journalism Research
Newspaper organizations have their own particularities, and are characterized
by a complicated relationship between two internal logics: that of performing a
public service, and the profit-seeking logic of the market. Schudson (2003:90)
acknowledges that the (American) media has changed in a variety of important
ways since the Vietnam war and Watergate, and that there are two main trends
regarding newspapers: that overly cynical political reporting promotes cynicism
in its readers, and an increase in “tabloidization” and so-called “soft news”. In
other words, an institution that was once guided by professionalism is being
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“corrupted by an entertainment complex” (Schudson 2003:91). A similar line of
reasoning is put forth by Picard (2004:54) who states that “market concerns
now determine operation and content”. He further argues that “[in the US]
there is a growing conflict between the role of newspapers as servants of
readers and the exploitation of readers to seek additional commercial gain”.
Picard’s argument is that the increased economic pressure on American
newspapers leads to a degenerative commercialism that diminishes the public
service function of newspapers, leading to loss of trust and reduced credibility
in the eyes of the readers.
In Mediating the Message (1996), Shoemaker and Reese studied stakeholders,
ideologies and other factors that influence news organizations externally and
internally. The major contribution was the hierarchy of influences model, which
drew upon gatekeeping theory as it envisioned five layers of concentric circles;
each growing in importance and pervasiveness as each layer is added. The
innermost factor is the journalist, and the outermost factor is ideology. In other
words, the journalist exercises the least amount of influence on media praxis,
subordinate to “media routines” followed by “organization”, “extramedia
forces” and finally “ideology” at the top (Shoemaker and Reese 1996:14).
Some forty years earlier, in a 1955 article entitled Social Control in the Newsroom,
Warren Breed examined how an organization’s news policy is maintained
among journalists, and identified the conditions under which a news policy
could be bypassed (Breed 1955). Breed defined policy as “the more or less
consistent orientation shown by a paper, not only in its editorial but in its news
columns and headlines as well, concerning selected issues and events” (Breed
1955:327). He established that professional norms come in two kinds:
“technical norms [that] deal with the operations of efficient news gathering,
writing, and editing” followed by “ethical norms [that] embrace the newsman’s
obligation to his readers and to his craft” (ibid). When discussing the
intersection between the ideologies of organizational management and the
ideologies that guide journalists in their profession he found that managerial
decisions are not formally allowed to influence ethical, journalistic decisions. He
identified 6 social factors that enforce policy, showing that newswork cannot be
carried out in the isolated circumstances described with the gatekeeping model.
Rather, Breed described newsmaking and conforming to policy as an unofficial
learning-by-osmosis process (Berkowitz 1997:105). In other words, two
sometimes-conflicting ideologies seem to coexist in the newsroom: the ethics of
journalism and organizational management of a for-profit organization.
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Keith (2011) pointed out that Shoemaker and Reese’s hierarchy has been
criticized for being “overly deterministic” (2011:7) and argued that the
hierarchy does not adequately address paradigm shifts when the absence of
established organizational routines gives individuals more influence over media
than described in the hierarchy. Thus, according to Keith, (2011:3) there is a
need for reconceptualizing Reese and Shoemaker’s theory of hierarchy
influences for studies of the Internet to encompass and facilitate:
1) Better acknowledgement of the persistent absence of new media
routines
2) Better accounts for the content-production powers of individual new
media content producers
The result is a “dynamic system of layers, any one of which can be ‘breached’
by forces bubbling up from below” (Keith 2011:10). Where the influence of
one factor, such as media routines, is weak (as is the case with online
journalism) that layer can “thin to the point that it allows innovative, individual
content producers to […] burst out” (Keith 2011:10).
Usher (2010) performed a textual analysis of the farewell letters of laid off
journalists and found that journalists are nostalgically clinging to an idealized
notion of journalism that may or may not have ever existed and that they
“blame their problems on Wall Street rather than self-reflexively examining the
role of their own occupational values and practices in a changing media
environment” (Usher 2010:911). This idealistic notion becomes problematic as
Shoemaker & Reese (1996:143) emphasized: “for the most part, the commercial
mass media make their money by delivering audiences to advertisers”. Usher’s
study showed that journalists have little or no comprehension of what the
changing environment means in terms of their own profession; moreover that
they tend to understand the transformation as purely physical rather than
ideological.
A central issue that is oftentimes discussed as potentially compromising for the
newspaper is the market model vs. the public service model dichotomy and the
forms of ownership that it dictates. In the midst of this discussion is the role
and effects of advertising as the only viable source of income for newspapers.
“Critics have charged the news media with sacrificing journalistic autonomy for
greed and arrogance. From an organizational standpoint, it may be a very
natural outgrowth of the fact that newspapers and television networks have
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both been facing declining revenues” (Shoemaker & Reese 1996:148).
Shoemaker & Reese (1996:150) argue that
[n]ewspaper content is […] as affected by influence from major
advertisers [as any other media form]. The real estate industry, for
example, represents a major portion of newspaper advertising revenue in
most communities. Consequently, some papers have simply given the real
estate section over to the advertising department, resulting in a section of
“advertorials”.
Thus it is conceded that “[t]he autonomy of the journalistic product is
particularly vulnerable when advertising support is scarce” (Shoemaker & Reese
1996:149) and that “in the rush of daily journalism, most stories cannot be
weighed on the basis of their economic payoff. Many are clearly evaluated for
their audience appeal, which translates into higher circulation and ratings,
producing greater advertising revenue” (Shoemaker & Reese 1996:140).
Perhaps it is of some natural entrepreneurial order that newspaper that are sold
for money have to some extent be customer-oriented. Schudson (2003:119)
argues that only looking at the two extreme perspectives of public service
versus market orientation as a binary choice oversimplifies the situation:
“Neither view recognizes how complex a news institution is or how many
constraints, quite apart from the profit motive, press upon it.” Thus we can
assume that newspaper organizations are more complex than merely grappling
with reconciling public service content with enough gratuitous content to
persuade an audience to buy and advertisers to advertise. Perhaps more
complexity is derived from reconciling technological innovation and the
emergent patterns of consumption of online news with the idea of the
newspaper organization as a professional, monolithic, closed system that prints
valuable information on paper, only to disseminate it on their own terms to an
awaiting audience. Perhaps this comparison is a tad extreme as well, but the
comparison nevertheless serves a point – to illustrate that organizations are
complex systems, structurally speaking with historical baggage. Pavlik (2004:28)
touches on this complexity in saying that:
Convergence is reshaping the landscape of journalism and the
newscoming age of media in a variety of ways. Newsroom structures,
journalistic practices, interaction and news content are all evolving.
Perhaps most importantly, the fundamental relationships between and
among journalists, their sources and their audiences are undergoing a
technological transformation. This sea-change has far-reaching
implications for the nature and function of journalism in modern society.
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Technology therefore, has a great impact on not only the relationships of the
newspaper organization, but also on the work practices of journalism itself.
News is becoming increasingly interactive, with e-mail and bloggers
supplementing news articles, effectively blurring the boundaries of what we
mean by “journalism”. According to Fuchs (2008:291), ICT in particular
engenders mythical ideas of utopian progress, nurturing hopes, dreams and
promises of a technology that in the past has been regarded as a potential threat
to the newspaper (Radio, TV, the Internet). The same technology is currently
portrayed as its potential saviour (the Kindle, the iPad and the e-paper). In
other words, newspaper organizations have a complicated relationship with
technology, sometimes leading to overly deterministic interpretations of longterm financial declines as well as successes. Pavlik (2004:26) agues that the rise
of digital technology not only offers significant tools for journalists to conduct
their work with greater efficiency, but also that the increased communication
between journalists and readers is changing the nature of journalism itself.
Pavlik argues that a “fundamental shift in the nature of journalism may be the
lynchpin to survival, at least for print journalism, in the 21st century. The
evolution of journalism from a one-way to a two-way dialogue can strengthen
the role of journalism as sense-maker in society.” This statement is in line with
Boczkowski who argues that “[n]ews is moving from being mostly journalistcentered, communicated as a monologue, and primarily local, to also being
increasingly audience-centered, part of multiple conversations and micro-local”
(Boczkowski 2005).
The survival of the industry has previously been linked to the persistence of an
identity, an identity linked to the production process. Åkesson (2009:48),
suggests that newspaper organizations need to “rethink their identity which is
still […] closely linked to the paper news is printed on”. In other words, the
mindset of the organization should be less articulated in terms of the
newspaper artefact, instead focusing more on the need to develop the
relationship between the current consumption patterns of younger readers and
subsequently adjust the production process accordingly. There is a need for a
new business model that takes new media into account on the same level as
paper. Åkesson (2009:50) further stated that additional research is needed to
“determine the forces underlying mobilizing and stabilizing behaviour and how
these drivers interplay in order to deepen the understanding of value network
configuration”.
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The Logic of Professionalism
Singer (2003) looks closely at how online journalism challenges traditional
notions of professionalism by destabilizing the boundaries between amateurs
and professionals. The assumption is that the cognitive base of a profession is
being claimed by more than one occupation, posing a challenge not only to the
legitimacy of the services, but also to the methods used to provide them (Singer
2003; Soloski 1989). Traditionally, the journalistic profession is based on
“autonomy from forces that might seek to impose external controls”. US
journalists have fought zealously for this autonomy, insisting they alone can and
should determine how to fulfill their public service role (Singer 2003:145).
Singer also notes that ironically, organizational affiliation has largely defined the
professional journalist in the past: ”one qualifies as a professional precisely
because of a loss of individual control over the publication or broadcast of
one’s work” (Singer 2003:153). Thus the paradox is that in order to be labelled
a professional journalist, one has to be employed or affiliated with an institution
or organization that requires every journalist to submit to organizational
guidelines. Furthermore, recent developments have shifted so that those
seeking to define a “journalist” have been forced to look more closely at what
that person does, rather than the bureaucratic environment in which the work
takes place. In this context, Freidson (2001:180) asks whether professionalism
survives if it loses its “soul”, which implies a sense of practical and institutional
ethics. Prestige and professionally accorded honours such as titles or prizes are
often relatively more important in professional than non-professional
occupations (Barber, 1965) For journalists, institutionalized expectations about
news work are a primary agent of social control. Counterproductive to
monetary gain as it may seem, the industry’s award systems are designed to
celebrate public service news rather than popular news. Awards rarely celebrate
“most read” or “best ROI” because as with many professions, there is a stigma
to monetary gain. Perhaps it is this stigma that results in what Boczkowski
(2010:153) describes as how “the logic of the occupation prevails over the logic
of the market”. That is to say, regardless of the financial benefits of a particular
action, the ideological, ethical integrity of the profession prevents such an
action from being taken.
Final Summary
This chapter has presented a literature review of organizational change and
organizational culture as well as theories that will help divide the empirical data
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into manageable chunks, and theories that will help explain the findings in each
data chunk. Thus, the theoretical framework carried to the next chapter can be
divided into labels and analytical tools.
Johnson’s (1992) categories of the cultural web will provide the first division of
data, and the initial theoretical basis. DeLanda’s (2007) theory of assemblages
will apply some more detailed concepts to the findings in order to give
vocabulary to the analysis. The end result of the application of Johnson’s
categories is two managerial cultural webs that represent the managerial stratum
of each organization.
Geertz’s (1973) theory of organizational culture along with Johnson’s (1992)
cultural artefacts and Schein’s (2010) definition of culture are used as analytical
tools.
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4

Analysis and Discussion
The purpose of chapter four is to present and discuss the findings of the study. The empirical
data is coded and parsed through the categories outlined earlier, and each category is analyzed
and discussed. The chapter opens with a brief walkthrough of the categories using illustrative
examples from the empirical data, and concludes with a summary of the two resulting cultural
webs.
The chapter as a whole is structured as follows: first, a brief introduction to the
categories is given by showing example data for each one. After the
introduction, each category is described by giving a summary of what in-depth
theory says about the category in question in relation to organizations in
general. Subsequently, the findings of each category are described. Lastly, it is
shown what the particular findings of each organization mean for each
organization. To summarize, each category is dealt with in the following order:
1) What does theory generally say about the category in question?
2) What characteristics do NWT and VF respectively exhibit in the
category?
3) What do these characteristics do for NWT and VF respectively?
4) A final summary of each cultural web.
As stated before, the purpose of the present study is to develop a theoretical
concept that will illuminate the kind of inertia exemplified by the regional
newspaper industry. In order to do so, the intent is to capture the realities of
those working within the organizations. Methodological rigour and
transparency have aimed for a results presentation that is as faithful as possible
to the gathered material.
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Illustrative Examples of Data in Each Category
The following are brief, illustrative examples of the empirical data that
correspond to each category in order to show what each category is about. The
categories and examples will be extensively developed in coming sections of
this chapter, but for illustrative purposes, this serves as an introduction to the
nature of the six categories. The examples are deliberately varied in order to be
as illustrative as possible: one secondary text, one picture, and four interview
quotes by different respondents exemplifying both managerial levels, and both
organizations.
Stories
“The stories told by members of the organisation to each other, to outsiders, to
new recruits and so on, embed the present in its organisational history and flag
up important events and personalities, as well as mavericks who ‘deviate from
the norm’.” (Johnson and Scholes 2001:304) Stories can be collected from
within the organization, by its members but also from other “outside” sources.
Stories from within the organization show what is known by the members,
what they tell each other about themselves; if internal stories embed the present
in its organizational history, publicly travelled stories embed parts of
organizational history in public consciousness.
Example from the book Discover the Art in Karlstad:
The New Wermlands-Newspaper (NWT) was founded in 1836 and is
since 1915 owned by the Ander family. The corporation publishes 16
newspapers in Sweden and Norway. For over thirty years the NWT main
offices were located at Herrgårdsgatan [Manor Street] in Karlstad. The
new newspaper house in the Härolden [Herald] quarter was finished in
1995 and cost 400 million Swedish crowns to erect, including the new
modern printing presses. It can be added that the owners paid for the
entire investment in cash. (Svensson & Jofjell 2011:35)
Stories that are particularly relevant are stories of past successes, failures and
the prominent people that are seen as responsible for either. In essence, who
are the heroes and villains and why. How these stories are told reveal what the
organization chooses to remember and how to remember it. This in turn
reveals the sensemaking process of a particular event, and how the knowledge
of a past event or thing is used in the present.
Rituals and Routines
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“The rituals of organisational life, such as training programmes, promotion and
assessment point to what is important in the organisation, reinforce ‘the way we
do things around here’ and signal what is especially valued.” (Johnson and
Scholes 2001:304) Rituals are any taken-for-granted activities conducted by
members of an organization that are executed without question and on a
regular basis. In the newspaper organization, such things may be the evening
deadlines, the gatekeeping process or regular managerial meetings. One
important ritual for example is individual quality control – that every journalist
validates his or her own work through a regulatory code of ethics learned both
through journalism training and on the job. The publishing policy is also a
routinized regulatory function.
Example:
What you have to be careful with is this mark of quality I was talking about earlier.
We have to be able to stand for what’s in the paper, we have to know that it’s true,
relevant and all that. And that is the problem with taking stuff in that others have
written... If it’s minutes from an annual Red Cross meeting, no problem but if it starts
to become actual news events we still have to check the facts. /…/ I believe that it’s
important that one person is the designated legally responsible editor because there are so
many others involved. People that read the paper should know who’s responsible for
this. If it’s an article in the paper – is it the reporter, or the photographer, or the editor
that wrote the headline and that maybe changed the text? (MM #2)
Symbols
“Symbolic aspects of organisations such as logos, offices, cars and titles; or the
type of language and terminology commonly used: these symbols become a
short-hand representation of the nature of the organisation.” (Johnson and
Scholes 2001:304)
Example:
Stacks of newspapers as a symbol of the primary product:
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In the context of the study, symbols might include the printing press, buildings,
interior design, particular artefacts (such as the newspaper) and the importance
they are given in the context of an event such as a study visit.
Organizational Structure
”In turn the formal organisational structure, or the more informal ways in which
the organisations work, are likely to reflect power structures and, again,
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delineate important relationships and emphasise what is important in the
organisation.” (Johnson and Scholes 2001) Structural choices, i.e. the way in
which an organization is physically divided and structured into departments
reveal associations, prioritizations and the way it is governed.
Example:
We own 50% in Helsingborgs Dagblad. And Helsingborgs Dagblad are the opposite
[of us]. They try to be at the forefront. So they are our experimental workshop you
might say. We see what they do and we run… Work with those kinds of issues
together. /…/ So we follow a lot, we are in on their development, and that’s where we
experiment. That makes us very quick. (UM #1)
Control systems
”The formalised control systems, measurements and reward systems that monitor
and therefore emphasise what is important in the organisation, and focus
attention and activity.” (Johnson and Scholes 2001:304)
Example:
The main target is coverage and subscription numbers of the print edition, i.e.
an important control system is maintaining and supporting the print edition, the
main source of financial income. The prevalence of print as the main target
leads to viewing the online edition as a marketing instrument for the print
edition rather than a product in its own right:
[The print edition] is what we call our ”premium” product. That’s the one we have
to… That’s the one we have to support by having a good website. If that makes the
website more of a marketing instrument, or if it also should be a source of income, can
be discussed. (UM #4)
In this study, control systems include desireable targets that measure successrates (e.g. circulation, geographical coverage, web traffic) or any social or
material regulatory function that monitors or shapes the production process in
any way.
Power Structures
”Power structures are also likely to be associated with the key constructs of the
paradigm. The most powerful managerial groupings in the organisation are
likely to be the ones most associated with core assumptions and beliefs about
what is important.” (Johnson and Scholes 2001:304)
Example:
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Interviewer: What has characterized you most [as an organization],
what has made you what you are today?
That one person is calling the shots, and is a part of the production. It’s what makes us
a little unique. (UM #7)
In this study, power structures are defined as the form of ownership, its
inherent hierarchy and the ways in which managerial power is used.
The Cultural Webs of NWT and VF
Adding the dimension of territorialization to the cultural web, thereby creating
a “cultural assemblage”, allows for the identification of processes of
territorialization. This addition in each element of the cultural web enriches the
categories and not only verifies the properties and existence of each artefact or
category, but also defines the dynamic existing between the categories – be it
territorializing (a process striving towards equilibrium; towards stabilization) or
deterritorializing (a process striving towards change and destabilization). The
following sections present the data through each category.
It is worth noting that the primary concern of the study is not the comparison
of the two organizations in order to comment on the explicit differences
between them, (this is not a comparative study) but to treat them as two
distinct albeit different objects of research that complete the empirical setting
of the geographical region, and that have arrived at the same inertia, from two
extremes: one wealthy, the other poor; one politically conservative, the other
social democratic; and with two very different owner structures. In this regional
duopoly, two organizations struggle with the same problem – the problem of
inertia in the face of paradigmatic change. For the benefit of the theoretical
concept that constitutes the purpose of the study, the two organizations
provide, through their respective extremes, a rich and diverse spectrum of
empirical data. Even if the purpose of the study is not to explicitly compare for
the purpose of accounting for the differences, the two organizations will be put
side-by-side and analyzed individually, and summarized at the end of the
chapter. Some implicit comparison is perhaps unavoidable, even if comparison
is not the purpose, or the results of a comparison a factor in the analysis. The
aim is to treat each organization as a separate entity in its own right, as an equal
part of the industry in the region.
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After the seven categories (six plus the paradigm) of each organization have
been sufficiently accounted for andanalyzed, a summary will conclude the
managerial cultural web for each organization and lead in to the next chapter.
The categories are presented in the following order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Stories and myths
Rituals and routines
Symbols
Organizational structure
Control systems
Power structures
Paradigm
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1. Stories and Myths
Scholars describe “Stories and myths” as stories of successes or failures; of
mavericks or conformists, and by revealing these stories one can gain a better
understanding of how an organization views change. Are the mavericks that
took risks celebrated, or are the stoic conservatives the ones that are revered for
their work? Similarly to Johnson (1992; 2001) and Johnson and Scholes et al
(2008), Hansen (2007:924) discusses narratives as an important component for
understanding strategic behaviour:
Narratives are often deeply embedded in the culture of an organization
and shape its basic assumptions. Narratives point out the main
protagonists, the heroes and the villains, and set important limits to the
list of strategic options available to the organization, thereby producing
organizational inertia or path dependency.
Boje (2008:85) in turn argues that “storytellers […] bring awareness to
demarcations of the past, and point out the implications of duration on spatial
appropriations or downsizings to a group’s line of continuity.” In other words,
by studying the nature of the stories a particular institution perpetuates, we as
scholars can learn about attitudes and mechanisms that affect a particular
institution’s or organization’s ability to change. Boje (2008) also emphasizes the
presence of temporality through stories, i.e. stories reveal when something
happened, for how long it happened and how it came to shape the organization
into what it is today.
These are stories that are told within the organization, to newcomers, to
outsiders or talked about among outsiders; they reflect certain beliefs that
illustrate the values and ideals of that organization. They are “[t]he stories told
which embed the present in organizational history” (Johnson, 1992:30). Stories,
is intimately associate with organizational culture, as culture “is about
categorizing, creating meaning and making sense of the organization and its
context. Historical narratives play an important role in this ongoing creation of
meaning.” (Hansen, 2007:925) Thus, the first category seeks to understand each
organization by studying the stories that are told within it and without it in
order to ascertain how these stories affect and shape each organization’s
attitudes towards change.
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NWT: The Story of a Striking Building
A tremendous source of stories for NWT is the building, whose size and
designed architecture invites the telling of the story about its financing – a
widespread story, well known in the region. There are several sources that retell
this legendary myth in more or less detail, but one particularly illuminating
example is found in the book Discover The Art in Karlstad. Printed and published
by the Karlstad City Council, it is an official, for-sale tribute to the town’s
various artistic sculptures and artefacts. Sculpture number 24 – entitled The
Rafter – depicts and describes a commissioned bronze statue in front of the
NWT building that is interestingly introduced with the following paragraph:
The New Wermlands-Newspaper (NWT) was founded in 1836 and is
since 1915 owned by the Ander family. The corporation publishes 16
newspapers in Sweden and Norway. For over thirty years the NWT main
offices were located at Herrgårdsgatan [Manor Street] in Karlstad. The
new newspaper house in the Härolden [Herald] quarter was finished in
1995 and cost 400 million Swedish crowns to erect, including the new
modern printing presses. It can be added that the owners paid for the
entire investment in cash. (Svensson and Jofjell 2011:35)
It is remarkable that the authors chose to make a special reference to the
transaction that paid for the building, particularly when the book itself is not
about the building as an artefact, nor about financial transactions. Rather, the
purpose of the section is to introduce a statue outside the building, which was
commissioned in 2001, six years after the building was finished. Sixteen years
later, the cash payment is obviously still a story worth reiterating.
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NWT’s main entrance visible under the “NWT” logo.

This is merely one example of the legend surrounding the financial success of
the corporation, so much so that it conjures up images of how the owners
might have had heaps of cash strewn about in some magnificent bank vault. No
doubt the transaction must have involved one or several metal suitcases if the
transaction was made in cash. Or perhaps the sum was so petty that they just
happened to have it around for immediate payment. This “cash” sum becomes
even more notable when beholding the building itself. Indeed it is a testament
not only to the corporation as an entity in itself, but as an important piece of
the legend surrounding NWT’s most illustrious and eccentric owner, Gustaf
Ander. (ED #2) as well as (SUPP #1) commented on the cash payment by
saying that:
They wanted to pay for the new building in cash because if you have loans, you’re no
longer an independent business. Therefore the ethos was that if you want something you
make sure you have the money first. Classic economizing. (ED #2; SUPP #1
Paraphrased)
This sense of economizing is attributed to Gustaf Ander, who himself is the
most prominent, legendary person of NWT’s history. The sense of
economizing is still the strongest territorializing process in the NWT
corporation to date and it is very much historically (re)constructed in that it is
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not a process that is active in the present: the ideology of economizing also
introduces Gustaf Ander as the prominent spectre of NWT, which will be
elaborated on in the following section.
NWT: The Legend of Gustaf Ander
This man is given credit for the financial success of the corporation, and his
unique leadership style has been described in several of the interviews. For
example, every day Ander would insist on personally going through all
incoming mail of the corporation, every bit of correspondence and financial
expense subject to his approval (UM #5). Another story describes how he
could approach a reporter and disapprove of a “modernized” language that he
deemed too informal for “his newspaper” (UM #5). Ander was perhaps best
known for keeping expenses to a minimum, as told by another respondent:
When the newspaper was photographing hockey or football matches, he didn’t allow
showing advertisements on bleachers or boards or on the helmets of the players.
Photographers and their assistants would use Wite-Out to erase advertisements because
any advertisements shown in the paper should be properly paid for. (MM #6)
Stories of Gustaf Ander are what comes to mind when NWT respondents are
asked what and who have made the most significant impact. Few stories taking
place before or after his managerial period have surfaced in the interviews so it
is clear that he is seen not only as bearing the responsibility for the financial
success, but that he is the strongest most prominent influence on the current
organizational culture.
VF: Surviving the A-Press collapse
VF does not have a person triggering memories, but rather an event, and an
identity very much constructed in relation to NWT. As (UM #4) stated
(paraphrased) when asked about prominent stories in the organization:
There are no real success stories, or of a particular person really. I guess the demise of
the A-press in the 70’s is what shaped us into what we are. And that was Sune
Lundh that managed to resist that downturn allowing us to stand independent.
(UM #4)
The “A-press” was an initiative by the Social Democratic Party along with the
Swedish Trade Union Confederation. The corporation was founded in 1947
and went bankrupt in 1992 in the wake of a nation-wide trend of declining
advertising revenue. The bankruptcy ultimately affected some 1500 employees
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and ended with a financial deficit of 150 million SEK. Of the affiliated
newspapers, some were reconstructed but as of 2011 only two newspapers
remain independently owned (“Dala-Demokraten” and VF) and financed by
the local branches of the worker’s movement, whereas all others have either
gone bankrupt or been acquired by their conservative competition or by media
conglomerates (Dagspressens Ekonomi 2011). This fact is a great source of
pride for the managers at VF, who like to see themselves as the tough, resilient
underdog – as expressed by a respondent – “fighting the great dragon” (ED
#2) alluding to NWT.
The absence of other stories at VF reveal as much as their presence would
have. The fact that no respondent recalls any pivotal moments or prominent
leaders means that the territorializing processes shaping the organization are
smaller, more numerous and of a different kind. The heritage of politics is one,
which is evident by the cast iron artwork depicting Hjalmar Branting (a former
party leader of the Social Democratic Party) that is fused into the building’s
staircase. What permeates VF is more the ideology of the collective rather than
the autocratic leader, of simplicity rather than extravagance, “of the people”
rather than bourgeois. All these elements are visible under the surface of VF,
since, culturally speaking, it is an altogether more subtle organization than
NWT, which the section of “symbols” will show.
NWT & VF: Sensemaking the Decline
The only contemporary story that was extracted by either organization was a
story held in common by both, as a kind of shared reality. The exclusivity of
this particular story is perhaps a testament to the level of preoccupation it
provokes at this point in time – the story is about the decline of the industry.
Interviewer: Is there a crisis in the industry?
Right now you could say that there is. The advertising revenue is severely down.
(UM #7)
This statement represents the way in which the decline is noticeable for the
organizations. VF and NWT share stories about the decline of the industry
both on a regional and national scale. There are some fairly consistent stories
about the reasons for the slow decline as well. The critical core of the readers is
ageing and eventually disappearing without the same quantity of new readers
taking their place:
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The elderly read us in the print edition and the young read us online. And that is a
little worrisome. That’s why the industry is fumbling so today. (MM #5)
All respondents perceive the reduced circulation as being caused by the
impossibility of attracting the young, single household demographic, combined
with the fact that “the older generation dies off” (e.g. UM #5).
Well, it used to be the case that when you start a family, move to your own apartment,
have kids and all that, you start a subscription for a print newspaper. And they don’t
do that to the same extent as they used to. /…/ I think the change in part relates to
that you can get the news in so many other ways, on TV and on the radio… But also
that you have the Internet. The Internet has been a… This great factor that you…
That young families no longer get a subscription to a newspaper. (UM #2)
Thus, there is an almost unanimous consensus among the respondents that
younger readers are nearly impossible to recruit. There are several theories
among the managers as to why this is:
What one can see is that in the last fifteen years the paper edition has steadily shrunk,
and I think that here the Web plays a big part, that… Some say that it’s
insignificant, and that these changes in media habits would’ve happened anyway, but I
don’t believe that. (UM #2)
This respondent thus believes, though others would apparently disagree, that
the Web bears responsibility for the changes in media habits. This disagreement
seem to be fairly consistent in both organizations, and a discussion that is
regularly engaged in – what is the Web’s part in these changes, and how much
can be attributed to larger, societal changes:
This is also something that is being discussed, or has been discussed in the industry and
it has to do with the existence of different schools of thought, some different models, and
we have those kinds of discussions internally. Our web manager maintains with
emphasis that we would lose as much… Print edition anyway because there are other
societal trends that are equally strong. Reader’s habits, competing for people’s media
budget. /…/ The competition of the media budget is hardening. /…/ Those are the
strong factors we fight for. Maybe that we publish online for free strengthens that
trend… If people are satisfied with reading the paper online, then well maybe it works.
There’s the difficulty! (MM #5)
Regardless of which side of this discussion one assumes, it is agreed that these
new habits are already in place, and difficult to change. The situation can be
described as two assemblages, one existing on a macro level (the region and its
citizens) and one existing on a micro level (the institutional organization). Both
now have routinized habits in place that exhibit strong territorializing forces on
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the other, forcing the other to change. As this respondent describes, the
industry is fully aware of the two assemblages’ habits already being in place:
Anyone who’s not used to reading the paper is hard to get. Getting new paper buyers at
all is really hard – period. Anyone who’s not used to reading the paper in the morning
is very difficult to change because that person doesn’t have the desire, the need. Then
there are actually many who aren’t interested in news. (UM #3)
In spite of the decline, and the disagreement over what is causing it, the print
edition is still held in high regard. It is believed that the only reliable and viable
income today that can be marketed is print advertising, making the print edition
crucial. Online advertising has yet to make a significant impact on advertisers or
advertising departments at the newspapers. This is due to a self-professed lack
of education and competency on both sides regarding digital advertising (e.g.
UM #1; UM #4).
I’m not in the advertising department but I get reports from there and… We’re still
very much into traditional thinking. The paper thing is more what they’re used to. And
I think our sales staff too, they’re not so much into the Web, so they’re also very much
still thinking in terms of paper and that’s a combination of our sales staff not pushing
the opportunities of the Web enough to our advertisers and the advertisers not knowing
anything about it. (UM #4)
There seems to be a knowledge gap expressed by managers of both
organizations as to what digital advertising is, how it works, and how it can be
used strategically. The gap is evidently also on the side of potential customers,
who know exactly what happens when a print ad is placed in the paper, but not
what happens after placing a digital ad. Today, digital advertising is marketed as
a free add-on to print ads. The lack of knowledge in the advertising department
effectively deterritorializes the online edition’s advertising.
With print ads being the end-all of advertising, when asked about the general
virtues of print, the mode of advertising is mentioned:
The print edition is of course particularly well suited for print ads because it can contain
a significant amount without compromising the news content or disturbing the reader.
(UM #1)
This is historically inscribed in the newspaper industry – the very basic
foundation of the primary business model of the newspaper: selling the eyes of
the readers to the advertisers. What becomes apparent is a reverse-engineering
of causality: “Print ads are the only way we can make money, ergo the print
edition is our prime product.” Thus a lack of training in digital advertising
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(which is most likely a significant factor in the low digital advertising revenue in
the annual reports) frames the Web as an already doomed candidate for
replacing print. Management sees several benefits with the actual paper format
because of this. The second dimension of value for print is seen as the way its
content is chosen and visually presented:
I think the paper edition, as a product, is terribly strong. If you consider the evolution
of circulation in Sweden on, among other things, paper editions, it’s declining but at the
same time it isn’t down as much as it should be given the impact of the web. So there’s
still is an interest in turning the pages of a paper. The paper isn’t just news, but it’s
also context. With the Monday edition you get what a newsroom has selected – these
are the interesting things that happened over the weekend, or yesterday. It’s hard,
actually, for a reader to make that selection for himself. (MM #1)
The interview subject clearly sees the print edition as more than just a medium.
It is a product in itself that adds value to content. Thus the strength of the
paper edition as an editorial product is not simply the medium itself, it is the
packaged commodity, the act of gatekeeping that provides value. Other
respondents’ opinions regarding the advantages of the print edition can be
illustrated with a few select, short quotes:
Overview, you can read it whenever you want, you have… What else could I say…
You get lots of information in there… That… In one place… Then as I said earlier,
that we’re able to communicate information and at the same time fit material in that
generates income. That’s kind of what’s important to us.” (UM #1)
To monitor society and find the news that might not be accident related. And it’s still a
fact that the print edition is the best medium for that, because it is the kind of news
that requires more explanation, a bit more background. (UM #3)
You can read it whenever you like […] and if you don’t want the ads, you just turn
the page. (UM #5)
You can take it with you wherever you go. (UM #6)
The paper as a vessel for a still (relatively) functioning business model is seen as
another benefit. The two editions are treated as two different “channels”, where
the paper edition is a packaged product according to relevance, while the web is
much more chronological, packaged according to what is latest and most
recent. This difference is seen as making the most out of both and as an
advantage that sets these two editorial products apart, catering to two different
kinds of news:
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Online, oftentimes the most recent end up at the top. That might not be a major event.
It’s more the speed that’s important rather than the news value. A car accident on
“Hamngatan” might be at the top even if it was only material damage. (UM #4)
The web is one thing, the newspaper another. The print edition is maybe more of a
service where you actually pay to get this on paper and put together by a newsroom. You
know that if I buy the newspaper and spend five minutes reading it, I get what I need
to read and trust the editorial team that chose it. […] It’s two different products in a
way, that share the same content. (MM #1)
Thus the print edition is seen as more than journalists filtering and printing
news on paper. It is an informational summary of the region, carefully and with
forethought composed of what professionals have decided is worth knowing,
not only in its general selection but also in order of appearance, as well as in
how the editorial content is written. The value of the properties of the product
adds to the value of the editorial content. Put simply – presentation is of major
importance to writing.
The main drawback of the print edition, according to the respondents, does not
revolve around content or the artefact itself, but rather about the financial and
environmental aspects of manufacturing and distribution. Several respondents
further discuss the cost of circulation as a cost that is equal to the cost of
printing and distributing, and that it is not news per se that readers pay for, but
rather the paper that the news is printed on and the fact that it arrives in the
mailbox. The implicit assumption is that advertisers pay for the journalists’
salaries:
They usually say that a large portion of the subscription fee goes straight to distribution
and printing. That what you pay for is really to get it delivered home, and printed on
paper. (MM #1)
In one interview where multiple respondents were present, a discussion started
about the cost of distribution:
MM #3: As I’ve understood it, in the time I’ve been here, the cost for a paper, really,
the major cost isn’t the journalists…
ED #2: But it’s the distribution.
MM #3: The distribution! Printing and distribution are incredible costs.
In spite of these discussions, many respondents find it difficult to consider
alternative means of distribution. When asked whether giving away discounted
tablets to subscribers, such as the iPad in exchange for committing to two years
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of subscription would help reduce distribution costs and accustom readers to
tablets for consuming news, one respondent stated:
Maybe it would solve one part of the problem, maybe it could solve some problems we
have but I don’t think the industry’s problem at a fundamental level is related to
resources. I don’t think it is. And maybe it’s not a technology issue either. Rather,
what we have is… What is… We battle bigger things. Bigger changes. They are shifts
in how we consume news and how our times look. What we choose to do with our time.
And what we choose to spend our money on. So they are bigger challenges than that.
Again, if I would give the newspaper to everyone for free, far from everyone would want
it. (MM #5)
Disagreement, the lack of a clear cause of the decline and a lack of a clear
strategy on how to cope with the decline, leads to these kinds of cognitive culde-sacs where every avenue of potential solution comes with several imagined
drawbacks and compromises – compromises that the organizations might not
be willing to make.
Analysis and Discussion of Stories and Myths
The stories and myths existing in these two organizations vary somewhat and in
order to say something about them both, they will each be discussed in turn.
NWT’s stories have very much to do with the former owner, the illustrious
Gustaf Ander, a legend among “newspapermen” as the term would have it. An
understanding of NWT’s stories necessitates an understanding of Gustaf
Ander, and what he meant, and continues to mean, for the organization (see
more of this under “symbols”). As he is mostly known for his financial success
and his hardliner-attitude towards work and management, the stories that have
emerged from his time as management is that hard work pays off, and that the
rituals and routines put in place by this man have led to the organization being
the second most successful newspaper (of all categories) in the country.
Anchoring financial success in this manner creates a powerful territorializing
process that, when it comes to negotiating terms of change, effectively freezes
several strategic dimensions of the organization, making them off limits. In that
sense, past success is a strong territorializing force that leads to fear of risktaking. The sense of thrift and cost-effectiveness are all stabilizing factors, ways
to manipulate costs in order to maintain a status quo, or maximize the potential
profits without having to structurally or ideologically compromise the integrity
of the organization. NWT is an example of an extremely homogenized
assemblage – one that has a high degree of coding. DeLanda describes
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territorialization as a “synthetic” process that produces “more or less
permanent articulations” between parts, where a “whole emerges from its parts
and maintains its identity once it has emerged” (DeLanda 2006:14). This seems
to point to the centrality of the coherence of particular patterns of interaction
(i.e. “articulations”) in the production of a given whole (i.e. object or entity).
The more routinized a behaviour is, the more permanent the articulations –
which in essence translates as path dependence and inertia brought on by the
long-term presence of an ideology. In this case, thrift is as strong of an ideology
as the journalistic integrity, and they are equally difficult to break with. Put
together, it becomes very difficult for NWT to justify investments that have an
uncertain return, or to compromise what they subscribe to as journalistic
integrity.
The focus of “how things are done around here” is on the past, and stories of
how past behaviour has generated present successes dominate. Memories of
Gustaf Ander, therefore, can be seen as still constituting strong, historical and
territorializing processes for NWT. He territorializes both expressive
components such as rules and regulations, and acts as a yardstick for what
constitutes acceptable behaviour (see more of this under “rituals and routines”).
In terms of material territorialization, his still remaining office, and the
boardroom with his portrait are the strongest examples. The past, through the
mediation of organizational narratives, indicates haunting existing in several
aspects of the cultural web, in the form of both symbols and rituals. An
example of how symbolic and narrative territorialization work together is how
managers and employees are constantly reminded by the outcome of the stories
every time they come to work in the extravagant building (see more on this
under “symbols”).
As for VF, the most prominent story revolves around the demise of the Apress, and how the CEO at the time guided the organization through the crisis,
only to emerge intact and more or less unfazed as opposed to many others. The
story is one of “riding out the storm” and its main protagonist was then not
only the youngest, but as it would turn out, the longest-lasting CEO in the
history of the industry, which since then has had two CEO’s in less than 10
years. The moral of the story, or the assumption that the story created, was the
image of the small but tough regional newspaper that refuses to succumb to
defeat.
Aside from emerging unharmed from the A-press collapse, the second biggest
influence on VF is standing up to “the big dragon”, something that is perhaps
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more visible symbolically than narratively, however sometimes the underdog
shines through:
We have to be even more businesslike than the other newspaper to survive. (UM #4)
A story (or a grand narrative) both organizations share is about the decline of
the industry in the region, and in the country. Both organizations make sense of
the situation in a similar way, referencing meetings in Stockholm with The
Swedish Media Publishers’ Association when asked to speculate about the
present state of the industry and the future. There seems to be a collective
memory, or a collective reasoning that spans, not the single organization or
even the region, but the country in its entirety – the industry assemblage. As an
industry of media, it talks to itself to such a degree that collectively assumed
“truths” become actual truths, and the strategies, successes and failures of any
one newspaper are followed and made sense of by the industry as a whole. The
assumptions used to rationalize about the current decline of the industry are
not necessarily the organization’s “own” but rather fragments or wholes of
stories that come from a national industry consciousness. These co-opted key
assumptions from a national scale are:
• The Web is largely to blame for the decline, even if other factors have
contributed as well.
• The Web and the print edition cannibalize each other, leading to
publishing policies that favour the print edition in terms of time and
space for news. Innovation and publishing in the print edition first,
second in the online edition. (in the case of NWT and VF development
for mobile platforms are virtually non-existent).
• Ages 18-35 are impossible to reach.
• Readers are extremely conservative and also extremely fickle. Readers
have to be “hooked” and never let go, and never asked to switch to a
different medium. Switching or ending means losing altogether, and as
soon as readers are asked to make conscious decisions about their newsreading habits, these habits may be put into question or in relation to
other habits such as cable-TV or other subscriptions, which means
losing them. Therefore these conscious decisions should be avoided.
• Regional newspapers enjoy a kind of taken-for-grantedness i.e. an
important part of the paradigm (see Johnson 1992; Schein 2010) based
on monopoly, where readers should want to read, almost regardless of
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content or quality of service, since these regional news stories are not
available anywhere else.
These assumptions shape the beliefs of both organizations and foster a culture
of reluctance to change. Negotiating change, as has been mentioned earlier, as
institutional organizations that exist in an environment that is always changing,
remaining inert is a reaction against a powerful deterritorializing force:
An important deterritorializing factor […] is a turbulent environment,
such as that created by a high rate of innovation in products or processes.
What matters here is the relation between the rate of change inside
organizations, a rate affected by a variety of sources of organizational
inertia, and the rates of change of technologies outside of them.
(DeLanda 2006:82)
Change, although a constant, at some point becomes threatening to the existing
world order, and for organizations with a strong identity it presents a threat to
the current way of doing things – the current organizational paradigm. NWT
and VF cope with the situation by resisting the change altogether, and by
strengthening those material and expressive components that stabilize the
existing ideology and autocracy. The expressive components in question
originate with those members of the organization that provide the current
paradigm with legitimacy, and the material components originate with the
physical and technological components that support the same paradigm or
effectively deterritorialize any alternative, (by providing too great a challenge to
replace, for instance). The combination of these territorializing forces, if equal
in strength to the deterritorializing forces of change in the environment,
manages to resist change, and will, if the balance is relatively equal, result in a
state of inertia. The cognitive limitations on one hand paired with material
limitations (“we don’t have the money to change or innovate”) not only
legitimize ideology, but also legitimize inertia.
It is interesting to note that the stories shared in and around the organizations
are of a conservative nature. That is to say, there are no mavericks, rather they
are about men and women who “ride out the storm” or stand their ground in
the face of tumultuous change. What are celebrated in both organizations are
territorializing stories; stories that James Carey (2008) would describe as
ritualistic – that reinforce current beliefs and strengthen the current identity,
without necessarily prioritizing the learning of new things.
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When auditing the stories of both organizations, there is a notable paradoxical
historical vacuum starting somewhere in the early 1990’s to the point where it
seems that nothing worth remembering or reiterating comes from the last 23
years, even though from the perspective of the real world it can easily be argued
that the last 23 years have been the most tumultuous in the history of
newspapers. Perhaps this silence is a testament to how the tumult surrounding
the industry has led to inactivity, shifting focus from expansion,
experimentation and progress to maintenance and preservation. The lack of
stories symbolizes a stagnation of memorable events – not to be confused with
stagnation from an organizational point of view.
In the case of NWT, the phase of expansion and evolution seems to have
reached a plateau coinciding with the current ownership, that the corporation in
a sense has reached such prosperity that there has been no significant visionary
work needed. Efforts have changed since the prosperous “golden” era of the
1960’s – 1980’s. Küng (2011:44) argues that “the more successful a firm is, the
more confirmation [it has] that its current priorities, systems and strategies are
correct. The more complacent it becomes, the more likely inertia will set in
since there is little apparent need to change.” This seems to ring true even in
the face of decline, particularly with NWT, as the apparent (past) success has
made it very difficult to change. For VF, the political energy has dimmed
somewhat, but the target is still to provide an alternative to “the other
newspaper” even if lack of financial resources has caused the innovative efforts
to stagnate somewhat here as well.
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2. Rituals and Routines
Rituals such as training programs, promotions and awards signify what is seen
as important. Johnson (1992:30) describes this element as “the routinized ways
that members of the organization behave towards each other, and between
parts of the organization.” In other words, what behaviour is rewarded or
punished; celebrated or criticized.
NWT: Loyalty and Thrift
Among the respondents, there are several testimonials of how staff was (and to
some extent, still is) kept in line. Gustaf Ander yet again is given credit by
examplifying how to manage the organization. His managerial method
emphasized being on time, tidiness and thrift (mainly through keeping staff
salaries to a minimum while instilling in the staff that material expenses should
be kept to a minimum. Any unnecessary expense was seen as a direct thinning
of company profits). The reward for this thrift was loyalty as expressed by this
respondent:
It was generally considered that if you did as you were told, and kept your wits about
you, what you got in return was a stable employment and patriarchal acceptance. This
meant the possibility of being on personal speaking terms with Gustaf Ander, which
was a reward in itself. On the other hand, complaints were scarce and acceptance was
high in this environment, as everyone was encouraged to support the machine-like
organization as their own – the sentiment being that “the company’s money is your
money, let none of it go to waste.” (SUPP #1 paraphrased)
The assumption was that since the maximum possible income is limited, the
only flexibility in the NWT assemblage was controlling costs. (SUPP #1) On
the daily rounds, employees could be asked to clean up their desk from papers,
or get rid of cluttering boxes (ED #2). Every week garbage bags would be
distributed among the staff to dispose of litter, and the building would be kept
in pristine condition – and still is today. DeLanda discusses these kinds of
meticulous routines as a way of standardizing behaviour, and the expected
behaviour of staff:
The degree of organizational uniformity is […] increased by the creation
of behavioural norms that may be informal and nonenforceable but which
nevertheless help to standardize occupational behaviour, expectations and
wages. (DeLanda 2006:82)
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These “standardized behaviours” allow for micro managing costs by essentially
using an assembly-line aesthetic to create a newspaper factory. Uniform
clothing, routines and visual aesthetics instil a Weberian feeling of cogmachinery sensibility in an autocratic organization. As a way of countering any
potential dissatisfaction among the staff, recent years have seen a few instances
when the entire organization would, without prior warning, receive a month’s
worth of bonus salaries in December before the holidays. (MM #6)
NWT: Furthering Cost Effectiveness
At NWT there is a lot of talk about managing costs, or cutting costs and
financial risk-taking is virtually non-existent. According to (SUPP #1) there is a
general culture of profit-seeking in the sense that an investment is not allowed
to run a deficit and only rarely allowed to break even. Attempting an
investment that prognostically will break even requires special reasons. Profit is
the only thing that is acceptable. This policy is particularly apparent when
regarding how the first online attempts were discussed and implemented. In
1996, NWT started its first website and proceeded to digitally publish most of
its paper edition content. Eventually, though, some managers grew sceptical.
We started a website in Jönköping and had it there and did some follow up. And there
were no results. So we shelved it. (UM #7)
Put simply, with no financial prospects on the horizon, there was not enough
incentive to embark on this new technology. That is not to say that the Web’s
potential as a news carrier was lost on NWT management:
My journalistic instinct told me that this is something really cool, this is a new mass
medium, while the little economic sense I have in my head said that this doesn’t work.
That it’s pure insanity. Some time passed, and the word from Karlstad, from the
owners was: “No – cancel this web thing because we can’t make any money from it.”
And that’s… And it was a decision that was obviously mocked and spat upon in the
industry. I know there were many... Prominent people within the Publishers’
Association who thought NWT was being damn... Reactionary. And [that we] didn’t
participate in this development. (UM #2)
11 years later, in 2007, the decision was finally made to create a “proper”
website featuring news content. The logic behind the particular time to come
through with something that previously had been rejected was explained as:
…we saw that there was some advertising revenue to be gotten, that the willingness to
pay was there suddenly to a much a greater extent. We have a pretty good insight into
the Helsingborgs Dagblad because we own 50% there and we have a large stake in
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Bergens Tidende, Norway. So we got the information. In addition to what you heard in
the industry. So partly that, and partly it was that the time was right as well. We were
almost the only major regional newspaper that had no website and felt... That there was
pressure on us, of course, an expectation that “Why don’t you have a website?” And
then... In combination with the prediction of some… That it could provide.
Financially. So it was decided then that ... Okay now we’ll do it. (UM #2)
This hesitant attitude towards new technologies directly stems from the
aforementioned sense of economizing. That with only so many potential
newspaper buyers in the region the maximum amount of profit is already
determined. New costs, therefore, are looked upon with some hesitation
because of the unwillingness to gamble on something that might increase costs
without increasing the income as well. The current, main problem of the
industry is subsequently seen as an altogether cost-related issue by this
respondent, when asked what needs to be done to save the industry:
You can remove /…/ staffers that aren’t doing anything. If only you know what
you’re doing. That mathematical formula is 100% accurate.
Interviewer: What is the biggest problem with these newspapers – the
one’s that aren’t doing very well?
That costs are too high. /…/ That you don’t see opportunities for rationalization.
(UM #7)
According to the respondent there is a singular key to financial prosperity that
works without fail – and that is to cut costs by removing superfluous members
of staff. It is clear that the instinct of NWT is to innovate financially rather than
journalistically. This might be an effect of Gustaf Ander being more of a
businessman than necessarily a journalist or media-innovator.
NWT: Celebrating Birthdays and Retrobranding
Retrobranding is particularly evident with NWT, as they celebrated their 175th
“birthday” in 2011. This event was commemorated in several ways:
• A special feature edition of the annual report.
• A celebratory banner on the side of the building.
• A celebratory feature in the newspaper.
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From the commemorative issue of NWT.
“In the service of readers since 1836”.

Celebratory banner on the side of the NWT building that reads:
“We turn 175 years old. Hoo-ray!”

As mentioned earlier, retrobranding serves several functions, among them is
that it provides an excuse for creating marketing opportunities. In this case it
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serves to remind readers of the positive effects on routinized traditionalism
(which the celebrating of birthdays would be an example of) as well as the
wisdom that is generally attributed to old age, even when it comes to
organizations.
NWT: Memories of Old Routines
Every day, Gustaf would have the financial manager pick a group of people that would
join him for morning coffee in his office. There, the group would sit and casually
converse. On Saturdays, when Gustaf did his rounds, his troupe would consist of
friends and acquaintances. (ED #2)
During these inspection rounds, littering or general tidiness was commented
upon. DeLanda et al (2005) states that institutional organizations such as mass
media are “products of specific historical processes and whatever degree of
identity they have it must be accounted for via the processes which created
them and those that maintain them.” (DeLanda et al 2005:2) DeLanda argues
that institutional organizations are historical products, and an understanding of
a particular identity can be reached by studying the processes that manufactured
these organizational assemblages in the first place. The background for these
processes is Gustaf Ander, and his old-fashioned, hierarchical way of running
“his” newspaper. There are many more examples of a similar kind recalled by
several members of the managerial staff at NWT (as well as at VF which speaks
of the extent to which these stories have travelled).
Another old routine is the internalization of praise, and validation of one’s
work, as expressed by one respondent:
The best thing used to be when a colleague had read your article or that you were given
an award somewhere. But you can’t write for your own people. We partly work
differently today. So yes, there has been some conservatism, but we’ve realized that
change is necessary. (MM #5)
The industry was (and still is to some extent) thriving off of internal praise, and
the internalization of the work itself.
VF: Innovating On a Tight Budget
As for VF, since income has never really been very high, costs have to be kept
to a minimum, and until the Web manages to generate money there can be no
innovation, according to one respondent:
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It’s the same problem for all newspapers I think, like for us, that it’s the proportion.
We have approximately the same amount of readers – the print edition 60,000 unique
readers per week, and the Web 60… We had 63,000 unique visitors. Income-wise it’s
night and day. Like, it’s a few percent that we can take in online. /…/ And are we
then supposed to say that we’re going to go all-in online? I have said that if we are to
invest in the Web we have to know that we have – that it’s financially viable. If we are
to have new services on the Web we have to see that we have the income too. Otherwise
it will affect the print edition. And that’s what we call our “premium product”. That’s
the one we have to… That’s the one we have to support by having a good website.
Whether the Web is more of a marketing tactic or if it’s also a source of income, can be
discussed. (MM#4)
Both organizations can therefore be said to have arrived at the same argument
but from two very different contexts. NWT is reluctant to tinker with a
successful heritage, and no one wants to be known as the one that put a dent in
Gustaf Ander’s legacy. VF, on the other hand, does not have the funds to
experiment with online business models. They simply do not have the profit
margin for any kind of risk-taking. The annual report speaks for itself – in 2008
the parent corporation of VF made a profit of 246,000 SEK, and in 2011
293,000 SEK. Both organizations are unwilling to put resources into an
investment that does not have an immediate and certain return.
VF: Working the Deadline
The VF organization is characterized as working overtime to finish the day’s
work, and tomorrow’s paper. Employees feel a sense of loyalty to the product
and because it is a small organization without an abundance of funding, it is in
everybody’s best interest to make it happen by any means.
Overtime is always authorized and duly paid for. Everyone is expected to do their best
to keep things afloat. (MM #2)
What this interview subject was alluding to was that the success of the company
was a personal success for each employee, which meant that the loyalty of every
employee stems from a solidarity sense – “fighting for the underdog”.
NWT & VF: Maintaining Publishing Policies
Both organizations are similar with respect to rituals and routines. They both
employ journalists that have undergone journalistic training, therefore have the
necessary ideological background to conduct journalistic work and produce
journalistic texts.
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In addition, both organizations are structured around the common routines of
newswork – the evening deadline. This deadline is in place even for the web
edition, although using software the news is portioned out over the course of
12-24 hours so as to create an even flow. Immediate web publishing happens in
the case of major events that are “worthless” for the paper edition such as fires,
accidents. All exclusive materials are published in the paper edition first, and
archived online the day after so the online edition cannot cannibalize the paper
edition.
We have a publishing policy that we chiselled out when we started the website and that
we’ve revised twice now. We have something called web shorts and something called full
article. So that’s what we work with really – […] we create web shorts when we
publish immediately, and then we produce longer versions in the paper. (MM #1)
Incidents should be published online as soon as possible, but if you have the feeling that
no one bloody knows about this, like, more than us… Like, we don’t really want to
tip off our colleagues about that. (MM #2)
Everything is a judgement call. Take me, for instance. I can check the editorial system
and see – “here’s something” – and then I open it and get a feeling of ”oh I haven’t
heard about this anywhere”. Then the reporter makes a call and checks, is this public
property? And then maybe it’s a press-thing. And the other competitors haven’t had a
chance to put it out yet. Then you just put it out there. But oftentimes it happens that
you say ”no, no, this is our own damn thing”, and then you sit on it until the next day.
(ED #2)
Online, an artificial news flow is created from the old routines of the evening
deadline, in order to create the illusion of a constant stream of events and
updates.
We try to find an even flow during the day and week, we kind of don’t want to put
everything out right away and then there’s nothing during the day. If it’s something we
can hold on to, we do that so that the reader gets something new all the time,
particularly on weekends, public holidays and evenings. (MM #1)
The assumption is that longer articles are more sellable, that it draws the
audience towards the paper edition. The question is whether there is room for
deeper, more penetrating editorial work as the audience is increasingly fed
short, brief and superficial news through other channels.
We still publish a lot online. We put some things out with a certain delay. We do our
thematic stories three days a week and we have columnists and stuff that sometimes can
push the [online] publishing a day or so, so that the paper edition buyers get some
advantage from paying for it. But we’re about to revise that because – and many papers
are doing that now – looking at paywalls and holding back, not publishing everything
[online]. (UM #4)
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These policies and strategies have the main purpose of preserving the paper
edition by not giving away too much online under the assumption that they are
mutually exclusive. In other words, both publishing policies that have been
developed by the organizations are not designed to promote each edition as its
own product but rather territorialize the paper edition. Each policy is a process
of territorialization, a net of associations that strengthens the definition of the
organization as one dependent on the paper edition.
An interesting organizational routine for the newspaper organizations is the
expected routine of readers. This, by extension, is still part of the same
assemblage, executed not by anyone inside the organization, but by its readers.
Consider the following quote:
I think there will be [in the future] – as I said before – I think there will be an
exclusive group that is prepared to pay to have the newspaper delivered home at
breakfast. (UM #3)
The routine of delivering the newspaper every morning to subscribers, assumes
that readers want to start their day, over breakfast, reading the newspaper. This
routine is ingrained into the readership to such an extent that failure to deliver
would result in crisis:
If we had another 20 [subscribers in a rural part of the region] it would break even
delivering with the newspaper service. Now they have to wait until the regular mail
comes, and that made people really angry and irritated and we’ve had petitions and
stuff, but… Delivering every newspaper to these places costs 20 SEK and so it costs
double what we get, so if it’s running a deficit we can’t do it. (UM #5)
The expectation of readers and their apparent discomfort when the newspaper
fails to show up on time indicates a routine in place that provides input into the
assumption that readers are conservative, habitual. And that challenging that
habit causes anger or disassociation (cancellation of print subscription).
NWT & VF: Performing Study Visits
Another routine is regular study visits, which generally open with a 20-30 min
presentation of the organization using a PowerPoint slideshow that highlights
the history of the organization and then proceeds to show current figures and
challenges. Most notable is the “challenges” slide, which in one case stated that
the paper edition faced three main challenges: the younger generation, digital
media, followed by the online culture of (getting everything for) free. In
addition, the general financial developments in society were headlined as
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another economic challenge, more specifically the regional job market and the
state of the general economy.
The second part of the visits consists of a walking tour showcasing the office
area of some of the journalists and the advertising department. The tour then
shows the part of the building dedicated to the printing press.
These routines emphasize the organizations’ view of themselves as a place
where magic happens, and letting outsiders see the machines, the people and
know-how that make it happen is clearly a spectacle in itself. The main
difference between a newspaper organization and, say, an auto manufacturing
plant is the ideological and cultural manifestations scattered throughout the
buildings. The logic of professionalism makes newspapers stand out from other
organizations and is in itself a powerful incentive to keep going the way things
have always been.
Analysis and Discussion of Rituals and Routines
The rituals and routines constitute the implemented habits that reproduce the
organization, and a newspaper organization is a very routinized enterprise.
Writing and research during the day, printing at night, and the next day starts
over exactly the same with a new issue. Paired with editorial routines, there are
financial routines. At NWT, each employee should assume responsibility for
keeping costs down and loyalty up, the reward being loyalty back from the
employer. This almost Calvinistic approach to a “higher calling” of newswork,
combines two powerful incentive forces: that of belonging to a greater
machine, and that of performing a sacred duty. In this way, staff is motivated to
trust decisions to the upper levels of hierarchy. Routines were in the past very
much centered around Gustaf Ander’s preferred way of doing things, as is
evident in some of the other cultural artefacts as well, but the “loyalty for
thrift” strategy, which seems to permeate the organization still today, lends
itself to homogenization (coding) among the staff, and the relinquishing of
strategic decisions to the upper levels of the managers. Thus thrift and loyalty
are powerful territorializing forces that homogenize the assemblage towards a
common goal: keeping the organizational machine running by economizing.
This cost-effectiveness is further visible when examining reactions to
investments or technological innovation. The fact that the Web was dismissed
for ten years because it did not make a profit shows that the abovementioned
sentiments of the 1970’s were still active in the mid-1990’s, even though Gustaf
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Ander had left managing the business to his sons in 1986, he likely continued to
influence management at a distance until his passing in 2000. One simply does
not invest company capital in something that will not generate that capital back
with profit.
The next point to make of rituals and routines is the celebration of longevity.
By publicly drawing attention to company “birthdays”, longevity is set to appeal
to a public sensitivity to: quality, endurance and tradition – very powerful words
particularly in businesses that rely on these values in their business (e.g.
newspapers and banks). The symbolic stories can also be said to emphasize
quality, endurance and tradition.
As for VF, the most prominent ritual and routine is innovation with little
funding. The same thrift is applied here but by necessity rather than
entrepreneurial thrift. Loyalty to the underdog motivates employees to work
overtime in order to keep the organization afloat.
The study visits are performed in both organizations, and emphasize the
machine, the printing press and the advertising department; in other words, to
some extent fulfilling the public’s expectations of what a newspaper
organization looks like on the inside. In the universe created by these events,
the printing press is responsible for the newspaper, and advertisers for the
revenue. Very little is said about actual journalism or for that matter the online
edition, perhaps because it is seen as too abstract to constitute a spectacle, or
because it is too abstract even for the organization itself, making it difficult to
know what to do with within the parameters of a public event like a study visit.
The short presentation of “challenges” present in both organizations appeals to
industry values such as tradition, and to the readers’ sense of loyalty and history
by showcasing what year the organization was founded and how it has endured
previous paradigmatic shifts such as radio and TV. Present difficulties are
explained by affirming that paper is “the real deal” and putting the blame on a
generation that wants everything for free, without understanding the concept of
earning the right to read news, which traditionally is paying money for news.
These events could be read as stories of endurance much like the ones
encountered in the first category of “stories and myths”.
The publishing policies further show an organizational entrenchment,
expressed as a literal “water divider” (MM #1) between the print and online
edition. The publishing policies are designed to conserve and maintain the print
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edition while keeping the online edition active enough to attract the online
audience and enable the organization to seem with the times from a publicrelations standpoint.
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3. Symbols
Symbolic aspects of organizations such as uniforms, company cars, logos or
titles along with specialized jargon become a shorthand representation of the
nature of the organization (Johnson, 1992:30). “Physical symbols such as
architecture influence the way in which members make sense of events”
(Johnson, 2000:406), Knick-knacks, collectibles and objects on display show
“reverence for a particular stream of thought” (Boje, 2008:84).
NWT: Gustaf Ander
The foremost symbol of NWT is the patriarch, Gustaf Ander, and he is
remembered in several ways. The side street that encircles the newspaper
building is named after him. Ander’s spacious, old office is still left intact,
commemorating the man, his tastes, and his work. The weekly directorial
meetings are held here, every decision gazed upon by the spirit of the late
Ander from the paintings of him that decorate the room over the dark wooden
panelling. His desk and chair to one side are English 18th century, and
comfortable leather furniture occupies the centre of the room, which is also
adorned with a few rococo pieces. It is reminiscent of a member’s only
gentlemen’s club, which for all intents and purposes seems to be what it was,
and still is, as the members of top management (the only ones that meet here)
are all middle-aged and male.
Ander, it seems, was conservative both in his design tastes and political
persuasion. This act of remembrance keeps the values and practices of Gustaf
Ander alive in the organization. This rememberance is primarily of the
entrepreneurial kind, as the connotations surrounding Gustaf Ander are mostly
about being a financial hardliner and a firm believer in loyalty and unforgiving
of negligence. His habits and managerial method were autocratic, very routinebased and with a clear separation between managerial levels.
As a symbol, he stands for hard work and an uncompromising view on
employment, reward routines and day-to-day management. For example,
Gustaf Ander kept costs to an absolute minimum, utilizing every available legal
aspect to achieve the perfect, micro-managed enterprise. He was a businessman
first and foremost. His father, Ernst was the newspaperman (ED #2). The
organization, particularly in the 70’s, was characterized as an extremely topdown organization where a closed group comprised of the select few of top
management were involved in strategic decision-making (ED #2).
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Another symbol of Gustaf Ander’s rule of NWT is the newspaper’s building
that was finished in 1996. According to one respondent:
Most likely initiated by Gustaf himself as a visually grand legacy bestowed upon the
township, as a testament to his own work and achievements. (ED #2)
The building was erected four years prior to his death, while he was settling into
retirement. The interiors of NWT celebrate exclusive art and décor, the grand
entrance, according to one respsondent designed to be both “intimidating and
impressive” (ED #2).
NWT: Building a Legacy
The current NWT building opened in 1996. The exterior of the building
indicates a fertile financial heritage. The overall interior aesthetic of the NWT
building is nautical and grand, meant to be “a stimulating workplace of art and
culture” (UM #7). The lobby’s slate marble flooring, mahogany furniture and
leather chairs create a formal atmosphere that morphs art gallery, museum and
bank into one (see picture of “main lobby” below). Davis (1984:77) uses banks
and insurance companies to exemplify a design that is “conservative and
formal, conveying an image of reliability and dependability”, in itself an
important ideological standpoint for a newspaper organization, which perhaps
explains why the lobby of NWT in many ways does resemble a financial
institution. The design strategy is described as portraying the symbiotic
relationship between the newspaper and the geographical region, incorporating
elements of water with a decorative indoor waterfall in the lobby and an outside
fountain, nautical vessels and even covering one side of the building with ivy.
One respondent describes the aesthetic:
Well… The fish… Came with us from the beginning. So that… Had high priority
with us. The artistic décor. And… We hope that it benefits the employees if one
surrounds oneself with good art and waterfalls /…/.
What is it that the art and the waterfall add?
Probably increased creativity. Those that do editorial work by the waterfall, they say
that it’s a pure delight. (UM #7)
Thus it would seem that NWT has a deliberate strategy with the design
aesthetic not only for visitors and for representational purposes, but also for
the employees themselves. Furthermore, this is an aesthetic that expands for
each local newspaper the corporate group has acquired. As small newspapers
are acquired, NWT renovates the interior and puts in the same type of ship-
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wood floor and contributes art in order to “boost morale and increase
identification” (UM #7) with the NWT corporate culture.
To some extent, then, the architecture and design literally want to bring the
region into the building, merging the two, a message that seems to say: “we are
the region and the region is us”. The organization simply belongs, as a part of
nature.

The main lobby of NWT, with the main staircase, brass barrier posts and
the miniature printing press visible to the left encased in a glass box. To the right a fish
tank.
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Art and shipwood floors on the second floor of NWT.

NWT: Celebrating the Craft
The old printing industry and the manual craft of printing is given centrality. At
NWT, a scale model of the printing press adorns the middle of the lobby next
to a scale model of the building (see picture below). Both organizations’
walking tours devoted a significant part to visiting the printing press, yet neither
talked at length about new information technologies, and one organization
neglected to visit or even mention the web department.
A further example of territorializing the craft is found in a relatively recent
meta-article. It was an article headlined “Today, NWT changes editorial
system” describing an investment “[…] including a new IT platform, editorial
system, a new web publishing system and hardware in the form of for example
new computers and screens”. Comprised of an interview with the members of
staff responsible for the project, the article does not mention the Web or the
online edition, even though one staffer claims “it is the most significant change
in my 23 years of service”. The article concludes the somewhat detailed
rundown of technological specifics with the reporter assigned project manager,
ensuring the reader that:
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[T]he point is that the readers should not notice anything different in the
beginning. The paper will land in the mailbox as usual and it will look as it
always has. 9
The apologetic tone of the conclusion is noteworthy and it seems an obvious
paradox that a 10 million SEK software and hardware upgrade, which included
a component for web publishing, is not at all about web publishing, but rather
an investment that proudly amounts to no change at all for the readership.
The news value of this event is not an agent of change-engendering visions of
the future, but rather a kind of purchased stability and conservatism, set to put
existing readers at ease and preserve tradition. As Hansen (2007:931) argues,
“[o]ne understands a concept or an organization part by delineating what it is
not” and both organizations emphasize themselves as not being an online news
service. Rather, emphasis is placed on what is considered the core of the
enterprise – producing news on paper and delivering it to mailboxes. It is not
content that is at stake, or that needs reassurance, it is the tradition of a
particular form of distribution. The virtue of the medium is embedded in the
expectations of the subscribers. The organizations are also not subordinate to
Internet technologies, but rather see themselves as stable institutions whose
responsibility it is to assess and possibly deflect modernization. The print
edition is something that needs to be preserved, protected and left intact.

9 “Idag byter NWT redaktionellt system” https://www.nwt.se/ekonomi/article462926.ece
(retrieved 2012-12-06)
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The printing press illuminated at night at NWT.

A scale model of the current printing press on display in the lobby of NWT.
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NWT: Celebrating the Press
About the press, on the other hand, both organizations choose to discuss
speed, efficiency, even the cost of acquisition and maintenance, information
bits that command respect. The scene in the press hall where the printing press
resides during the study visits is not unlike a scene with young males gathered
around a sports car, doors and hood popped open, loud music playing. Just as
in the press hall, the crowd flocks around the exposed engine of the machine,
filled with stories of speed, power and cost of acquisition and maintenance. The
only difference is that when the boys discuss horsepower, the newspaper
discusses pages per second.
This is also evident in an article entitled “The printing press will be as new”10,
published in NWT in 2010, describing a 15-16 million SEK renovation. The
main premise of the article is a detailed description of engineers from the UK
who have performed maintenance work on the printing press, also detailing the
monetary size of the investment. The article conveys size. The press is large,
and so is the capital required to maintain it, as if to say: “this is how we
professionals do it”. The article opens up a part of the organization to the
public that is purely technical, revealing an aspect of production that no doubt
is part of an everyday occurrence for those in the organization. The article
becomes a powerful territorializing story that delineates readers and producers,
bloggers and journalists simply by inspiring awe and interest in its readers when
being let in behind the scenes.
During the study visit, the guide has memorized the performance facts of the
press and the group is visibly impressed. “Smell the ink!”, one guide exclaimed.
It did smell very much like burnt rubber on expensive rims. NWT takes
celebrating the printing press one step further by designing the printing press
building as a large, rectangular structure with a slanted rooftop. The shorter
sides are made entirely of glass, as is part of the roof. At night the building is
illuminated from the inside, its interior lights shining along with strategically
placed exterior spotlights. Not only does it emphasize the work ethic that a
newspaper never sleeps, it also resembles a church both in shape and size (see
picture “the printing press illuminated at night”). What is worshipped here is
the machinery. The worship of the press emphasizes that the newspaper
organization is (a product of) the printing technology and can therefore not
exist without it. The obsolete machines visible in the antique printing machines
10

”Tryckpressen ska bli som ny – Mångmiljonsatsning i NWT-huset” (NWT 2010-06-09)
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serve as a reminder of the longevity of the machinery. The printing press is
clearly put on display at NWT. This is evident in the design of the building, and
the very literal glass display in the lobby.
NWT: Celebrating Longevity
Another important symbol is age and longevity. At NWT, on one exterior side
of the building facing the larger parking lot, a birthday banner covering a large
part of one side of the building celebrates the paper’s 175th birthday. On a
superficial level, a birthday is a marketing opportunity; on a deeper level, it is an
explicit symbol, a reminder of the historical heritage, and that business has been
enduring and successful for a long time. Age in this context is a symbol of
durability, and durability in turn is seen as necessitating quality, and to some
extent also culture in that the history of the organization is intertwined with the
history of the town.
Johnson (1992:36) argues that “[s]ymbols of change are important for they
signal change at the level of mundane reality for those operating in the
organization.” An example would be the changes to the NWT logo in 2011
following a graphic redesign of the paper edition. The blue “Nya WermlandsTidningen” logo changed to black, reminiscent of monochromatic newspapers.
This change is ambiguous. It signals change, but it is not apparent what kind of
change. The contents of the newspaper, with the new layout and graphic design
were decidedly more Metro-like, or even web-esque with its sans-serif headlines
and colour-coded sections. Thus it would seem that the paper is the new web,
whereas the web edition with its serif typefaces and small font size more
resembles a print edition.
The website brand name “nwt.se” eventually also changed to black. The
remaining distinction between the two brand names still signals a conceptual as
well as an editorial differentiation.
VF: Proud Underdog
Even with a famous CEO in its past, it does not seem that there is any one
person that most accurately symbolizes VF in the same way that NWT has
Gustaf Ander. Ironically though, it seems that Gustaf Ander may be the most
significant influence on VF as well. The foremost symbol of VF is playing the
part of the underdog. This role imbues VF with a kind of proud, stimulating
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work environment which may be more explicit “on the floor” than with top
management (ED #3).
This atmosphere results in the same cost-effectiveness as NWT, however with
significantly less profit margins.
Since shaking the label “Wåxnäs-Pravda”, and the political aspect of the paper
declined somewhat (ED #3), VF has defined itself according to what it is not,
and in this case, it defines itself as not being NWT. They see themselves as
representing the balance of the region for “common folk” and for the
politically and culturally un-bourgeois. Fighting “the great dragon” (ED #3) is a
term used to describe the ethos and mission of the organization.
VF: A Worn Building With a Rich History
It’s in the walls – that this is how we’ve always done it, and there are those who are
techno-eager and are willing to change and are very offensive, and then there are those
who feel that: ‘oh, this is the devil coming…’ Who see it as a threat rather than an
opportunity. (MM #4)
A newspaper building, as a symbol, is a central, territorializing process of
history and identity. It embodies and displays past successes and failures. In
short, the building is the absolute manifestation of organizational culture and
understanding its history and how it is symbolically embedded in the present is
the first point of entry into this culture. To make better sense of the origin and
meaning of the symbols found in and around the building, contextualizing the
artifacts historically and culturally is necessary.
In 1967, VF relocated to their present building (see fig. 2). The organization
moved from a “newspaper factory” situated in central Karlstad, where NWT at
the time had their main building as well. A significant part of the downtown
central block was occupied by two large newspaper houses, and there was a
desire from the city council to free up downtown space for commercial and
residential purposes. As VF was in desperate need of physical expansion, a
move was made.
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Fig. 2 – Värmlands Folkblad’s main entrance.

The choice fell on Våxnäs, in what is now one of Karlstad’s districts for
secondary industry. In 1967 however, the district had plenty of room for
expansion. For the staff, the prospect of moving to a largely undeveloped field
in the rural outskirts of Karlstad was seen as “awful” (ED #3). A general fear
among the staff was that moving would mean losing touch with the town and
the readership. Eventually, the spacious advantages of the new, modern locales
turned the situation around, and the move was accepted. Engwall (1984:298)
states in his historical study of VF that “[t]he new property was very rationally
designed and seems to have resulted in great satisfaction”. The then ecclesiastic
minister of Sweden, Olof Palme, (who two years later became prime minister
and president of the social democratic party) inaugurated the building. Today,
the building is described as “run down but filling its function” (MM#4) and the
somewhat worn state of the building suggests some financial difficulties, or at
least the absence of abundant financial profit.
In summary, the building in a very literal way manifests not only the political
affiliation of VF and the worker’s movement but also the financial strategy of
each organization: VF’s tight budget and politically engaged philosophy of
producing news for the “common working man” (UM #4).
The ”functional” approach to space appropriation is evident also on the inside,
seemingly emphasizing work without unnecessary resources devoted to
aesthetics or distractions. The interior décor is very sparse and minimalistic,
with few or no decorations, which might signify lack of funds, or that funds are
put to use elsewhere, since computers and office spaces are relatively modern.
The lobby is simple and functional with a small reception desk connected to the
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administrative offices, increasing the sense of economy and egalitarianism
(Schein 2004:41). A worn, antique piece of printing equipment adorns the
seating area in the lobby, as a reminder of history, and particularly a used
history (see fig. 3).
Above the first staircase, floors are made of grayish worn, sanded concrete
adding to the image of a factory floor. Two doors lead to hallways populated by
offices and linoleum floors add some warmth to the otherwise rather barren
aesthetic. The second staircase lands on a chequered social area leading up to
the main dining hall where all congregations of an organization-wide nature are
held.
The main dining hall of VF, too, is sparse, almost industrial with linoleum
floors and white walls. It is furnished with long tables and simple plastic chairs.
Everything is stripped, simple, functional and spartan-esque – an aesthetic that
permeates the entire building. It is a place of focused work with no distractions
or embellishments.
VF: Celebrating the Craft
VF might not put their printing press on such deliberate display, but they have
printing antiques in the lobby serving the same function for visitors.
During the study visit at VF, considerable time was spent showing the printing
press In addition, the study visit started with an introduction by one of the
respondents, who displayed a copy of the newspaper in front of the visitors and
said: “This is our latest paper edition. And this is how I assume you all want to
read the news. This is how I think that news should be read.”
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Fig. 3 – Antique printing equipment in the lobby of VF.

VF: The Political Legacy
At VF, empty bulletin boards – leftovers from past and present unionization –
are visible in the press hall showing the organization as a worker’s movement
organization. The political atmosphere at VF is a strong tradition.
During the opening presentation of the study visit, political editorials were
discussed and the guide asked the vistors’ opinions about the latest political
manoeuvres made by the current party leader in Stockholm. The importance of
the state support for secondary newspapers is often emphasized, as well as “the
other newspaper’s” contempt for it.
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The political heritage – an empty bulletin board (left) from
the now defunct “print workers union” and a union information bulletin
advertising information on union rights. (right)

Analysis and Discussion of Symbols
The symbols of NWT celebrate the legacy of Gustaf Ander, and several
physical artefacts that are put on display are embedded in a particular part of
the organization’s history – namely in the traditional, historical past. Artefacts
such as antiques and memorabilia speak directly to a general past of the craft,
whereas items such as the lavish and grand exteriors and interiors of the NWT
building naturally frame the dirty and primal machines in a luxurious setting,
aesthetically conveying a cause and effect relationship between the machine and
its exterior. The machine then becomes an agent of causal territorialization, of
which the impressive exterior is a direct result like the linear, causal layers of an
onion.
The lavish interiors at NWT function symbolically at the organizational level,
where the organizational identity in the minds of the public is established
through symbolic or aesthetic means (Schmitt and Simonson 1997). The NWT
building conveys size, stability, age and refinement perhaps catering to that
customer-base.
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The scattered antiques and memorabilia serve as reminders of a past that may
or may not have ever existed in the first place, celebrating the craft of
journalism. The public displays of profit, in the form of oil paintings and
statues instill a sense of institutionalized responsibility, and a successful
exercising of that responsibility.
The patriarchal and manor-like ambience of NWT signify a conservative, strict
and well-maintained organization that has meticulously spent the last 100 years
successfully optimizing its paradigm. The difficulty in rethinking such a
minutely put together business paradigm can result in difficulties when external
forces would force the organization to think outside of it. The longer time a
territorializing expressive process has been implemented, the more rigid
routines and patterns it creates.
At VF, the exteriors tell a different story but with the same effect on the
organizational paradigm. Here, poverty rather than maintaining profit is the
driving force to excel. Survival under meagre circumstances is seen as part of
VF’s identity, indeed of the paradigm itself. A great source of pride comes from
the ability to provide an alternative news outlet to the rich, larger organization,
particularly when it is done in spite of the current state of the industry. The
political legacy is visually clearly present at VF, even if the political reporting
has lessened somewhat, but the politics do not place the constraints. For VF it
is rather financial difficulties coupled with a fractioned long-term strategy where
it is hard to decide if the Web is an asset or not (a misalignment that was made
evident during the study visit).
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4. Organizational Structure
“Formal organizational structures reflect and preserve power structures”
(Johnson 2000:406).
NWT & VF: Web Departments are Islands
The web departments have become add-ons to the rest of the organizational
structure, and web directors have come to bear sole responsibility of advocating
the online edition and its place in the organization, a task which can be
frustrating (MM #1; MM #4).
This condition becomes most apparent in discussions around the cause of the
decline, where the web departments of both organizations vehemently maintain
the following points:
-

The Internet does not bear any sizeable blame for the current decline.
The online edition and the print edition do not cannibalize each other,
because they are two distinctly different editorial products.
The only way to advance digital business models is to allocate resources,
innovate and experiment, particularly focusing on mobility and by
changing strategy to “platform” rather than “print vs web”.

These three points are held in common by the web directors of both
organizations, and they both experience difficulty in getting the rest of the
organization on board with any of the three points, a direct result of being
protective of the territorializing forces of the organizations that are of the
“print edition” variety.
NWT & VF: Compensating With Alternative Revenue Streams
Both newspapers are structurally and formally designed to produce newspapers.
The evening deadline, the artificial flow of news to the website, and the
emphasis of selling print ads before digital ads are evidence of this. A middle
manager states:
Then again we are very organized after the paper edition really. The Web has become a
little supplement to the paper edition. (MM #1)
The inertial forces of structure has left management with few options to
generate revenue from the online edition, thus seeking revenue elsewhere, a
practice common in the industry. A few examples illustrate this point.
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• In 2010, VF started an online bookstore for print books entitled “VF
Bokhandel” (VF Bookstore) selling general fiction as well as works by
local authors.
• In 2011, NWT announced a separate and colour-coded page under the
nwt.se domain entitled Arbeteekonomi.se – Om och för Värmländskt näringsliv
(workbusiness.se – about and for businesses in Värmland), a website
dedicated to bringing regional news from the realm of finance.
• In 2012, VF introduces a free version of VF as a result of merging with
Metro, available freely around town.
• In September 2012, NWT announced the NWT Digishop, an online
music store that sells digital downloads of music and books, a platform
that is eventually going to be catering to local music talent.
• VF prints and publishes VF Näringsliv, a print paper dedicated to local
businesses.
• Both NWT and VF sell their printing services.
• NWT owns and rents out real estate including apartments and offices.
The strategy is to grow and mature into media houses, with multiple revenue
streams that can sustain the paper edition using the online edition as a traffic
attractor for those other streams. This strategy is confirmed by an upper
manager:
That’s how it will be in the future. That you have a variety of concepts and that you
from having had… As a media company our revenue has been advertising and
subscription. But if you reach multiple revenue streams in the future, while these two
will lessen somewhat… At least our website makes ends meet now. That’s not too bad,
it was… But we’re not making any money off of it. We cover our costs. (UM #1)
Thus, adding new additional revenue streams rather than changing the core
production circumvents having to redefine the core processes of production.
Analysis and Discussion of Organizational Structure
The web departments can conceptually be seen as lone islands in the
organizations. Staffed by few and with scarce resources, they are sometimes the
only ones that fully realize the potential of the Web. Often forced to fight an
uphill battle with management for funds or indeed for existence, they represent
an aspect of the organizational structure that has been reluctantly integrated
into the greater machine. In one of the study visits, they were completely
absent, in the other negated. This speaks to how the organization sees activities
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on the Web as something necessary but financially risky. In the case of NWT, it
can be visually argued, as the use of a different brand name for the website
(“nwt.se” as opposed to “Nya Wermlands-Tidningen”) can be seen as a way of
deterritorializing the online edition, separating it from the print edition, without
tarnishing the established brand name of the print edition. It could also enable
marketing the online edtion to a different readership, making the logo more
web-like (sans-serif no capital letters, the brand name being the website
domain). As Hansen (2007:931) argues, “[o]ne understands a concept or an
organization part by delineating what it is not” as NWT chooses to label the
website as “not the newspaper” and the newspaper as “not the website”. The
result is a clear divider, conceptually as well as practically that acts as an extra
hull around the organization that again protects the integrity of the prime
product. It is interesting to note that when the first, early version of the website
was published in 1996 the organization and the website shared the same logo.

The “Nya Wermlands-Tidningen” website in 1996
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The “nwt.se” website in 2007

When the website was resurrected 11 years later it had been given a new name
and a new logo – this time “nwt.se” using a sans-serif typeface.
At VF, the web department has been restructured several times during the
course of this study. The initial 1,5 positions that were dedicated to the Web
along with an online business strategist, has now been reduced to one full-time
position and an organization-wide strategist that handles all marketing issues.
The alternative revenue streams, and becoming “media houses” are attempts to
circumvent the issue of digitization, where each side-business constitutes a
crutch for the print edition, increasing its potential longevity. These alternative
revenue streams are expressive and material components imported into the
current assemblage with one sole purpose: patrolling the borders of the
territory, and strengthening the cohesion of the assemblage.
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5. Control Systems
Control systems are defined as “[t]he more formalized control systems and
rewards which delineate the important areas of activity focus.” (Johnson
1992:30) Control systems describe systems that are put in place to regulate,
monitor and assess the organization’s work.
NWT: Controlling Costs
As has already been established, costs are highly controlled at NWT, which is
evident in the major, implemented routines. Material is micro-managed and
maximized, such as writing paper or stationary. (SUPP #1) (ED #2) In order to
avoid employee dissatisfaction, a bonus system is put in place that has been
known to result in an extra monthly salary around Christmas. (MM #6)
Cost-cutting is presented as an integral part of the Gustaf Ander legacy in the
2011 anniversary fiscal report:
[…] Gustaf Ander, who so dominated the corporation’s post WW2
growth- period when it came to market comprehension and cost control.
But also technological rejuvenation and product development. (NWT
2011:32)
NWT & VF: Circulation, Subscription and Coverage
The primary source of control for both NWT and VF is monitoring and
following up statistics regarding circulation, the amount of subscribing readers,
and geographical coverage. These factors are the first reported numbers
mentioned in each organization’s annual report. Both organizations frequently
consult websites such as the Association of Swedish Adverstisers KIA Index11
– “the official measuring currency of Swedish websites” in order to analyze web
traffic, and receive the latest rankings of Sweden’s top visited websites.
Success is determined according to the amount of circulation and coverage, as
is evident in NWT’s anniversary fiscal report:
The subscribed morning edition’s position is not strengthening. The longterm trend with diminished circulation, fluctuating household coverage
and lost market shares in the advertising market is clear. (NWT 2011:34)

11 The Association of Swedish Advertisers KIA-Index http://www.kiaindex.net
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The above quote from the 2011 annual report, in its context, is a look back at
what was said in 2004, but nevertheless it shows the important yardsticks for
gauging success (or failure). VF’s 2011 annual report is no different:
VF’s circulation has continued to decline, even though the decline as in
previous years has levelled out in the second half of the fiscal year. (VF
2011:3)
Asking an upper manager about whether there really is a crisis in the industry,
yielded the following answer:
Right now you could say that there is. The advertising revenue is severely down.
(UM #7)
The quote has been used once before in this study, under stories, but
nevertheless shows how the perceived “crisis” is distilled into four words –
quite simply that advertising revenue is down.
NWT & VF: Rewarding Quality Work
Other than these quantitative statistics as a way of measuring success,
qualitative success is primarily associated with industry prizes, and in 2011 both
NWT and VF were awarded a prize each. In April 2011, VF won the Värmland
Journalistic Association12 (VJF)’s prize for an investigative story that exposed a
dishonest construction company for exploiting foreign labour. The prize was
awarded VF for “making an imprint in the media” by VJF. Journalism prizes
tend to be very industry-ceremonial with the industry in essence praising itself
without necessarily basing its rewards on input from customers. The profession
itself, as described by one respondent, can be quite isolated from its customers:
The readers are barely supposed to affect what we write about. Yeah… We’re supposed
to find the scoops on our own, because we’re doing investigative journalism. (MM #4)
If working on one’s own serves a purpose in and of itself, the system of news
production, then, seems like a very closed process.
Simultaneously, also in April of 2011, NWT was rewarded, although not for
journalistic work per se, but for entrepreneurship. The event was highlighted in
the 2011 annual report:

12 Värmlands Journalistförening VJF – http://www.vjf.se
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In April 2011, NWT’s corporate director Lars Ander accepted the Royal
Patriotic Society’s medal for distinguished entrepreneurship. (NWT
2011:7)
To summarize, the regional industry is an industry that thrives off praise from
its peers as well as from other institutional organizations, whilst engaging in
organizational rituals and routines that are subject to cost-cutting and targets
comprised of circulation numbers and advertising revenue.
Analysis and Discussion of Control Systems
The measuring of organizational performance in the regional newspaper
industry is very quantitative and targets tend to be numerical. There does not
seem to be many qualitative goals, or qualitative measurements that the
organizations aspire to on their own, that are in any way customer-oriented.
Although 2011 saw VF being awarded a prize for journalistic impression, and
NWT for distinguished entrepreneurship – each organization effectively
representing one side of the two-sided coin of the newspaper profession –
neither award came from a customer-perspective, from satisfied customers. It
seems that NWT and VF rarely conduct readers-polls or perform surveys prior
to strategy implementation. Both organizations argue that it is due to “a lack of
time and resources” and that the only ones that have the means and inclination
to create, execute, aggregate and analyze polls and surveys are academics and
other statistical agencies (e.g. UM #1; MM #1; MM #4).
This complete deterritorialization of readers is apparent in the types of prizes
and awards of the industry. Awards for entrepreneurship or good investigative
journalism are awards from organizations representing the profession given to
the people in the profession. Perhaps one can argue that the Royal Patriotic
Society is not of the media industry per se, but it still represents an official
institution rather than the public. Award-systems like this signal a detachment
from the readership when it comes to validation, to the point where it does not
seem that the industry needs to be validated by the public.
At the individual reward level, the bonus system at NWT fills a kind of
panopticon-esque function where even though the annual extra salary seems
arbitrary and across the line, the possibility of the bonus being based on
personal performance exists, possibly creating a behaviour that (perhaps
particularly towards the end of the year) is characterized by seeking the
approval of management.
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It seems that tightening of existing control systems within the existing paradigm
is a way for NWT and VF to cope with change. Cutting costs, rationalizing and
chasing household coverage ratios seems to occupy more of the daily agenda
than attempting a broader, paradigmatic change. For an institutional
organization such as NWT or VF, realizing the type of change needed is the
most difficult part of facilitating change in the dominant paradigm. As
organizations tend to negotiate change within their paradigm, rather than
venturing outside of it – reinventing it – the prospects of change become
limited. Protecting what is believed as the immutable core of the business
prevents significant change. As argued by Johnson (1992), thinking about
change in an effective way requires a positive change-climate. Managers have to
think of strategic change as operating according to the symbols and routines
that underpin organizational life. Providing a signal of change by, for instance
changing some key routines, or developing a new logotype might be more
effective in creating an atmosphere of change in the organization than formal
strategy documentation.
Managing change is often conceived by executives as control systems and
structural changes; however these are typically thought of as means of
monitoring change rather than signalling change. In fact they should be
seen as both. For example a change in emphasis from control of costs to
a emphasis on monitoring effective customer service, is not simply a
means of monitoring the progress of a changed strategy, it is also a major
signal of a change in corporate culture. (Johnson 1992:35)
This kind of paradigmatic shift has been discussed by, for instance, Levitt
(1960):
the organization must learn to think of itself not as producing goods or
services but as buying customers, as doing the things that will make
people want to do business with it. And the chief executive himself has
the inescapable responsibility for creating this environment. (Levitt
1960:21)
For NWT and VF, this would be an example of a change in strategy that would
act as a necessary precursor to paradigmatic change. The emphasis on “cost
control” by downsizing the web department or “chasing circulation numbers”
by sending out discounted subscriptions to the region’s unsubscribing citizens,
views customers as recipients of an already optimized service with little
flexibility for innovation. In this sense, the control systems exemplify a set of
expressive territorializing forces that impose limitations on the processes and
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aims of each organization, to such an extent that it becomes difficult to venture
outside the existing paradigm.
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6. Power Structures
“Power is associated with the key constructs of the paradigm; the routine and
symbolic aspects of the organization” (Johnson 2000:406).
NWT: The Closed, Strict Autocracy
The circumstances of meeting the top executive of NWT deserve observational
attention and for this particular exposition, subject anonymity is waived, as it
reveals no personal opinion expressed by the subject. Meeting Lars Ander, the
owner of NWT, I was greeted in the lobby and lead up the main staircase by a
secretary and shown into a spacious office with comfortable leather furniture
and a large wooden desk at the centre, behind which the elderly owner was
already seated. The desk was situated so that a visitor arrives from the side of
the room. I was offered tea or coffee and the secretary was quickly urged to
accommodate. A moment later, as the interview had just started, she reappeared
with coffee and a sandwich, and was instructed to offer both to me. During the
interview several senior members of staff would appear to quickly conduct
business and be on their way, including the CEO who was invited to join the
interview at one point, and did so. The atmosphere was benevolent, informal
and efficient yet firmly old-fashioned (there is no computer in sight) and
autocratic.
When asked about the single most important aspect that has put NWT where it
is today one respondent states:
That one person is in charge and contributes to production. That makes us a little
unique. /…/ Fast decisions and healthy capital. And you know who the owner is.
It’s not a foundation or a union movement. Say what you want about private
entrepreneurship but it has in itself an incredible dynamic. (UM #7)
Unique or not, the power structures of both organizations are essentially
autocratic. A middle manager (MM #6) described the old managerial logic of
NWT by remembering Gustaf Ander:
It was assumed that we would address him by using [the formal “you”] (the Swedish
language like German separates formal and informal “you”) and it was only after I
had worked there a full year that I literally bumped into him coming round the bend of
a corridor. As we collected ourselves, he sized me up and said: “You have worked here
a while now. I think you can call me [informal you] now.
Strategic decisions are made by the select few that represent top management.
This closed group alone represents the only strategic decision-making of the
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corporation. It is not a democratic process, but rather an autocratic one. (ED
#2)
Under Gustaf Ander, the staff was kept on a tight leash, and any tardiness or
even untidiness was frowned upon. For more serious mistakes, even senior
staff members could be immediately discharged. Paraphrasing a respondent:
People could be fired on the spot for small things, really. I remember once that some
mishap of a financial nature had occurred and Gustaf and one of his sons drove up in
their car. With a chauffeur of course. And Gustaf never left the car, while his son
marched through the editorial room into the financial manager’s office. Five minutes
later he emerged, and the guy had been fired. (SUPP #1)
All decisions were made behind closed doors, and no one elsewhere in the
organization is kept in the loop (ED #2)
Newspaper organizations have, as any institutional organization, dictated their
own reality, and how to deal with the “outside”, particularly when it comes to
what constitutes good work, and the regulatory system that controls that work.
Consider the following quote from a respondent:
I do think that there’s been a certain change in how journalism is viewed and what the
paper should contain. We’ve gotten more aware that our environment has changed. I
guess there has been a gradual insight in the industry that we have to make a paper
that readers want to pay for. You can’t just fill it with articles however you want, and
that realization has probably hit home. The best thing used to be when a colleague had
read your article or that you were given an award somewhere. But you can’t write for
your own people. We partly work differently today. So yes, there has been some
conservatism, but we’ve realized that change is necessary. (MM #5)
This respondent puts a finger on how the industry was very much engaged in
self-affirmation, and set its own standards as to how a “good” editorial product
should look. Gradually, these closed boundaries are starting to loosen and the
newspapers are becoming more customer-oriented. But, as the respondent
comments, there is still some way to go.
VF: The Open Oligarchy
The managerial style and power structures of VF are visible in the larger corner
office belonging to the CEO at the end of the hallway. And a few insights into
the organizational dynamic between manager and employee can be gleaned by
describing the interview session with the then-CEO, Lena Larsson.
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I was greeted by her in person in the lobby and led up the staircase to the office
floor. As we walked along the corridors she cheerfully greeted coworkers by
exchanging quick remarks and personal questions about someone’s newly
arrived family member on the way to her office before our interview, in an
obvious effort to show interest in, and keep up with the personal lives of the
staff who informally reply. The atmosphere is egalitarian and informal, and it
appeared as if the CEO was a “woman of the people”. She offered coffee on
the way to the office and we momentarily stop at a coffee machine in the
hallway. Her corner office is spacious but simple, cluttered but at the same time
organized. We sat at a small coffee table in one corner of her office that has
two comfortable chairs and a small couch. Throughout the interview her late
model Macbook Pro’s e-mail application frequently makes the incoming mail
sound, but we are not interrupted during the interview. The working
atmosphere seems informal and relaxed.
Prior to the interview, it had come to my attention from other respondents that
six months earlier she had received the “Manager of the Year” award at the
“2010 Competence Gala”, an annual Swedish event arranged by the magazine
Chef.se (Manager[domain name]) along with a number of organizations, most
prominently Ledarna, the Swedish branch organization for managers. In the
magazine interview after the award ceremony it is stated that
She shocked her coworkers by open-heartedly talking about her children,
her upbringing and what her life had looked like. She liberated the role of
CEO from the ancient directorial chair. […] Lena Larsson is oftentimes
seen emptying the dishwasher in the staff kitchen, small-talking with just
anyone in the hallways, and eating her lunch in the staff lounge.
(Emdén, 2010)
The magazine’s interview concludes by stating that “perhaps the nicest
compliment comes from one of the co-workers who claims: ‘We have fun
together in the organization today. That’s her doing.’” As much as the
statement indicates a present condition it also indicates a prior, different
leadership style of much more formal and perhaps hierarchical nature, which
was not much “fun” and perhaps more old-fashioned.
In both cases, the success of the newspapers is attributed to the managerial
style. The previous CEO of VF, Sune Lundh who managed VF between 1969
and 1999, was known for his networking skills and his ability to build relations
with extraorganizational institutions such as the government, the social
democratic party and even with NWT. Other stakeholders were also part of
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Lundh’s regular network such as The Swedish Cooperative Union, The
Workers’ Educational Association and The Swedish Trade Union Association.
Another finding regarding power structure is, as has been mentioned before,
the position of the web departments relative to the remainder of the
organization. In both cases, the web managers experienced trouble with being
heard by management, or even believed when explaining the dynamics of the
Internet and its impact on the print edition. They were not capable of rewriting
the predominant organizational story: that the Web is responsible for the
revenue decline, and that Web and print are mutually exclusive. In other words,
any success of the Web edition will be at the expense of the print edition. The
general consensus remained sceptical and resources to manage reader
comments or educate the advertising department in online sales were minimal.
From the upper levels of management, the message was that one could not
spend finances investing in something that a) might mean the demise of the
only functioning business model we have, or b) might lead to nothing. Thus no
further investment was to be made to the online edition as long as ROI could
not be guaranteed.

NWT

Public

VF

Public

The hierarchy of regional news, both within each organization and in society as
gatekeepers of news to the public. The organizations are hierarchical because the news
dissemination is hierarchical.
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Analysis and Discussion of Power Structures
It is clear that NWT enjoys a firm, conservative autocratic power structure
where information tends to flow vertically rather than laterally. The owner’s
group appears somewhat isolated from the rest of the organization in terms of
transparency. The owners run the organization as a small business, putting the
majority of resources towards cost management rather than innovation.
The risk of any autocratic organization with a historically deeply rooted
paradigm is that it is likely to exhibit strong internal and external inertial forces.
Fairhurst et al (1995:170), for example, notes the connection between autocracy
and inertial forces and argues that “a top management autocratic leadership
style may serve as a source of inertia to inhibit participative practices lower in
the organization.” Hannan and Freeman (1977) also noted that history is a
logical source of inertia as the result of normative constraints and
institutionalization processes. Thus, any organization with a long-standing
autocratic leadership-style is in danger of suffering from organizational inertia
once faced with paradigmatic change. Particularly as managerial routines
become more entrenched with the passing of time (Hannan and Freeman
1977).
VF’s power structure is also hierarchical, where a few are in charge over the
many – an oligarchy. In this case, management is led by a CEO and a board of
directors that meet regularly to discuss strategy. Innovation is hindered by a
lack of monetary resources, and the main ethos of the organization is to do the
best that can be done with the scarce resources at hand, and that includes not
prioritizing maintenance of physical locales. (see “symbols” for a lengthier
discussion on the building) The organization seems to be relatively informal
even though it is an oligarchy, and rather than winning the approval of upper
management, the main driving force of the employees at VF is to maintain the
organization itself – loyalty to the institution rather than to management.
Thus, it is clear that VF most likely suffers the same internal, inertial forces as
NWT most likely suffers from: Historically rooted, established routines existing
in an autocratic – or oligarchic – corporate environment whose priority is set to
survival through maintenance and stability.
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7. The Paradigm
“The paradigm” is at the core of Johnson’s model of the cultural web, and
depicted as surrounded by, and analytically speaking corresponding to, six
cultural artefacts. The artefacts support the paradigm. The term is defined by
Johnson (1992:29) as “a core set of beliefs and assumptions held relatively
commonly by the managers” that is essentially cultural and shared by the
members of that organization. These beliefs and assumptions are unconscious,
and contain, in taken for granted terms, the organization’s view of itself. These
assumptions are:
likely to evolve over time, might embrace assumptions about the nature of
the organizational environment, the managerial style in the organization,
the nature of its leaders, managerial style and the operational routines seen
as important to ensure the success of the organization. (Johnson 1992:29)
Thus what the following section aims to reveal is not only the assumptions
themselves but also the underlying, tacit thought processes that the
assumptions result in, and that fashion the overt assumptions. This allows for
an understanding of managerial processes that is culturally, politically and
cognitively grounded. The purpose is to reveal an organizational complexity
that suggests that managerial processes and behaviours cannot be readily and
objectively analyzed and understood.
The paradigm, from a cultural perspective, represents the tacit culture as
opposed to and coexisting with the overt culture. It is a cognitive structure
“embedded in a web of symbolic, political and structural aspects of
organizations that help interpret and provide responses to conditions faced by
the organization.” (Johnson 2000:405) If the cultural artefacts exist in
misalignment with the paradigm, the organization experiences “strategic drift” a
phenomenon described by Johnson (1992:33) as:
[G]radually, perhaps imperceptibly, the strategy of the organization will
become less and less in line with the environment in which the
organization operates. This may be a process which takes very many years
may not be discerned by the managers until the drift becomes so marked
that performance decline results. […] Managers are likely to discount
evidence contrary to the paradigm but readily absorb that which is in line
with the paradigm. Change which is within the paradigm is therefore likely
to be more comfortable. Moreover, radical challenges to the paradigm are
likely to give rise to political resistance and reaction which further embeds
the organization in its existing strategy.
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Strategic drift can be a spectral, deterritorializing process. In institutional
organizations that have difficulties reconciling ideological and organizational
concerns with the organizational environment, spectrality manifests as strong
territorializing forces by conserving memories and stories, in essence keeping
them alive in the present. As spectrality becomes a part of each artefact in the
cultural web, their influence becomes increasingly territorializing, preserving
and conserving certain conceptions of the past.
In order to form an initial point of entry and assess the paradigm and what it
culturally represents for NWT and VF, it makes sense to focus on how each
organization feels about the product that today sustains each organization – the
newspaper. The associations and attitudes that either protect (territorialize) or
destabilize (deterritorialize) should reveal the main paradigm that can then be
further understood in the context of the six supporting artefacts.
Identifying the Paradigm of NWT and VF
It is clear that both NWT and VF proudly understand themselves to be
newspaper producing organizations rather than aligning with a more general
definition such as news producing organizations, irrespective of medium or
platform. This understanding has several roots, structurally, politically and
historically grounded in each organization.
It is important to note that the two organizations have very different
organizational cultures, even though they are in the same business and conduct
exactly the same work. In order to provide two distinct points of entry into a
holistic analysis, it is necessary to describe each organization individually at this
point. This is not done to facilitate any sort of comparative analysis, but rather
to show how each organization has arrived at their present predicament.
NWT’s paradigm is characterized as a self-made, patriarchal, autocratic,
somewhat bourgeois organization that recognizes the value of an honest day’s
work. The work is its own reward, and the profit of the organization is a direct
result of careful and meticulous economics. Although not short on resources or
profit margins, NWT chooses not to be a risk-taker and instead focus on
cutting costs in order to stabilize business. It is still a well-maintained family
business that intends to remain so by focusing on maintenance and
rationalization during periods of change.
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VF’s paradigm reveals itself as an organization for the people by the people. Its
distinguishing profile is demotic by maintaining a presence at public sporting
events and publicly arranged fairs and raffles. Profits have been sparse for the
last decades, prompting VF to very much define itself as the struggling people’s
underdog and one that has to be inventive, visible, and “out there” in order to
stay alive. The strong political background may have faded into memory but it
is still at the heart of the value system. No profit is spent on locales or other
cosmetics, in order to maximize profit perhaps, or even to further emphasize
the idea of the “pure” underdog by carefully maximizing the use of what by
extension is the public’s money. The political agenda has faded somewhat, but
devotion to a political ideal is as strong as ever. Generally speaking, both
organizations are suffering the same decline, and are equally puzzled as to what
needs to be done. Their apparent, superficial strategies are the same.
The first point that will be addressed under “paradigm” is the product itself,
and its conservative readership. As stated by one of the respondents when
discussing whether investing in the web edition is worthwhile: “The paper
edition is our premium product” (UM #4). Not only is it the main product, its
longevity is taken more or less for granted, because of its place in history:
There will always be two versions of the paper edition. It will always remain but
circulation will be down. As long as there are paper mills that can deliver news-paper
that is. /…/ Nothing will replace the print edition. But our circulation may be cut in
half over 20 years. But we can still produce it and make it work financially; I promise
it can be done. (UM #7)
This statement suggests that even if circulation continues to drop, the print
edition will never cease to be. It sustains itself or it does not – in which case the
online edition’s mission will be to sustain the paper edition. A future without a
paper edition is foreign to many perhaps because of what it signifies: a heritage
based on singular gatekeeping, of authoritarian power to decide what is news
and what is not. If the print edition goes away, it seems that the balance of
power would go away with it. It also seems to address a fear of a “paperless”
society – a society where people subscribe to newspapers out of habit rather
than an active search for information (repeating a quote used earlier):
We are afraid of that change – when people aren’t getting the newspaper in their
mailboxes anymore. Because one of the most important reasons why I have the paper is
that my parents had it. It’s tradition. If you break that tradition you can get black
holes. /…/ They don’t come back in other ways. Not all of them. (UM #6)
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What this respondent is referring to is that readers do not easily translate
between mediums. A reader that cancels a paper subscription does not
automatically move to the Web, or to a tablet. The force of habit in newspaper
readership is seen as being so particular that asking readers to change medium
is nearly equal to asking them to cancel everything. This conception is in direct
contrast to e.g. Dutta-Bergman (2004) who suggests that medium is secondary
to interest, i.e. if someone is interested in politics that person will seek out
information irrespective of platform.
This “interest” that the paper edition relies on, comes from family members
(perceived as ages 35 and up) that habitually engage in a routinized behaviour
of newspaper reading – usually understood to be at the breakfast table first
thing in the morning:
There are people that have had the paper for 40, 50 years and they are our faithful…
Our faithful customers. (UM #2).
This habit of thinking of news as news on paper is not limited to the readers, it
also exists among the media workers, in this case the advertising department
not being able to “push” for online advertising. This behaviour indicates a clear
path where, not only is management aware of the problem, it might be seen as
unimportant to address because online advertising is not prioritized due to
weak profit margins.
The place of the web edition in that assumption is not apparent or universally
agreed upon. There is some consensus that “the web is an add-on to the paper
edition.” (MM #1) There is also some that start to revert back, and talk about
closing off content:
It’s incomprehensible that an industry could shoot itself in the foot like that. No one
was thinking. Everyone just had to get out there. Many regret that today, I think.
That we could be so bloody stupid. We published everything we do. For free. (UM #3)
Another upper manager summarizes the main problem as:
Financially it’s complete madness to put stuff on the web without getting paid for it.
(UM #2)
The lack of a lucrative business model for the online edition has reduced the
online edition to a reluctantly maintained project of public relations. It becomes
clear that publishing news online was not the newspapers’ idea, and even if it
was at one point, it is not anymore. The reason news is available for free online
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to begin with is said to be because “readers want the news that way”, and that
other organizations and readers would otherwise criticize the newspapers for
being backward (e.g. UM#1, UM#4). In short, it would be bad publicity for a
newspaper to resist. This situation is very complex, and generates some
undesirable effects in the organizations. Generally speaking, it is thought by the
respondents that the online edition is its own drastic process of
deterritorialization to the paper edition – that if the online edition prospers, it is
unavoidably at the expense of the online edition. Therefore any discussion
about developing the website or the online business models is seen as a threat
to the existing (and still relatively sustaining) business model. This condition
creates tensions between those members of staff assigned to write or otherwise
develop the online edition and the other journalists and managers, who see it as
their primary job to sustain the paper edition. The analogy of the “marooned
web directors” has been expressed and exemplified earlier, from both sides of
what can be described as a production divide.
Overall, the paradigms of NWT and VF are characterized as not as much
struggling to adapt to new information technologies, but rather struggling to
remain the same. The main territorializing effect of language on the personal
scale is the shaping of beliefs (DeLanda 2007:51), and articles such as the one
mentioned under “NWT: Celebrating the Craft” (describing how a modernized
editorial production system amounts to no changes on behalf of the reader),
not only emphasize (territorialize) traditions of production i.e. editorial practice,
but also simultaneously deterritorialize the results of modernization, by
explicitly reassuring the readers that nothing will change. This rhetoric
strengthens the beliefs among the staff as well as the readership that the
familiar, under the assumption that readers do not want change, is better. Thus
the assemblage, as it exists today, resists change by territorializing components
that support newspaper production – i.e. finding supplementary, alternative
revenue streams rather than changing existing ones; presenting technological
innovation by assuring customers that everything will remain the same;
understanding readers as conservative; understanding the paper edition as
conflicting with the online edition. These are merely a few examples of
(expressive as well as material) territorializing processes that exist to strengthen
the webs of association that constitute what the public understands as a
newspaper organization. Let us revisit a quote by DeLanda (2006) that reads:
One and the same assemblage can have components working to stabilize
its identity as well as components forcing it to change or even
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transforming it into a different assemblage. In fact one and the same
component may participate in both processes by exercising different sets
of capacities (DeLanda 2007:12)
We then understand not only that territorialization is a dualistic force –
simultaneously stabilizing and destabilizing – but also that each side of a
component can stabilize and simultaneously destabilize crucial parts of the
same assemblage. For example, the evolution into media houses with multiple
revenue streams helps sustain the premium product, the paper edition, but at
the same time threatens its existence by making the newspaper organization less
financially dependent on it. Stories of the past work the same way, in that
narratives that are grounded in the past will invariably promote a particular
viewpoint or course of action by how it is remembered. This territorializes the
understanding of a past mind set while at the same time deterritorializing those
expressions that would choose alternative courses of action, in essence
generating a kind of path dependency. The end result is a narrower focus,
which can have both positive and negative effects.
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Summary of Analyses and Discussion
The present chapter has been structured based on the categories derived from
Johnson’s (1992) concept of the cultural web. For each category, several
pertinent points were highlighted. The following two pictures position each
point according to its category, and offer a comprehensive view of each cultural
web, and allows for further theorizing about each organization’s ability to
implement strategic change and align with existing strategies.

Symbols
Gustaf Ander
The striking building
Celebrating the craft
Celebrating the press
Celebrating longevity

Rituals and Routines
Loyalty and thrift
Cost effectiveness
Celebrating birthdays/
retrobranding
Memories of old routines
Publishing policies
Study visits

Stories and Myths
Legend of Gustaf Ander
A striking building as legacy
Sensemaking the decline

Paradigm
- We make newspapers
- We are an important
part of the region.
- Readers want to read
what we write.
- Print will always be
around.

Control Systems
Costs highly controlled
Circulation, coverage,
advertising revenue
Prize for entrepreneurship

Power Structures
Autocratic
Closed top management
Financial hardliner

Organizational Structure
Web departments are islands
Alternative revenue streams

The managerial web of NWT
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Symbols
Proud underdog
A worn building with a rich
history
Celebrating the craft
The political legacy

Stories and Myths
Surviving the A-press collapse
Financial problems
Sensemaking the decline

Paradigm

Rituals and Routines
Innovating on a tight budget
Working the deadline
Publishing policies
Study visits

- Fighting the big dragon
- The underdog
- Survival as team spirit
- The print edition will
always be around
- The region needs us

Control Systems
Circulation, coverage,
advertising revenue
Journalism prizes

Power Structures
Open oligarchy

Organizational Structure
Web departments are islands
Alternative revenue streams

The managerial web of VF

Reviewing the main themes present in each cultural web, results point toward
that, although they are historically of very different backgrounds and political
persuasions, each organization suffers the same inertial problems as the other,
and several of the issues raised in each category indicate a tendency of the
existing drivers of organizational culture to rationalize using conceptions of the
past. There is a strategic drift present, i.e. a misalignment between the cultural
webs of both organizations and their environment, however there is no
misalignment between the paradigm and the respective artefacts. What has
happened therefore, is that the organizations have not changed their respective
paradigms, even though they have perceived considerable change in the
environment, and as Johnson (1992:33) describes as: “Faced with pressures for
change, managers are likely to deal with the situation in ways which are in line
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with the paradigm and the cultural, social and political norms of organizational
life.” And that ”[f]aced with a stimulus for action, for example declining
performance, managers first seek for means of improving the implementation
of existing strategy, perhaps through the tightening of controls.” Both NWT
and VF’s strategic work exemplify these statements.
As a result, they suffer from the same inertia brought on by assumptions
grounded in conceptions of a past that in turn are responsible for strong,
internal inertia. This section will conclude by walking through the different
headlines of this chapter and thus provide a summary of the shared
commonalities of the cultural web of NWT and VF. As the analyses above have
shown, the commonalities are important to highlight because they represent the
main drivers (and obstacles) behind the propensity for change in the regional
industry. The commonalities concern the core business, whereas the differences
concern peripheral properties.
In the following, the most striking and important taken-for-granted
assumptions from both organizations are listed.
Stories
• Prosperity comes from top-down hierarchy and carefulness.
• Going online was a bad idea; scepticism.
• It is incredibly hard to make money online.
• The Internet is largely to blame for the decline in circulation.
• No one wants to be the first to innovate, or the last one left behind.
• Young people (18-35) are impossible to attract as readers, and the old
generation dies off.
• The paper edition and the online edition are mutually exclusive. One always
profits at the expense of the other.
Rituals and routines
• Evening deadlines.
• Publishing policies – preference for the print edition, online edition is
second.
• Prompt morning delivery of the paper edition is expected by readers as well
as the organization – maintaining habits is critical.
• The logic of professionalism.
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• Study visits.
Symbols
• The printing press.
• The newspaper building.
• Printing antiques.
• The shape of the building sends a message.
• Newspapers.
Organizational structure
• Hierarchic (autocratic or oligarchic) management style.
• The board decides.
• CEO has financial responsibility; Chief Editor has the editorial
responsibility.
• Division between advertising department and journalists.
• Division between online edition and print edition.
Control Systems
• Emphasis on circulation, geographical coverage and advertising revenue.
• Cutting costs instead of investing.
• Rewards and prizes are given by representatives of the industry to the media
practicioners leading to and promoting product orientation rather than
customer orientation.
Power Structures
• Owners have absolute power.
• Old-fashioned, even patriarchal power structures
• The owner believes in the longevity of the paper edition.
• Management cuts costs to counter the downturn.
• Multiple disparate revenue streams is a solution to keep the paper edition
alive according to management.
• The web directors are “islands” struggling to find a voice.
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A common Paradigm for the two organizations could be summarized as in the
following list.
The Paradigm of the cultural web of NWT and VF
• We produce newspapers.
• We are trained professionals.
• The newspaper is important.
• The region wants to read what we write.
• We rely on tradition, both in readers and in our work.
• We deliver objective, true and important news to our readers.
• The Web is dangerous but necessary.
• Without the capital investment it is not the same thing.
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5

Conclusions: the Birth of a New Concept
Chapter 5 consolidates and concludes the previous chapters, as well as critically discusses the
conclusions. The chapter ends with pointing out the contributions for theory and practice, and
suggestions for further research. A central part for this study, in terms of contributions for
theory, the term “spectral organization” is introduced with its implications for the analysis of
organizational inertia as well as implications for practice on how to break inertia.
This chapter wraps up the study entitled “Print or Perish” and the conclusions
will show that the regional industry is still very much organized around print
news, and still earns most of its revenue selling print news. There is, as of yet
still no comprehensive business model that would financially welcome digital
news. There are several experiments and ideas currently being tested (such as
paywalls, tablet- and phone apps etc.) but none have yet managed to win the
fancy of the industry. And there is the rub. A new business model for digital
news should not only earn money, but also do it in such a way that it is
approved by the industry. Thus, for the newspapers, money is not the primary
concern, although it becomes the primary consequence.
Conclusions Regarding Question 1 (RQ1)
What characterizes the propensity for change in regional newspaper organizations?
The empirical data and the subsequent analysis suggest that, at the managerial
level, the sensemaking process is based primarily on immutable conditions that
owe their rigidity to the core ideological values of the industry. Therefore it
becomes difficult for either organization to justify changes to the paradigm. It is
noteworthy that all interview subjects were protective of the print edition and
the established organizational paradigms. The term “newspaper” is therefore
necessarily articulated along with “paper”, “journalist” and “gatekeeping”. The
newspaper assemblage’s most critical components are components that increase
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homogeneity and stabilize boundaries, in other words components that increase
the level of coding and territorialization – components that guard the perimeter
of the territory. One such component is the newspaper artefact itself – the
result of a production process that necessitates capital and a printing press,
deadlines and routines, and exclusivity in that process. These are strong
territorializing forces that currently successfully exercise the capacity to attract
readers above the age of 35 and organizations that see advantages in print
advertising. It also territorializes staff members that sell print ads and that write
news those readers over 35 want to read. These components are the direct
result of the existence of a central overarching expressive component, that of
the historically anchored “way of doing things” – the ideology of journalism
practice. This practice controls the output of the organization, or the capacity
performed by the organization. Currently both NWT and VF produce the
capacity “to print news on paper” and “publish news online” and “sell
advertisements”. The capacity that prints news on paper is exercised
successfully and is carefully monitored and optimized. The capacity that
publishes news online is exercised with moderate success, and with few
optimizations because the expressive components put in place to optimize are
only used for the benefit of the print edition. In fact, the components that are
used to produce the capacity “publish online” are somewhat detached from the
assemblage as a whole. Perhaps not visibly, but certainly cognitively. It is
suggested by some respondents that online publishing does not require real
journalism the same way that print news does, therefore the profession of
journalism has not yet territorialized online publishing. The result is that online
publishing has become a bit like an illegitimate sibling to print, mostly focusing
on brief event-based transmission of information such as accidents or public
announcements. History legitimizes the print edition, and the Web has no
history yet. In NWT’s 2011 annual report, when discussing the developments
on the Web in a philosophical afterword, the following somewhat bleak and
lamenting picture of the future is painted (NWT 2011:35):
There is no turning back. Digitization has forever changed the media
landscape. Old media will be replaced by new, and the new will turn out
to be inadequate. The change is not only bad; the Web gives publishers
great opportunities to reach new groups of readers, with innovative
services. It is not only of good either; the quantities online overshadow
quality. The infrastructure of the knowledge society crumbles when the
masses become the new elite. Hierarchies are shaken.
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The ideological values of journalism that surfaced during the interviews are
intertwined with a particular mode of production, which by necessity is
embedded in organizational history. In other words, this embeddedness
produces exclusivity based on cost of acquisition and maintenance (the printing
press requires very large quantities of capital) along with a routinized behaviour
conditioned by the sheer time it takes to print an edition. These routines, which
in the beginning no doubt were put in place due to technological limitations,
have become socialized expectations – readers expect one edition (or perhaps
two) per day. Since this routine has been in place for nearly 200 years, the
expectations (assumptions) have now become points of origin for policy in
order to maintain stability and live up to the expectations of readers, rather than
subject to technological innovation and out of the box thinking.
The propensity for change in these organizations can be characterized as
relatively low, particularly in relation to change that affects the mode of
production or the ideological assumptions that underpin that production. It is
believed that if the mode of production is changed, the purpose of the
organization changes with it. The centrality of the paradigm “to print news on
paper” is taken for granted to the point where the industry lives and dies with
it. This is conceivably in part due to the fact that the print edition still produces
nearly all of the revenue. It does not, however, explain why an alternate mode
of production is not allowed the potential to take over.
Thus, the propensity for change is somewhat stifled by the desire to conserve
old routines. This act of conservation is not due to scepticism to new
technologies (if that were the case, the equipment to produce the newspaper
would be old) – but rather a fear of straying too far from the path forged by the
newspaper pioneers; fear of losing sight of what makes a newspaper.
Conclusions Regarding Question 2 (RQ2)
How does the organizational culture affect the propensity for change in regional newspaper
organizations?
The properties of the organizational culture, and its affect on long-term
strategizing are found in the managerial cultural web of each organization:
The prevailing stories and myths of both organizations, thematically, are of
weathering change, or resisting the temptation to change rather than of adapting to
change. The stories are about how the organization has endured against all
odds, such as NWT’s rise to regional fame by Gustaf Ander or VF’s triumph
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after the demise of the A-press. VF’s history in particular is filled with stories of
enduring financial challenges including two restarts in the very beginning. Both
organizations’ scenarios are assumed to have been “solved” by holding one’s
ground in the face of challenge. The organizations have remained sedentary and
change is very much thought of as unnecessary or even impossible, as it would
disrupt the important structure and hierarchy.
With the prevalence of stories of conservatism, comes a noticeable lack of
organizational stories grounded in the present (mid-1990’s and onwards). This
period is about confusion, and frustration and most notably, contain stories
without a protagonist. There are, however, many vague threats, or
“antagonists” such as the Internet or the younger, disinterested and perhaps
even illiterate generation. But it is not only the modern technological
preferences of the younger generation that lies behind a resistance to change; it
is also the assumed conservatism of the mature generations. There is an
underlying fear that if the newspaper should no longer land in the mailbox
every morning, not even the older generations are consciously interested
enough to change to a new platform. In a sense, this inertia of the regional
newspapers can be formulated as organizational inertia caused by a
combination of inertia and early adoption in the customer base.
These patterns of distribution and consumption are described as entities
floating around outside the organization rather than the organization being part
of a societal media change. This view portrays the newspaper organization as a
closed system that spends most of its time attempting to reinforce its doors
rather than tearing down walls.
Of all the rituals and routines present in each organization, the persistence of
editorial routines most clearly illustrates territorialization. The artificial creation
of flow for the online edition still being modelled after the evening 11pm
deadline is evidence of a routine that has not changed even though the medium
is different. The organizational life of newspapers is extremely routinized, and
the cycle restarts every morning. The buzz of the newsroom is too busy to
accommodate the Web, and as has been stated earlier, the longer routines are in
place, the more entrenched the routinized patterns become. The birthday
celebrations and the study visits are rituals of historical reproduction, where the
legacy is reiterated and celebrated. This is where legitimacy is maintained.
The symbols of both organizations are based on the current production
machine – they celebrate the current mode of production. The past managers
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symbolically associated with the organizations are the maintainers and builders,
not the ones responsible for major change. The printing press is iconic for its
longevity, and the birthday celebration of NWT is a way to emphasize tradition
and endurance, and promote the organization as tried and tested, old-fashioned
quality. The legitimacy of each organization is very much parsed through
longevity and longevity is something that is earned.
The symbols are furthermore interesting as empirical signposts not because of
how they exist but because they exist at all. The choice of celebrating this
longevity by displaying antiques throughout the lobby is evidence that longevity
is present and celebrated.
The organizational structure is very much geared towards newspaper
manufacturing, creating an obstacle for drastic change. In the case of NWT, all
innovation has been outsourced to a subsidiary local newspaper, minimizing the
risk for unnecessary organizational change and revenue loss. In the case of VF,
the web department has undergone some staff changes and reorganization, but
always to rationalize, never to expand. The reluctance is evident, and the fear of
failure is strong.
The perhaps most central control system is circulation numbers and
geographical coverage. The reward systems that promote quality control are not
as reader-oriented as they could be, but they serve the purposes of the
paradigm. Readers are seen as existing in Shannon’s (1948) transmission mode
of communication, as recipients that pay for the expertise of the newsroom
picking out what is important and in what order. Experts control the quality of
the texts as well as their configuration on the page. The online world is seen as
dangerous, chaotic and not representative how the organizations want to
produce content. Quality is extremely important for both organizations, as is
the concept of truth and validity, and the Web is not primarily associated with
those values.
The autocratic power structures that have been present for decades make it
difficult to implement change from the grassroots level, as has been mentioned
earlier by Hannan and Freeman (1977; 1984). In addition, the complex
ownership situations in both cases makes quick, drastic or innovative change,
particularly one that involves thinking outside the paradigm, difficult as it goes
against both organizations’ resident cultures. Autocracy also makes it hard for
the web departments to innovate or to take up room in the organization other
than as maintaining an added-on marketing tool for the print edition.
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The impressive physicality of the printing press and of the newspaper buildings
are important components for securing the assemblage of “newspaper
organization”. The belief seems to be that incursions – if any – will come from
technologies or practices that want to erase, replace or make obsolete these
defining components. The problem with such an approach, given the nature of
the organizational culture of each organization, is that the most destabilizing
incursion is language; that the terms needed to articulate “newspaper” should
change to the point where the old components are bypassed or are no longer
necessary. DeLanda illustrates this, as a kind of requiem for certainty in that:
The identity of any assemblage at any level of scale is always the product
of a process (territorialization and, in some cases, coding) and it is always
precarious, since other processes (deterritorialization and decoding) can
destabilize it. (DeLanda 2007:28)
In other words, if it is no longer necessary to articulate the word “printing press
or “journalist” in order to label something a newspaper, the death of
newspapers as we know them, and have known them, would surely be
imminent. This issue becomes increasingly problematic when thinking about
the fact that newspaper organizations today tend to define themselves
according to a certain type of production – i.e. that producing editorial content
on paper is the only way to sustain a newspaper.
As the Internet grew in popularity from the mid-1990’s and onward, there was
(and still is) an increased pressure to be online in order to stay relevant, and the
newspaper industry is no exception. During the interviews, it became clear that
presence on the web is necessary for remaining relevant in the eyes of the
readers, but this is not unproblematic or even entirely desirable for the
newspapers themselves.
In summary, it can be said that the organizations do not see themselves as
existing in a state of inertia. Rather they see themselves as existing in a situation
of drastic environmental change where it is their responsibility to readers and
society to safeguard the rules and ethics of traditional journalism.
Thus results show that the organizational cultures of both organizations have a
firm grounding in a conservative approach to coping with change. Each artefact
of the cultural web points toward some aspect of the past, or towards
conservative conceptions of the past. The resulting culture, then, is accurately
characterized as being of a conservative nature, i.e. its primary function is to
conserve those values and ideals that are seen as historically important in order
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to maintain, stabilize and reinforce history and tradition. In other words, the
organizational culture resists change. The strategic drift is evident with both
paradigms stating, “we print news on paper” rather than stating “we publish
news” irrespective of medium.
Conclusions Regarding Question 3 (RQ3)
How are the legacies of past and current organizational culture used in the organizations to
respond to demands for change?
The mode of production in particular is protected and has become one with the
paradigm that it is seen as mandatory. By holding certain envisioned (physical
and social) aspects of the organization responsible for past successes, it
becomes difficult for managers to conceive of a future without those particular
aspects.
These organizations make decisions based on carefulness, and in order to
conserve certain aspects of the past. An example is advertising the print edition
on the web page. The newspaper assemblage thus has been completed with
additional components with the indirect purpose of ensuring the survival of the
print edition by adding additional revenue while not contributing to costs.
Another strategy for keeping print alive is by making the output of the printing
press as “online” as possible. Thus it can conceivably be possible to invert the
imbalanced traffic to favour the print edition. The most obvious example of
this is the redesigning of the NWT print edition. In the annual report of NWT
Staffan Ander, the editor-in-chief states:
The print edition, which we believe so strongly in, must of course keep up
and offer an appealing environment that invites reading. One estimates
that an article has merely a few seconds to invite reading. If you don’t
capture the reader instantly he flips the page and goes on to the next
article. Therefore, articles should have multiple entry-points. Headline,
lead-in, pictures, factoids, colour signalling serve to invite readers. (NWT
2011:9).
The senior editor Rolf Matthies commented:
The purpose was to give the readers a more modern, airier and more
readable newspaper. I think we succeeded well with that. Graphic design
is not a goal in itself. It exists to lift the contents and with entry-points
and signals make it easier for the reader to choose what interests him or
her. (NWT 2011:13)
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Thus NWT’s increasingly ”webbified” or ”magazined” print edition was
launched in 2012 with generous sans-serif headlines, colour coded sections and
an abundance of colour photos on every page. This was an attempt to capture
the younger audience who has grown accustomed to the lush graphic design of
the Web, to persuade them that the same sensory rewards can be gained from
paper. Interestingly, the logotype of the newspaper was reimagined in black, as
if signalling that even with all these updates it is still the newspaper you have
learned to not be without. The risk with every update designed to attract new
customers, is that you lose old ones.
Around the same time, VF launched Metro Värmland, in essence a Metro
franchised, print-only, free edition of VF. This marked a revision of the
previous business collaboration with Metro that VF had been contributing to
since 2005. The newspaper contains the editorial content of VF along with
some national news combined with local advertisements. The purpose of this
essentially free edition of VF was (is) to reach “additional customers”, most
likely younger people, and at the same time attract national advertisers.
The mutual characteristics of these print innovations can be summed up as:
-

Fresh and airy typography
Free of cost (in the case of VF’s second paper)
More colour and clearer layout
Attracting younger readers

In other words, precisely the same attributes some respondents associated with
the online edition. The case of Metro VF is particularly interesting. If one
considers the amount of existing traffic on their website, it still made more
sense, then, to fund an additional print edition to entice the “other” readers and
generate more advertisements than increasing traffic to the website. This
seemingly paradoxical strategy will be explained shortly by developing the
concept of the “spectral organization”. Funding additional print editions rather
than investing in mobile applications or websites shows a reluctance to
branching out, and a preference towards developing the traditional way of
consuming news.
Because the organizations, structurally and cognitively, is designed the way they
are, they find it difficult to operate in terms of print edition strategies, and thus
find it very difficult to think strategically in terms of digital distribution, save
purchasing a “ready-made” e-commerce plugin. By face-lifting the existing print
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edition or starting a new free version of the print edition, the value system is
left intact; there has been no trespassing into other, digital territories, which is
likely to cause anxiety and trepidation.
The balance of power is left intact, the existing business models are emphasized
and perhaps above all, the staff and managers are imbued with satisfaction
because something has been done to try to cope with the current situation.
These two examples illustrate the inability of the existing structure to produce
any other capacity than the ability to produce print news. It also illustrates the
necessity by which the process of printing is attached to the definition of
“newspaper” and “journalist” by the news-workers themselves.
The organizations work towards legitimizing the current paradigms using
institutional memory and the function filled by legacy is foremost
legitimization, and keeping the organization indefinitely in a state of inertia.
Introducing the Spectral Organization
Both organizations exhibit spectrality – a tendency to use collective memory
and institutional memory in order to maintain and conserve policies and
strategies from the past. This tendency is visible in multiple forms, perhaps
most obviously in its physical form.
Spectrality exhibits several dimensions, of which physicality, or materiality is the
first. This first dimension displays Boje’s (2008) examples of physical artefacts
such as material mementoes, aesthetics, furniture, and trinkets that serve as
reminders of a mindset embedded in organizational history.
The second dimension displays immaterial or expressive spectrality as
Focauldian (1995) discourse. This expressive, or social category holds
behaviours, ownership, meanings and emotions, i.e. rules and regulations,
policies and conversation. Social spectrality is intangible and appears foremost
in the form of governance, particularly in the patriarchal way of autocratically
managing the organizations. NWT exhibits this form of governance today, and
in how VF remembers that the level of autocracy has been reduced. Still the
spectre of the patriarch haunts both organizations as it territorializes an aspect
of a past organization that was implemented by previous CEO’s. Thus, truly
spectral organizations are always haunted as well as infiltrated organizations in
that they exhibit disharmonious temporality. There is a constant struggle to
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successfully reconcile the past disguised as natural and taken-for-granted
elements of organizational culture with the challenges of the present.
These two categories if positioned along an axis of spectrality, measure a level
of detached sensemaking; of Derridean non-being in which a social or physical
artefact is more or less present in the now, i.e. an artefact that in a symbiotic
way represents the “real” organization and its goals. This detachment, or
“spectral drift” – reflects inertial forces, misalignment of a view, policy or
behaviour that is in some way or another in conflict with, or detached from, the
present, parsed through the past, and haunting (imposing its values and ideas
onto) the present. This form of drifting represents a detachment from any
actual phenomena or sequence of events. Memories and ideologies as they
change over time can take on a different form, mutate and change as they are
carried by orality, textuality or visual imagery. What a particular artefact
represented when it was constructed might be very different from how it is
understood several years later. For instance, a symbol that once represented
“daring change” might several decades later represent a revered past that must
be maintained in order to preserve legitimacy. The degree to which an artefact
idea or policy is transformed and deviates from any real representation of past
events, determines “spectral drift”.
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The spectral organization with its single-loop learning process where market concerns are
subordinate to the spectre of ideological concerns and history.

The Spectre of Production
What the present study has demonstrated is that the printing press and its end
product are revered not only for the product per se, but for the sake of
nostalgia. Both organizations prefer working in the traditional way, irrespective
of technological progress. This inertia has less to do with suspicion or a general
unwillingness to conform to progress, and more to do with what can best be
described as infatuation with an idea – the idea of the newspaper as a product
of manual labour and as a mechanical, tangible item; an idea that is still
lucrative. There is artistry here, and journalists are creative artists and the
printing press makes this art tangible. There is also the aspect of the spectacle –
the printing press is a spectacle, as well as the literal core of the organizational
structure. Without the expensive, cumbersome machinery, the act of journalism
is believed to be “reduced to a website” (MM #5) and the act of writing, and
the privileged position of the newspaper, one fears, is lost (in the eyes of the
public and/or the practitioners, the advertisers – which are not the main target
of this analysis – are left behind because of insufficient education along with
the advertising departments of the newspapers).
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The iconic machinery serves a central, affective purpose as well as an
ideological and political purpose. The technology guards the place of the
newspaper organization and its journalists, demarcating “professionals” from
“bloggers”, and in so doing identifies and constructs the community of
journalists. The technology itself is a way of distinguishing quality in editorial
products. Those texts produced using a printing press – as they automatically
necessitate and associate with (territorialize) organization and educated
employees – define the newspaper’s identity according to what it is not (Hansen
2007:931). It is not a blog, a pamphlet, a discussion forum, or a random
Internet website. In comparison, websites are of questionable origin, copious,
and to make matters worse, easily confused with the “real thing”; the tools and
know-how for designing a site that looks like a professional editorial website are
increasingly ubiquitous. A way of distinction therefore becomes the mode of
production: the printing press and its classifying property: a mark of quality
with a known origin impossible to mistake (or fake). Journalism for the
newspaper industry is spectral because it is parsed through a capacity of the
printing press that is anchored in the past. This is apparent from one mid-level
manager who states:
It’s in the walls – that this is how we’ve always done it, and there are those who are
techno-eager and are willing to change and are very offensive, and then there are those
who feel that: ‘oh, this is the devil coming…’ Who see it as a threat rather than an
opportunity. (MM #4)
At the same time there is no disillusionment about the facts: the industry has
fallen on difficult times. Nevertheless, the assumption is that amateurs could
never print on paper because they lack the resources, thus making paper the
exclusive material of professionals. The price of a professional-looking website
is negligible – an Internet connection is the only thing necessary to not only
replicate, but to innovate professional output. It is thought that the only
difference left without the distinguishing technological factor are semiotics,
grammar and rhetoric (the quality of the language) and the writer’s relation to
source material (the textual content). This difference would be difficult to
distinguish for the public, and in that sense perhaps unacceptable.
Professionalism is not seen as something printed in the paper, professionalism
is the paper, or as a middle manager expressed: “If the capital investment is not
required, [what we do] becomes something else.” (MM #5) This seems to
indicate that an important factor for establishing (projecting) the identity of
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professionalism is in the grandeur of the newspaper building. If the identity of
professionalism is literally in the walls, it makes sense for managers to say that
without the buildings and the printing press, without the investment capital,
without the elevated status of a selected few representing the public – indeed
for the public, we might as well be merely a website.
Contributions for Practitioners
For practitioners, this study provides an increased understanding of how
paradigmatic shifts in professional for-profit organizations are resisted and how
that understanding can aid in breaking inertia and realign strategic drift.
The concept of spectral organizations serves to make managers and owners
aware of how organizational culture can inhibit strategic change.
Contributions for Theory
The first contribution to theory is the theoretical framework outlined in this
study and that is used to discuss the results. Meta-theories regarding newspaper
organizations have tended towards rigid, static models, such as Shoemaker and
Reese’s (1996) hierarchy of influences. In this theory the newspaper
organization and its components is envisioned as layers of an onion, where
causality is inherently linear. A disadvantage with such an approach is that it
neglects the connections of each aspect of an organization with an “outside”.
Indeed the present study seeks to problematize the notions of an inside/outside
dichotomy altogether, and argues that everything is “outside”. Everything is
subject to tensions from its surroundings.
The meta-theory presented here using assemblage theory (DeLanda 2006) and
the cultural web (Johnson 1992) presents an organization as a rhizomatic entity
rather than as a closed system. If we consider an organization as a meshwork of
associations rather than as a static, definitive structure with solid boundaries, we
can begin to understand organizational change as a default state of any
organizational life, and inertia as a potential outcome of non-linear causality. If
we want to understand this inertia we first have to emphasize that organizations
are assemblages that are comprised of components, and that each component is
in constant connection with the outside, indeed even existing on the outside.
This socio-systemic meta-theory embraces the complexity of organizations, and
improves the understanding of organizational change as a constant, evolving
state and places firm emphasis on the people and artefacts in that context.
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The second contribution to theory is the concept of the spectral organization.
This concept thematically fuses assemblage theory with Derrida’s notion of
spectrality and labels a phenomenon that can describe a particular kind of
organizational inertia, and a particular kind of path dependence. With this
concept, practitioners and theorists alike are given a vocabulary to discuss
organizations that are hindered by their own conceptions of their past.
The third contribution to theory is methodological. By combining photography
(images) with textual analysis this study has created a novel way to mix visual,
textual and aural empirical data in order to study organizational phenomena.
Future Research
Potential complementary research to deepen this study would be to apply the
theory of spectral organizations on national media, or in other organizational
contexts.
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The newspaper industry has in the last few decades experienced a gradual but
steady decline. The cause of this decline and potential ways of counteraction
have been under considerable debate recently both in the industry and in
academia. For the last decade and a half, the digitization of news has emerged
as a much debated challenge and been perceived by the industry as both its
inevitable future and its biggest threat.
Taking its starting-point in this complex situation, this dissertation particularly
focuses on how the organizational culture of regional, ideologically driven
newspaper organizations affects propensity for change. Particular focus is placed
on the regional newspaper industry, and an ethnographical case study has
been conducted of a Swedish county covered by two independent, competing
newspaper organizations. The end result is a theoretical concept that describes,
and aids the understanding of, the kind of organizational inertia currently
experienced by the regional newspaper industry.
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